
Walter de Gruyter 
Berlin • New York 

--- --------
Hans Henrich Hock 
and Brian D. Joseph 

Language History, 
Language Change, and 
Language Relationship 
An Introduction to Historical and 
Comparative Linguistics 

1996. 23 x 15,5 em. XV, 600 pages 
with 69 illustrations 

Cloth US$ 199.00 
ISBN 3-11-014785-8 
(Trends in Linguistics. Studies and 
Monographs 93) 
Paperback US$ 29.95 
ISBN 3-11-014784-X 
Mouton de Gruyter 
Why does language change? Why can we 
speak to and understand our parents b~t 
have trouble reading Skakespeare? Why IS 

Chaucer's English of the fourteenth cen
tury so different from Modem English of 
the late twentieth century that the two are 
essentially different languages? Why are 
Americans and the English "one people 
divided by a common language"? And how 
can the language of Chaucer and Modem 
English -or Modem British and American 
English - still be called the "same lan
guage"? 

The present book provides answers to 
questions like these in a strai.gh.tforw~d 
way, aimed at the non-spec1ahst, w1th 
ample illustrations from both f~miliar ~d 
more exotic languages. Spec1fic toptcs 
covered include: 

- How did writing, and especially the al
phabet, develop? How is it possible to 
decipher ancient scripts, and what do those 
scripts and texts reveal about long forgot
ten languages? 

- How does language change in its struc
ture and vocabulary? How do meanings 
change and how do we create new words? 

John Newman 

Give 
A Cognitive Linguistic Study 

1996. 23 x 15,5 em. XVIII, 319 pages. 
Cloth US$ 102.00 
ISBN 3-11-014894-3 
(Cognitive Linguistics Research 7) 
Mouton de Gruyter 
This book presents an in-depth, cross-lin
guistic study of the syntax and semantics 
of verbs meaning "give" and the construc
tions that they enter into. Particular atten
tion is given to the figurative and 
grammaticalized extensions of GIVE 
(emergence, causation, enablement, sche
matic interaction, benefactive marking, 
etc.) and motivating these extensions in 
terms of properties of literal GIVE. 

Jacob Hoeksema (Editor) 

Partitives 
Studies on the Syntax and 
Semantics of Partitive and Related 
Constructions 

1996. 23 x 15,5 em. VI, 238 pages. 
Cloth US$ 113.00 
ISBN 3-11-014794 7 
(Groningen-Amsterdam Studies in 
Semantics 14) 
Mouton de Gruyter 
The study of definites and indefinites, 
which straddles the fields of syntax and 
semantics, has become a focal point of 
linguistic research in the last 15 years. Par
titive constructions such as "one of the 
boys" are especially interestin.g .from this 
point of view, becaus~ they e~h1b1t features 
of both de finites and mdefimtes. 

Prices are subJect HHiuotge 

Walter de Gruyter luc. • 200 Saw M1ll R1ver Road 
Hawthorne, New York 10532 
Phone: (914) 747-0110 • Fax: (914) 747- 1326 
Please visit aus in the World Wide Web at 
http://Www.deGruyter.de 
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Introductory Note 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to seiVe as the official program 
for the 71st Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). In addition, this 
handbook is the official program for the Annual Meetings of the American Dialect Society 
(ADS), the North American Association for the History of the Language Sciences 
(NAAHoLS), and the Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics (SPCL). 

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the LSA Program Committee 
(Robert Van Valin, Jr., Chair; Peter Cole; Amy Dahlstrom; Suzanne Flynn; Michael 
Hammond; John Kingston; Manfred Krifka; and Keith Walters) and the help of the 
following members who served as consultants to the Program Committee: Chris Barker, 
Samuel Bayer, Victoria Bergvall, Diane Brentari, Fred Eckman, Gary Holland, D. Terence 
Langendoen, Ian Maddieson, Lise Menn, Loraine Obler, Wayne O'Neil, Keren Rice, and 
John Rickford. We are also grateful to Douglas Kibbee (NAAHoLS); Allen Metcalf 
(ADS); and John Victor Singler (SPCL) for their cooperation. 

We especially appreciate the help which has been given by the Chicago Local Arrangements 
Committee (Gregory Ward, Chair). 

We hope this Meeting Handbook is a useful guide for those attending, as well as a 
permanent record of the 1997 Annual Meeting in Chicago, Illinois. 
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Academic Press, Inc. 
Blackwell Publishers, Inc. 
Cambridge University ~ 
Cascadilla Press/MIT Working Papers 
University of Chicago Press 
Elsevier Science 
John Benjamins Publishing Co. 
Kluwer Academic Publishers 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associa~ 
Linguistic Society of Arnenca 
The MIT Press 
Mouton de Gruyter 
Oxford University Press 
Routledge 
Sage Publications, Inc. 
SL Martin's Press . . . 
Summer Institute of Lmgmsucs 
Walter de Gruyter 
Working Papers 

Ablex Publishing Corp. 
Addison-Wesley Longman 
Chicago Linguistic Society 
Duke University Press 
Georgetown University Press 
Hituzi Syobo 
Max Niemeyer Verlag 
Plenum Publishing Corp. 
Slavica Publishers. Inc. 
University of Washington Press 

working Papers 

Ohio State University 
University of Chicago 

General Meeting Information 

Exhibit 

There will be an exhibit of linguistic publications in Sheraton Ballroom I-II. The exhibit is scheduled to be open 
during the following hours: 

Fri, 3 January 

Sat. 4January 

10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
3:30 PM - 6:00 PM 

Sun, 5 January 8:30AM- 11:30 AM 

The display copies in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit will be sold beginning at 8:30AM on 5 January, the proceeds to 
be donated lO fellowships for lhe Linguistic Institute. (These display copies have been generously donated by the 
publishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit.) Advance orders for display copies, at a discount of 5' 
greater than that given by the publisher, will be taken pnor to 5 January if accompanied by payment. All boots 
must be picked up on S January between 8:30 and 10:00 AM. Unclaimed books will be resold and the advance 
payment donated to the Linguistic Institute fellowships. 

Job Placement Center 

A Job Placement Center will be set up in the Colorado Room during the Annual Meeting. On 3 and 4 January,the 
Center will be open 8:30AM-6:00 PM. It will also be open 9:00- 11:30 AM on 5 January. Lists of openings 
wiD be available, and the staff wiD facilitate interviews between applicants and employers. Interviewers are asked to 
list openings and check in with the Center staff so that an interview schedule can be arranged. Applicants should 
bring an adequate supply of curicula vitarum--enough to submit one copy to each interviewer. The Center will have 
no duplication facilities available. 

S.N .A.P • 

The Atbnsas Room has been set aside for the use of students attending the meeting. Designated as Students Need a 
Place--S.N.A.P.--Ihe room will be open on 3 and 4 January, 9:00AM-6:00PM, and on the morning of S January 
until 11:30 AM. 

Language 

Mark Aronoff, EdilOr of Language, will be in the Huron Room atlhe following times: 

Fri, 3 January 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM Sat, 4 January 11:30 AM- 12:30 PM 

All members, including students, are welcome to drop by to ask any questions they may have about submitting 
articles or reviews lO Language. 

National Science Foundation 

Fernanda Ferreira, Interim Program Director, and Paul Chapin, Program Director for Linguistics at the National 
Science Foundation, will meet with interested members in the Mississippi Room at the following times: 

Fri, 3 January 10:00 AM- 11:00 AM (Ferreira) Sat, 4 January 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM (Chapin) 
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM (Ferreira) 4:00PM - 5:00PM (Chapin) 

Sun, S January 10:00 AM- 11:00 AM (Chapin) 

National Institutes of Health 

Howard Kurtzman, Chief, the Cognitive Science Program, National Institute of Mental Health, will meet with 
members interested in learning more about research and training grant support available from NIH. Members may 
tallt lO him in the Huron Room at the following times: 

Fri. 3 January 12:00 PM-2:00PM Sat, 4 January 4:00PM-6:00PM 



Highlights 

ThurSday, 2 January 

• American Dialect Society 

ADS is sponsoring six workshops on the quant.ificational (statistical) treaunent of a variety of kinds of linguistic 
data. Each workshop, conducted by an internationally-recognized authority, will be presented twice, making it 
possible for participants to auend as many as four different workshops. They are free of charge (except for a small 
fee for some workshops in which materials are distributed) and will be held 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM in Superior A, 
Superior B, and the Erie Room. The schedule is on page 23. Abstracts of the workshops are on pages 91-92. 

• LSA Executiye Committee Meetin& 

The Off"lcers and Executive Commiuee (James McCawley, President; Janet Dean Fodor, Vice President-President 
Elect; Emmon Bach, Past President; Elizabeth C. Traugott, Secretary Treasurer; Mark Aronoff, Editor; Robert Van 
Valin, Jr., Program Committee Chair; Judith Aissen; Lyle Campbell; Jane Grimshaw; Ray Jackendoff; Lise Menn; 
Lynn Nichols, Bloch Fellow; and John Rickford) will meet beginning at 8:00 AM. 

Friday, 3 January 

• American Dialect Society 

1be ADS Executive Committee will meet in the Huron Room, 8:00 - 10:00 AM. The New Words Committee 
will meet in the same room, 10:30 - 11:30 AM. 

The fust session of papers will be in the Erie Room, 1:00 - 4:30 PM. The schedule of papers is on page 24. 

ADS members may vote on the new words of the year m the Erie Room, 4:30 ·5:30PM. 

The ADS reception will be held in the Mayfair Room, 5:30 - 6:30 PM. 

.,. Society for Pidain and Crs:o!e Lin&uistics 

SPCL will meet 9:00 AM • 12:15 PM and 2:00 - 5: IS PM m Superior A and 2:00 • 4:45 PM in 
Superior B. The schedule of papers is on pages 27-28. 

• Committee on Ethnic Diversity jn Lin&uistics 

The Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics will host an open meeting, 11:30 AM • 1:00 PM, in the 
Mississippi Room. 

.,. LSA Oraanize4 Sessjon· Lin&uistic Entewrises 

Four panelists will discuss their enterprises in a panel presentation in the Ohio Room, 11:15- 1:45PM. 

• North American Assocjatioo for the History of the l.angua~e Sciences 

NAAHoLS will meet 3:00 • 5:00 PM in the Ontario Room. The schedule of papers is on page 26. 

A reception will be held in the Mississippi Room, 5:30 - 7:00 PM. The organization cordially· invites all 
conference participants interested in the history of the discipline to take part . 

.,. LSA Busjness Meetin& 

The business meeting has been scheduled in Sheraton Ballroom III, 5:00-6 :30 PM. This meeting will be chaired 
by James McCawley, LSA President. The members of the Resolutions Committee are: Jerrold Sadock, Chair; Jane 
Grimshaw and Ray Jackendoff. The rules for motions and resolutions appear on page 17. The Society will present 
the fust Linguistics, Language, and the Public Interest Award to a work that effectively increases public awareness 
and understanding of linguistics and language. 

.. Cons;en: Musjc Comoosed by LingujsJs 

Everyone is invited to hear compositions b Fried . h N. 
McCawley, Charles F. Hockett, and Yuen-len Ch~~ Th:tzcoscncehe, tJa~lelsbeM. UCnhg~r, Ray S. Jackendoff, James D 

. r WI m IC3go X, 6:45 • 8:00 PM. . 

Saturday, 4 January 

• Commjttee on the Status of Women jn Linguistics 

The COSWL business meeting will be held in the Mayfair Room, 8:00. 9:00AM. 
Coffee wiii be provided. 

The COSWL d. · ua1 · · 
the Oh·o R au I09VOISO presentation titled The Lives of Women Linguists· W 

1 oom, : AM • 5:00 PM. · ords and Images' will take place in 

<1111 American Dialect Society 

:to ~MS bum· sithness meeting will be in the Erie Room, 8:00 • 9:00 AM 
, e same room. The schedule of papers IS on page 25. . Papers will be presented 9:00 AM • 

~ ADS_ annual luncheon will begin at 12:45 PM in th M f . R 
topiC, 'Philological eccentrics'. e ay air oom. Richard W. Bailey will speak on the 

• North Anwjcan A~iation ti he H Of lJSIOry of the l.an&uage Scjences 

N~HoLS will meet 10:00 • 11:30 AM and 3·30 • 6· . . 
busmess meeting will be held 6:00 • 7:00 PM in th~ E . ROO PMT m the Ontano Room. The Association's 

.. Society for Pidajn and Creole Lin&uistics 

ne oom. he schedule of papers is on page 26. 

SPCI.. will meet 9:00 AM • 11·45 AM in Su r 
sessions will meet 3:30 • 4:30 PM in Superior .::0~~~~~/~00 T~M ·hedl2:

1
1S PM in ~uperior B. Afternoon 

· sc u e of papers 1s on pages 28.29. 
• 1996 Presidential A~ 

James McCawley the 1996 LSA Pres·de ·u deli . 
III. The address ~ entitled 'Why surfa:C s nt,; . ver hJs presidenti~l address at 2:00 PM in Sheraton Ballroom 
much'. yn tic structure reflects log•cal structure as much as it does, but only that 

• Poeqy ReadiD& 

WThe
0

..._ ope. n poetry reading will be in the MisSISsippi Room, 6:30 • 8:00 PM. 
"'" Poets are invited 10 bring their 
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Linguistic Society of America 
Thursday, 2 January 

Evening 

• • 30-minute paper 

Colloquium: Linguistics and the Speech Community: Service In Return 

Room: Shelaton Ballroom IV 
7:00 • 9:00 PM 

Discussants: 

John Riclcford (Stanford U) 

Geneva Smilhennan (MI SU) 
Walt Wolftam (NC SU-Raleigh) 
Akita Yamamoto (U KS) 
Ana Celia Zentella (CUNY Grad Ctr) 

Syntax: Movement and Subcategorlzatlon 
Chair: Jmold Sadock (U Chicago) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom UI 1 

7:00 *Underslanding Mandarin ba as a verb 
7:45 The synaax and morphology of the Chinese passive 

consttuclian 
8:05 Control as thematic movement 
8:25 Postvetbal constituents, tone sandhi, and the suueture 

of VP in Taiwanese 
8:45 Against IP-adjunctian scrambling 
9:05 Scrambling does not involve movement of the object 
9:25 Syntactic licensing of null VPs 
9:45 West Greenlandic noun incorporation as a mixed category 

construction 
10:05 Supercalegc:Dzation 

Emily Bender (Stanford U) 
Ke Zou (CA SU-Dominguez Hills) 

Li·Ling Chuang (U MD-College Park) 
David Wible (Tamkang U) 

Makoto Yamada (Toboku U/Harvard U) 
Paulien Rijkhoek (U Groningen) 
Eric Potsdam (U CA-San Diego) 
Robert Malouf (Stanford U) 

Jean-Pierre Koenig (SUNY-Buffalo) 

Friday, 3 January 
Morning 

Phonetics: Fo 
Chair: Catherine Ringen (U lA) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom Ill 

9:00 Is intrinsic FO of vowels phonologically specified? 

9:20 Syllable duration in Mandarin tone sandhi and the 
auditory enhancement theory 

9:40 Prosodic strengthening in Taiwanese: Syntagmatic or 
paradigmatic 

10:00 Levels of intonation in discourse 
10:20 Pitch accent in Oneida 
10:40 Downstep and downdrift in Igbo 

11:00 The phonetic basis of phonological tone 
11:20 Implementing a floating tone 
11:40 Surface underspocifacation in the phonetic implementation 

of tone in Chichewa 

D. H. Whalen (Haskins Labs) 
Bryan Gick (Yale U/Haskins Labs) 
Jun Da (U TX-Austin) 

Chai-Shune K. Hsu (UCLA) 
Sun-Ah Jun (UCLA) 
Li-chiung Yang (U CA-Santa Barbara) 
Cori Grimm (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Yetunde Laniran (U NC-Chapel Hill) 
Chip Gerfen (U NC-Chapel Hill) 
David Houghton (SUNY-BuffaJo) 
Y etunde Laniran (U NC-Chapel Hill) 
Scou Myers (U TX-Austin) 

2 



Friday Morning 

Syntax: Clltlcs and case 
Chair: Salikoko S. Mufwene (U Chicago) 
Room: SheraiOn Ballroom IV 

9:00 •Ctiticization, optimality, and modularity of conslraint 
ranking 

9:45 Detenniners, clitics. and possessive adjectives in Walloon 
10:05 Spanish aocusalive clitics as strong determiners 
10:25 Verbs marting two pronominal objects: Functional 

nonexplanalion 
10:45 Reraising the case of object expletives 

11 :OS Some similarities between the dative and as alternations 
11:25 Distinguishing the EPP and nominative case 

11:45 An autolexical account of subordination-coordination 
mismatches 

Endangered Languages/Field Reports 
Chair: Scott DeLancey {U OR) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom V 

9:00 
9:20 
9:40 
10:00 

10:20 
10:40 
11:00 

11:45 

Verb classif1C8tion in Carrier 
A double passive construction in KlaUarn 
Agreement and inalienable possession in Banawa 
On the slate of trilingualism on the Alabama-Coushatta 
~ 
The role of phonemic contrast in orthographic usage 
On the creeping pace of endangerment in Emailand 
•Modem Aramaic: Endangered language field report 

Modem Atamaic vowel quantity: Low functional load, 
high morpbophonological involvement 

Poster Session 

Room: Superior B 
Time: 10:00 AM- 12:00 noon 

A typical subcortical aphasia: A case study 
Written language and mirror image discrimination: A cross
cultural survey 
Lexical vs context effect in perception of liquid and stop 
sequences in English 
A discourse analysis of competing temporal markers in Chinese: 
Implications for pedagogy 
Praplatic effects on locative encoding in aphasic and nonnal 
speech 

Assessment of children's knowledge of inflection and VP-ellipsis 

G~raldine Legendre (Johns Hopkins U) 

Judy B. Bernstein (U S ME) 
Zelmira Nunez del Prado (Cornell U) 
Orin D. Gensler (U CA-Berkeley/Inst 
Afrikan, Cologne) 
Jeffrey T. Runner (U Rochester) 
Kimberly Abbott (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Ralph C. Blight (U TX-Austin) 
Heidi Harley (Penn) 
Andrew Carnie (U Ml) 
Etsuyo Yuasa (U Chicago) 

William J. Poser (UN BC) 
Timothy Montier (U N TX) 
DanielL. Everett (U Pittsburgh) 
Helena Halmari (Sam Houston SU) 

Carrie Dyck (U Calgary) 

LSA 

3 

4 

Ronald P. Schaefer (S IL U-Edwardsville) 
Johanna Rubba (CA Polytech SU-San Luis 
Obispo) 
Roben D. Hobennan (SUNY-Stony Brook) 

5 

Venu Balasubramanian (U Wl-River Falls) 
Eve Danziger (Max Planck Inst) 
Eric Pederson (Max Panek Inst) 
Yukari Hirata {U Chicago) 

Kylie Hsu (UCLA) 

Lise Menn (U CO) 
Audrey L. Holland (U AZ) 
Michael Gottfried {U AZ) 
Merrill Garrett (U AZ) 
Whitney Postman (Cornell U) 
Barbara Lust (Cornell U) 
Claire Foley (Cornell U) 
Lynn Santelmann (SUNY -Buffalo) 

A versatile method for quantifying pen:eptual weights of acoustic cues Thomas R. Sawallis (U Fl.) 
Svnractic and morphological seriation: Iconicity in Cariban languages Terese Thonus (IN U) 

LSA 
Friday Morning 

Acoustic conelates of stress in Tanana Athabaslcan 
Differential voweJ effects on coronal consonants Siri G. Tuttle (U WA) 

Caroline Wiltshire {U FL) 
Louis Goldstein (Yale U/Haskins Labs) 

Friday, 3 January 
Afternoon 

Organized Session: Linguistic Enterprises 

Room: Ohio Room 
12:15- 1:45PM 

Janet Dean Fodor (CUNY Grad Ctr) 

Panelists: Amy Brand: Science publishing 
Charlotte Unde: Become a linguist, see the world 
Dianne Taylor: The business of speech recognition 
Dovie Wylie: But, Mom, who is going to PAY you to know these things? 

Linguistics and Education 
Chair: Amy DahJstrom {U Chicago) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom lli 

2:00 ~ ~g and addressing the needs of undergraduates in 
lingwsucs courses 

Discourse Analysis 
Chair: Amy Dahlstrom (U Chicago) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom UI 

3:00 How head movements function 10 structure discourse 
3:20 -The omens of African American sennons: Genre and 

culture roles 

Phonology: Stress 
Chair: Richard Janda (U Chicago) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom IV 

2:00 

2:20 

2:40 

3:00 
3:20 
3:40 
4:00 

4:20 

Kinematic correlates of stress and phrase position in ASL 

~mi~ent syllable maximization in syllable-based 
mfixatlon 
Constraints on the interaction of slress and weight in Irish 
and Manx 
A~ filled: Postpostinitial stress in Azkoitia Basque 
Ev1dence for headless feet in mecrical theory 
B~~c f~ and. moraless syllables in Dholuo 
!:,~~::!:::elrical SlrUCture--lenition, lrochees, and 

•Positional privilege as positional faithfulness 

Cari L. Spring (U AZ) 

Evelyn McOave (CASU-Northridge) 
Cheryl Wharry (E Cttl U.OK) 

Ronnie B. Wilbur (Purdue U) 
Howard N. Zelaznik (Purdue U) 
John Alderete (U MA-Amherst) 

An10ny Dubach Green (Cornell U) 

Jose Hualde {U n.-Urbana) 
Colleen M. Fitzgerald {U Pittsburgh) 
Rod Johnson (U Ml) 
Lisa Lavoie (Cornell U) 

Jill Beckman (U IA) 

6 

7 

8 



Friday Afternoon 

Semantics: Discourse 
Chair: Georgia Green (U JL..Urbana) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom V 

2:00 
2:20 
2:40 

3:00 

3:20 
3:40 
4:00 

4:20 

Japanese intonation units and syncactic structure 
Discourse consttaints on null subject utterances 
Propositional aaitude sentences, direct reference, and the 
discourse model 
Leaving rown to meet at school: Testing for familiarity 
NPs 
Indefinite refmnts in Oneida discourse 
The 'bearer-new' principle for existentials 
Discourse cons11'8ints on PP + there in English 

Fealllre checking, brother-in-law agreement, and covert 
movement 

Language Acquisition: L 1 and L2 
Chair: Susan Goldin-Meadow (U Chicago) 
Room: Michigan Room 

2:00 
2:20 

2:40 

3:00 
3:45 

4:05 

The acquisition of Korean obstruents: A case .study 
Infants' sensitivity to discontinuous dependencies: 
Evidence for early processing limitations 
Evidence for access to UG: L2 acquisition of long
distance questions 
•Strong continuity and weak reciprocity in child language 
Generic noun phrases in English and Mandarin 

*Root infinitive consttuetions in adult and child German 

Kazulco Matsumoto (Aichi U of Ed) 
Sharon A. Cote 
Robert Knippen (U Chicago) 

Laurel Smith Stvan (Northwestern U) 

Wendy Baldwin (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Barbara Abbou (Ml SU) 
Beuy J. Bimer (Northwestern UIU WI
Milwaukee) 

LSA 
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Robert Kluender (U CA-San Diego) 
John Moore (U CA-San Diego) 
David M. Perlmutter (U CA-San Diego) 
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Kyung-Shim Kang (SUNY-Buffalo) 
Lynn Santelmann (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Peter Jusczyk (Johns Hoplcins U) 
Lena Gavruseva (GeorgetOwn U) 
Rosalind Thornton (U MD-College Park) 
William Philip (Utrecht U) 
Susan A. Gelman (U Ml) 
Twila Z. Tardif (Chinese U-Hong Kong) 
lngeborg Lasser (CUNY Grad Ctr) 

Friday, 3 January 
Evening 

Syntax: Wh· Movement and NP Syntax 
Chair: Beth Levin (Northwestern U) 
Room: Sheratoo Ballroom In 

8:00 
8:20 
8:40 
9:00 
9:20 

10:05 
10:25 

10:45 

The role of presupposition in wh- questions 
Wh· questions in Alsea 
Topic, focus. and wh- movement in Western Apache 
Pronominal wh- traces under sluicing 
*D0 incorporation, bare NP extraction, and the organization 
of the CP layer in a polysynthetic language 
Nooo phrases without functional categories . 
An auribulive modifier distribution paradox and 1ts 

solution with lexical sharing 
Case and agreement with Serbian quantified NP's 

11 
Maria-Luisa Jimenez (Georgetown U) 
Paul D. Kroeber (IN U) 
Brian Potter (UCLA) 
Jason Merchant (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Filomena Sandalo (MIT) 

Larisa Zlatic (U TX-Austin) 
Michael T. Wescoat (Osaka U) 

Larisa Zlatic (U TX-Austin) 
Stephen Wechsler (U TX-Austin) 

LSA Friday Evening 

Bualnan Meeting 

Chair: 1- McCawley 
Room: Sheri!OII Ballroom m 

5:00 • 6:30 PM 

Reaolutions Commiuee: Jerrold Sadock. Chair 
Jane Grimshaw 
Ray Jackendoff 

Aulas lor Motion• and Resolutions 

Tile following rules for motionJ and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and lise Lehiste and approved by the 
Executive Commiuee at itJ June 1973 meeting. LSA members are urged to follow these rules in order 10 have their motions 
and re10lutions considered at the Business Meeting. 

1. Deflnltlona. 

A IDQJiml is any proposition calling for action whether by an officer of the Society, !he Executive Committee or 
!he membership. A resolution expresses the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a) 
resolutions expressing 'the sense of !he majority of the meeting," and b) resolutions expressing 'the sense of !he 
majority of the membership.' 

2. Procedure Regarding Motions. 

2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constiruted annual busine.u meeting. Voting is restricted to members of 
the Society. Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 

2b. MotionJ initiated by !he Executive Committee require for their passage a m&Jority vole of the members voting 
at the meeting. 

2c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative vote of a majority of members voting at the 
meeting, ue then to be submitted by the Executive Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society 
in the next issue of the LSA Bulletin. Passage requires: a) a ma;ority of those voting. and b) that the total of &hose 
voting in favor must be at least 2.5% of the personal membership. 

2d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion. but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2c above, lhe motion may 
be submitted in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding lhe busineiS meetin& 
at which the motion is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vote of the 
Conunittee approve the introduction of the motion at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive 
Conunittee (see 2b above). 

3. Procedure Regarding Resolutions. 

3a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of lhe Society, such as 
the Jwnmer meeting. 

3b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prior to the 
beginning of each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in 
advance to the Resolutions Committee which, in addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of 
lhris and the like, will have the duty to make sure that the language is clear. and lhat duplication is avoided. The 
Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may, if necessary. retire to caucus during lhe 
course of lhe meeting. 

3c. A resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affmnative vote 
of a majority of lhe members voting at lhe meeting. 

3d. H at least ten members present at the meeling so desire, a resolution may be broadened to express 'the sense of 
the majority of the membership,' regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3c above, by lhe 
following steps: the resolution is forwarded to the Executive Commiuee for submission to !he membership by 
mail ballot (in lhe next issue of the LSA Bulletin). Passage of such a "sense of the majority of the membership' 
resolution requires lhe affirmative vote (more than SO%) of the membership responding. 



Friday Evening 

Morphology 
Chair: Monica Macaulay (U WI-Madison) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom IV 

8:00 •Licensing of prosodic featureS by syntactic rules: The key 
to auxiliary reduction 

8:45 Soning out the past 
9:05 There is no 'elsewhere' condition: On the non-unity of 

'elsewhere' effects 
9:25 Armenian plural selection and the nature of lexical 

syUabiftcalion 
9:45 Systematicity in the core and peripheral components of the 

ASL lexicon 
10:05 The semantics of English deadjectival verbs 
10:25 •ts there rootand pattern morphology? 
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Geoffrey K. Pullum (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Arnold M. Zwicky (Stanford UIOH SU) 
Lizanne Kaiser (Yale U) 
Richard D. Janda (U Chicago) 

Bert Vaux (Harvard U) 

Diane Brentari (U CA-Davis) 

William Thompson (Northwestern U) 
Grover Hudson (MI SU) 

LSA 

Saturday, 4 January 
Morning 

Organized Session: The Lives of Women Linguists: Words and Images 

Room: Ohio Room 
9:00 AM - 5:00PM 

Organizels: Justine Cassell (MIT) 
David Silva (U TX-Arlington) 

An audiovisual display. The aural presentation will comprise dramatic readings based on edited and anonymatized 
interviews of women linguists, excerpted from the database of interviews collected by COSWL as pan of its 
Narrative ProjecL The texts include discussions about issues of importance to women in linguistics such as choice 
of career path, importance of mentors and mentoring, and the tension between personal and professional choices. 
The visual presentation will consist of photographs of women linguists. 

Phonology: Syllables and Reduplication 
Chair: Robm Kirchner (U ll..-Urbana) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom lli 

9:00 What conscraints should optimality theory allow? 
9:20 Epenthesis and (non)moraicity: The case of Mohawk 

weightless [e) 
9:40 Stress and epenthetic vowels in Barra Gaelic 

10:00 Compensatory lengthening and structure-preservation 
revisited 

10:20 Correspondence theory and compound mimetics in Japanese 
10:40 The emergence of tbe unmarked: Edge-in reduplication in 

Malay dialects 
11:00 Reduplication in Nancowry: A reanalysis 
11:20 Partial application of umlaut in Chamorro reduplication 
11:40 An interaction between nasal substitution and overcopying 

in Muna reduplication 

Jason M. Eisner (Penn) 
Karin Pizer (U CA-San Diego) 

Kenneth de Jong (IN U) 
Anna Bosch (U KY) 
Randall Gess (U liT) 

SachiJco Ohno (U AX} 
Sung-A Kim (U TX-Austin) 

Barbra Meek (U AZ) 
Thomas Klein (Heinrich-Heine U) 
Allyson Carter (U AZ) 
Keiichiro Suzuki (U AZ) 
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LSA 
Saturday Morning 

Semantics: Quantification, Adjectives Coordination 
Chair: Pea Lasersobn (U R..-Urbana) ' 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom IV 

9:00 
9:20 
9:40 

Psew»quanlifacation in possessives 
Diff=ntialing 'each' and 'every' 

10:00 
10:20 

A sernantic/pr&gmatic account of tbe distribution of bare 
plurals in Spanish 
Cardinality of floating quantifiers 
Some aspeccs of the intetpretation of adverbial mass 
QUaiUifim 

10:40 
11:00 
11:20 

Compwison of deviation 
Why adjectives occcur (or don't) in measure phrases 
PartiaJ associativity in categorial grammar 

Psychollngulstlcs/Neurollngulstlcs 
Chair: Mary Tait (Northwestern U) 
Room: Shelaton Ballroom V 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

10:00 
10:20 

Imaging the mental lexicon 

Brain regions activated by grammatical tasks in men vs 
women 

~~~tation of language in global knowledge 

Subject-vc'Zb agreement in parsing 
An experimental look at intapreting adjectival modifiers 

10:40 Processing agentive by- phrases in event and nonevent 
nominals 

11:00 Embodied semantics for mimetic words in Japanese 

Historical Linguistics 
Chair. Eric Hamp (U Chicago) 
Room: Michigan Room 

9:00 
9:20 
9:40 

10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

11:00 

11:20 

11:40 

Is North Picene Sabellian? 
Indo-European 'jaw', 'cheek', 'chin' 
Lexical diffusion is NOT lexical analogy 
Mechanisms of syntaCtic change: Incipient word order 
change in B~ue? 
Jingulu focus marking as an inscance of contact-and-loss
induced change 
Modem Indo-Aryan direct discourse mariting and the role of 
Pmian influence 
The diachrony of weak subject pronouns and pro-drop· 
Evidence from GR:elt . 
Case-licensing of subjects: The Middle Welsh 'historic 
infinitive' 
From small clause to ECM in the history of English 

Felicia A. Lee (UCLA) 
Susanne Tunstall (U MA-Amberst) 
WiiJiam Byrne (U CA-san Diego) 

Yunsun Jung (Harvard U) 
Michael Hegarty (U MN-Mpls) 
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Christopher Kennedy (U CA-Sanca Cruz) 
M. Lynne Murphy (U Witwatersrand) 
Richard T. Oehrle (U AZ) 

Martha Jo McGinnis (MIT) 
Alec MaraniZ (MIT) 
Jay Mehta (MIT) 
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David Poeppel (U CA-San Francisco) 
Jeri J. Jaeger (SUNY -Buffalo) 
David Kemmerer (UO.A) 
Robert Van Valin, Jr. (SUNY ·Buffalo) 
Alan Lockwood (SUNY-Buffalo) 
Brian Murphy (SUNY -Buffalo) 
David Waclt (SUNY ·Buffalo) 
William Frawley (U DE) 

Patricia L. Deevy (U MA-Amherst) 
Julie Sedivy (U RocheSter) 
Craig Chambers (U Rochester) 
Michael Tanenhaus (U Rochester) 
Greg Carlson ( U Rochester) 
Sheila M. Kennison (U OK) 

Hiromi Oda (IN U) 

John Hartcness (Men:er U) 
Tim Pulju (Rice U) 
Beuy S. Phillips (IN SU) 
Jon Aske (U CA-Berkeley) 

Rob Pensalfini (Mil) 

Patrick E. Marlow (U n..-Urbana) 

Brian D. Joseph (OH SU) 

Maggie Tallerman (U Durbam) 

D. Gary Miller (U R.) 
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LSA 

Saturday, 4 January 
Afternoon 

LSA Presidential Address 

Room: Sheraton Ballroom ill 
2:00 • 3:30 PM 

Why surface syntactic structure reflects logical snucture as much as it does, but only tha1 much 
James McCawley (U Chicago) 

Phonetics/Phonology 
Chair: Kam1 Landahl (U Chicago) 
Room: Sheraton Ballroom ill 

3:30 Distinguishing multiple prosodic boundaries in articulation 

3:50 Laryngeal oontrol in tbe production of Japanese vowels 
and/h/ 

4:10 'Nasalized' fricatives in CoattOSpall Mixtec 
4:30 Final stDp &voicing in Polish: Incomplete neutralization 
4:50 Social facsors lfti phonetic pen:eption . 
5: 10 Aitanalives to underspecif!Calion in language producnon 
5:30 The representation of tone in Mandarin: Evidence from 

speech errors 

caucasian Languages 
Chair: Howard I. Aronson (U Chicago) 
Room: Shenuon Ballroom IV 

3:30 
3:50 
4:10 

4:55 

5:15 

Binding and lethal ambiguity: Evidence from Georgian 
Aspect-based split ergativity and twO progressives in In gush 
• Aspects of agentivity in East Caucasian: The case of 

~ Mabkhu: m· reduplication in Abthaz 

Passive and perfect in pehistoric Kartvelian 

Language and Gender 
Chair: Vic!Oria Bergvall (MI Tech U) 
Room: Sheraoon Ballroom V 

3:30 Gender differences in first penon pronominal reference in 
Thai 

3:50 Beyond covert prestige: Gender and identity among white 
users of AA VE 

4:10 Effects of metalingui.stic characterization on the genesis 
and obsolescence of Lakota gender morphology 

17 

Dani Byrd (Haskins Labs) 
Elliot Saltzman (Ha.slcins Labs/Boston U) 
Ayako Tsuchida (Cornell U) 

Chip Gerfen (U NC.Chapel Hill) 
Bozena Tieszen (U Wl-Madison) 
Nancy Niedzielski (U CA-Santa Barbara) 
Stefan Frisch (Northwestern U) 
I-Ping Wan (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Jeri J. Jaeger (SUNY -Buffalo) 
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Martha Jo McGinnis (Ml1) 
Kojiro Nabeshima (U CA-Berkdey) 
Wolfgang Schulze (U Munich) 

Bert Vaux (IWvard U) 
Benjamin Bruening (M11) 
Kevin Tuite (U Montr~l) 

Rita Simpson (U MI) 

Mary Bucholtz (U CA-Berk.eley) 

Sara Trechter (CASU-Chico) 
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LSA Saturday Afternoon 

Semantlc&'Syntax: Polarity, Aspect, Lexical Semantics 
Chair: Jerry Mapn (U ll..-Urbana) 

20 Room: Michipn Room 

3:30 

3:50 
4:10 
4:30 
4:50 

5:10 
5:30 

More on the scalar model of polarity sensitivity: The case 
of 'until' 
'Negalivizatioa' and negative 'Jogophors' 
Presupposition and the distribution of NPis in Breton 
A contextual analysis of scalar marlcing 
Aspect and predicalion in Welsh: An argument for 
Davidsonian associalion 
UJIIICQIS8bvity 
In the garden swarms with bees: A linking challenge 

Michael Israel (U CA-San Diego) 

Ljiljana Progovac (Wayne SU) 
Nalhalie Schapanslty (Simon Fraser U) 
Scott Schwenter (Sianf<X'd U) 
Laurent Dekydtspotter (IN U) 
Rex A. Sprouse (IN U) 
Raul Aranovich (OH SU) 
Mirjam Fried (U CA-Berkeley) 

Sunday, 5 January 
Morning 

Soclollngulatlca 
Chair. John Rickfcrd (Stanford U) 
Room: Sbelatoo Ballroom ill 

9:00 

9:45 

10:05 

10:25 

10:45 
11:05 
11:25 

•Dialect accommodation and post-insular etbnolinguistic 
isolation 

Selective convergence and ethnic identities: Evidence 
from third pezson-s in a Native American community 
Sound change in Chicano English: The role of nontradi
tional social categOries 
Turtdsh-Genns intonation patterns: Evidence of intonation 
inoontact 
Is the northern cities shift a chain shift? 
The role of self-identification in diverging grammars 
•Locating the leaders of linguistic change 

Phonology: Faaturea 
Chair: Michael Broe (Nmhwestern U) 
Room: Sbmton Ballroom IV 

9:00 Wari' vowels: An insttumental study of a remarkable 
inven&ory 

9:20 Gradient uvularizalion spread in Ammani-Jordanian Arabic 
9:40 Syllabification of vocalic sequences in Spanish verbs: 

Evidence for glides 
10:00 The perception of Russian palatalized consonant sequences 

10:20 Overgenetalion in feature class theory 

10:40 FeaJure spreading as dealignment 
11:00 Licensing of [back] and [round] in colloquial Tamil 
11:20 Disyllabic triggers 

11:40 Liquid dissimilation: Latin and Yidiny 

21 

Walt Wolfram (NC SU-Raleigh) 
Ki!k Hazen (NC SU-Raleigh/U NC-Cbapel 
Hill) 
Jason P. Miller (GeorgetOwn U) 

Carmen R. Fought (Penn) 

Robin M. Queen (Kent SU) 

Matthew Gordon (U Ml) 
Crawford Feagin 
William Labov (Penn) 

Marg..-et MacEachern (UCLA) 
Peter Ladefoged (UCLA) 
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Bushra Adnan Zawaydeh (IN ll) 
Martha Senturia (U CA·San Diego) 

Erin Diehm (OH SU) 
Keith Johnson (OH SU) 
Frederick Parttinson (OH SU) 
Michael C8hill (OH SU) 
Manuela Noslte (U CA-Davis) 
Sheri Pargman (U Chicago) 
Rachel Walker (U CA·Santa CruziU MA
Amherst) 
Laura Walsh Dickey (Max Planck Inst) 



semantlcsfPragmatlcs of Japanese 
Chair: Judilh N. Levi (Northwestern U) 
Room: Shetaton Ballroom V 

9:00 

9:20 
9:40 
10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

11:00 
11:20 

Introspection vs corpus data: The case of the cognate 
object construCtion 
Metaphor schematicity 
Stable subjeclhood and extended uses of change predicates 
Japanese verbs of enlering and exiting wilhout semantic 
encoding of continuous motion 
On lhe semantic notion of e1Uiblemen1: A case from 
Japanese intemally headed relativization 
Modalized conditionals in Japanese conversation: The 
case of 'obligation' 
Interpreting pro in Japanese 
Listener support, shared perspective, and subjectivity in 
Japanese 

LSA 
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Talke Macfarland (U n..-Chicago) 

Timothy C. Clausner (USC) 
Eve Sweetser (U CA-Berkeley) 
Sotaro Kita (Max Planck lnst) 

Kyoko Hirose Ohara (Keio U) 

Seiko Fujii (U IL-Urbana) 

Satoshi Tomioka (U MA-Amherst) 
Dina Rudolph Yoshimi (U HI-Manoa) 

Psychollngulstlcs: Processing and Information Processing 
Chair: David McNeill (U Chicago) 24 Room: Michigan Room 

9:00 Early acquisition of topic-focus structure 
9:20 On-line focus intelpretation: The distinguished role of 

topic 
9:40 What is salience?: The role of topic and focus in 

pocessing reference 
10:00 Save the worst foc last: The effects of syntactic complexity 

and information sttucture on constituent ordering 

10:20 Pbonological vs intonational phrases and reanalysis 
10:40 Working (language) memory in a visual spatial language 
11:00 Message lenglh and misunderslandings in aviation 

communication 

Maria Polinsky (U CA-San Diego) 
Janina Rado (U MA-Amherst) 

Jennifer Arnold (Stanford U) 

Jennifer Arnold (Stanford U) 
Tony Losongco (Yale U) 
Ryan Ginstrom (Stanford U) 
Amy Brynofson (Stanford U) 
Tom Wasow (Stanford U) 
Amy Schafer (U KS) 
Belh L. Losiewicz (CO C) 
Immanuel Barshi (U CO) 

American Dialect Society 

Thursday, 2 January 

Workshops In Statistical Methods for Linguistic Analysis 
8:00 AM • 6:00 PM 

8:00 • 10:00 AM 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Advanced Multivariate Analyses of Linguistic Data 
Robert Berdan (CA SU-Long Beach) 
Superior A 

Correspondence (Dual Scaling) Analysis 
Wladyslaw Cichocki (U New Brunswick) 
SuperiorS 

Computer Plotting and Mapping of Areal Linguistic Data 
William A. Kretzschmar, Jr. (U GA) 
Erie 

10:30 AM • 12:30 PM 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

V ARBRUL Analysis of Linguistic Variation 
Robert Bayley (U TX-San Antonio) 
Superior A 

The Analysis of Vowel Systems 
William Labov (Penn) 
SuperiorS 

Advanced Multivariate Analysis of Linguistic Data 
Robert Berdan (CASU-Long Beach) 
Erie 

1:30 • 3:30 PM 

Title: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter. 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

V ARBRUL Analysis of Linguistic Variation 
Robert Bayley (U TX-San Antonio) 
Superior A 

Factor Analytic Procedures in Language Analysis 
Edward F'megan (USC) 
SuperiorS 

Correspondence (Dual Scaling) Analysis 
Wladyslaw Cichocki (U New Brunswick) 
Erie 

4:00 • 6:00 PM 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

Tide: 
Presenter: 
Room: 

The Analysis of Vowel Systems 
William Labov (Penn) 
Superior A 

Computer Plotting and Mapping of Areal Linguistic Data 
William A. Kretzschmar, Jr. (U GA) 
SuperiorS 

Factor Analytic Procedures in Language Analysis 
Edward Finegan (USC) 
Erie 



Executive Council 

Chair. Lawrence Davis (Witchita SU) 
Room: Huron 
Time: 8:00 - 10:00 AM 

Friday, 3 January 
Morning 

New words Committee: Nominations 

Room: Huron 
Time: 10:30 - 11:30 AM 

Dialect Boundaries . 
Chair. Walt Wolfram {NC SU-Raletgh) 
Room: Erie 

Friday, 3 January 
Afternoon 

1:00 

1:30 
2:00 

Where are the speech regions of American English at 

2:30 
3:00 

3:30 
4:00 

anyhow? • 1 lec1alism 
More on~~ boundaries: Dialect recession 
The breakdown . . 
in two postinsular island ~mumtl~ 
Diaclvonic aspec1S of ethnic boundaries . 
From Confedera!C ovemDs to designer jeans: The changmg 

souDialthem ... ~~ Definincrlocallinguistic communities 
ectuuw--- • ...... . ...an..; ? 

Who decides which isoglosscs are dialect uuuu•-·es · 

vote on New Words of 1996 

Room: Erie 
Time: 4:30 - 5:30PM 

Reception 

Room: Mayfair 
Time: 5:30 - 6:30 PM 

ADS 
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Laura Hartley (MI SU) 
Dennis R. Preston (MI SU) 
Beverly Olson Flanigan (OH U) . 
Natalie Schilling-Estes (NC SU-Raleigh) 

Kirk Hazen (NC SU-Raleigb) 
Lawrence M. Davis (Witchita SU) 

Lisa Ann Lane (U Chicago) 
Daniel Long (Osaka Shoin Women's C) 

ADS 

Saturday, 4 January 
Morning 

Buslneu Meeting 

Chair. Lawrence Davis (Witchita SU) 
Room: Erie 
Time: 8:00 - 9:00 AM 

General Session 
Chair: Lawrence Davis (Witchita SU) 
Room: Erie 

9:00 Dual conll'adictory ap~t-nwting: Diachronic syntax 
within Profo.Polynesi.an 

9:30 The 'intrusive L' 
10:00 18dH:entury Sierra Leone English: Another exported 

vmety or AAE? 
10:30 Ozark English: Observable differmces in vocabulary 
11:00 The fUhR of Standard English 

11:30 Lexical property rigbiS: Trademarks in American dictionaries 
12:00 The pleasures. perils, and pomise of the language and 

gender course 

Annual Luncheon 

Room: Mayfair 
Time: 12:45 PM 

Richard W. Bailey (U Ml): Philological eccenlrics 

J 
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Joseph C. Finney 

Bryan Giclc (Yale U/Haskins Labs) 
Michael Montgomery (U SC-Columbia) 

Bethany K. Dumas (U TN-Knoxville) 
Ahmed Albanyan (MI SU) 
Dennis R. Preston (MI SU) 
Michael P. Adams (Albright C) 
Miriam Meyers (MettopOiitan SU) 



North American Association for the History of the 
Language Sciences 

Friday, 3 January 

Session I 
Chair: E. F. K. Koerner (U Ottawa) 
Room: Ontario 

3:00 

3:30 

4:00 

4:30 

Uc:rarnque linguam, uidelicet Jatinam et anglicam: JElfric"s 
Grammor of English 
Judezmo philology in France: The contribution of Hai'm 
Vidal~hiha 
'Tupi' or not 'tupi', That's the question: The grammars of 
the general languages and the missionary enterprise 
SL Augustine and Port Royalist language thought 

Reception 

Room: Mississippi 
Time: 5:30 - 7:00 PM 

Melinda Menzer (Furman U) 

Michael T. Ward (Trinity U) 

Cnstina Altman (U Sllo Paolo) 

Mar1a Tsiapera (U NC-Chapel Hill) 

Saturday, 4 January 

Session II 
Chair. Maria Tsiapera (U NC-Oiapel Hill) 
Room: Onlario 
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10:00 Cootemponwy reflections oo 17th-century philosophical Joseph Subbiondo (SL Mary's C of CA) 
language: Noam Chomsky and John Wilkins on 
univtt'Sallangua,ge 

10:30 Noch Einmal on the soun:es of the phrase 'OU tout se tient': E. F. K. Koerner (U Ottawa) 
A puzzle in the history of linguistics and its solution 

11:00 Territoriality, relationships, and repucation: The case of Julia S. Faile (MJ SU) 
Gladys A. Reichard 

Whorf Centenary 
Chair: Douglas A. Kibbee (U IL-Urbana) 
Room: Ontario 

3:30 Evaluating Whafs Algonquian studies 
4:00 Wborf's 'linking consonants' 
4:30 Lost in space, or the dialectics of deixis 

Peter Denny (U W ONl) 
Bryan Gick (Yale U/Haslcins Labs) 
lgo Klyukanov (E WA U) 
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5:00 Stealing the fu-e: Relativity in linguistics, physics, and 
Native America 

Dan Moonhawk Alford (CASU-Hayward) 

5:30 Benjamin Whorf as Americanist linguist 

Business Meeting 

Room: Erie 
Time: 6:00 - 7:00 PM 

Regna Darnell (U WONT) 

Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics 

Friday, 3 January 
Morning 

Is II or Isn't II? 
Chair: Jobn Viccor Singler (New Ymlcll) 
Room: Superior A 

9:00 
9:30 
10:00 

10:45 

11:15 
11:45 

Puerto Rican Spanish: Evidence of partial restructuring 
Is Prow-Romance a semicreole? 
Why Pennsylvania German is not a creole: A Matrix 
Language Frame model approach 10 langwge contact 
pbenomena 

10:30 ~ 

Baba language <r Nyonya dialect? Establishing the 
HoWen element in Balla Malay 
Conflicting histories of the origin of Sango 
Sango revisited: The comparison of a creolized lingua 
franca to its source 

Salvatore Santoro (CUNY) 
Stephane Goyette (U Ouawa) 
Janet Fuller (U SC-Columbia) 

Umbetto Ansaldo (U Hong Kong) 
Stephen Matthews (U Hong Kong) 
William J. Samarin (U Torooto) 
Charles Morrill (IN U) 

Friday, 3 January 
Afternoon 

30 

The Nature of Creollzatton 
Chair: Armin Schwegler (U CA-Irvine) 
Room: Superior A 31 
2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

Prepositional verbs in Solomon Islands Pijin: Grammati- Christine Jourdan (Concordia U) 
calizalion and aeolization 
Solomon Island Pijin pronouns: An argument for inherited tuchel Selbach (Concordia U) 
consttucts and labels, and inlwent, creative order 
Narrative encounters: Conflation in Solomon Island Robbyn Seller (McGill U) 
kastom stories 

3:30 B!Qk 

3:45 Distribution of Ia in Mauritian Creole: Discourse or 
syntax 

4:15 Mixed systems: The determining role of a matrix (sub
strate) system 

4:45 The essence of creolizaticn, or 'Yes, Virginia, there is a 
creole protOtype' 

Anand Syea (U Westminsler) 

Fred Field (USC) 

John McWhorter (U CA-Berteley) 



Friday Afternoon 

The use of Early sources 
Chair: John Rickfmt (Stanford U) 
Room: Superior B 

2:00 

2:30 
3:00 

Morphosyntactic characteristics of types of text and the 
relevance fir the interpretatioo of creole materials 
Complex sentenceS in early Saramaccan 
Black English and the mtJSS media: Insights into 
AA VE's development 

Phonology 
Chair: Adrienne Bruyn (U Amsterdam) 
Room: Superior B 

3:4.5 Optimality theory, minimal-word consttaints, and lhe 
historical sequencing of substrate influence in pidgin/ 
creole genesis 

4:1.5 Vowel raising in Papiamentu: Substratum and base 

language 

Adrienne Bruyn (U Amsterdam) 

Jacques Arends (U Arnslmiam) 
Salikoko S. Mufwene (U Chicago) 

John Victor Singler (New York U) 

SPCL 

32 

33 

Yolanda Rivera-Castillo (U AL-Tuscatoosa) 

Saturday, 4 January 
Morning 

Languages In Contact 
Chair: Jacques Arends (U Amsterdam) 
Room: Superior A 

9:00 Languages in contaCt and diachronic evidence in 
Portuguese Brazilian negation 

9:30 The Creole French community in Louisiana: Attitudes 
and cultural identity 

10:00 Caribbean-Hawaiian contaCt 

10:30Break 

10:45 Gender and jargon: Voyageur wives and lhe 'founding' 
of Chinook Jargon 

11: 15 Dialects in a dead pidgin: A preliminary exploration of 
variation in Chinook Jargon 

34 

Claudia Roncarati (U Fed Fluminense. 
Niteroi) 
Megan E. Melan~n (LA SU) 

Christine Corcoran (U Chicago) 

George Maclaine Lang (U Edmonton) 

Barbara Harris (U Victoria) 

SPCL 

syntax 
Chair: Olristinc Jourdan (Concorclia U) 
Room: Superior B 

9:00 
9:30 
10:00 

10:45 

11:1.5 

11:4.5 

SyntaCtic properties of Krio: Universal or K wa-based? 
The sroty of kom in Nigerian Pidgin 
Synchronically speaking: Angolar Afro-Portuguese 
Creole .(am 

10:30 Break 

Negation: A comparative study of Haitian and Capeverdean 
Creoles 
Variable concord in Portuguese: The situation in Brazil 
and Portugal 
Pronoun doubling and deletion in Bislarna: Towards an 
account of predicate marking 

Seturdey Morning 

Malcolm Finney (U Ottawa) 
Sali Tagliamonte (U York) 
Gerardo Lorenzino (CUNY/Yale U) 

Marlyse Baptista (Harvard U) 

35 

Anlhony J. Naro (U Fed Rio de Janeiro) 

Miriam Meyerhoff (Penn) 

Saturday, 4 January 
Afternoon 

Monogenesis 
Chair: Salikoko S. Mufwene (U Chicago) 
Room: Superior A 

3:30 
4:00 

Varia 

Monogenesis and syntactic structure 
~ge~ ~visited: On lhe absence of plural marking 
m some vaneues of (Black) American Spanish and 
Portuguese 

Chair: Anand SyQ (U Westminster) 
Room: Superior B 

3:30 Propmy items in Ndyuka and its Kwa substrate 
4:00 The conditional clause in Atlantic creoles 

J. Clancy aements (IN U) 
Annin Schwegler (U CA-Irvine) 

Bettina Migge (OH SU) 

36 

37 

Angela Bartens-Adawonu (HunterC-CUNY) 



Abstracts of Regular Papers 



Barbara Abbott (Michigan State University) 
The 'hearer-new' principle for existentials 

(Session 9) 

Prince 1992 remarks ' ... There-sentences do not require indefinite NPs at all: rather, they require Hearer-new NPs' (302). 
Ward & Birner 1995 attempt to establish this principle more thoroughly, using a large corpus of naturally occwring data. 
However problems remain. First, the post-verbal NP in an existential simple need not be hearer-new; (2) gives a clear 
counterexample. 
(2) C: rm a mature, int.eUigent condominium-owing business person! What am I 

doing getting involved with a man who goes to work in tennis shoes??! 
F: He's adorable and he worships you. 
C: Well, there is that (Cathy cartoon, 3/21941 

Ward & Bitner note two other types of ~-sentences where the postverbal NP is actually hearer-old. 'Reminder' 
wstentials are described as cases where a hearer-old entity is treated as hearer-new. But this concept of 'hearer-newness' 
concerns entities not uppermost in the addressee's consciousness--different from Prince's notion of entities brand new to 
abe addressee. The other category is the type commonly called 'list' existentials, described as bearer-old entities newly 
instantiating a variable'. Here Prince's notion of hearer-new, which applied to NP referents, has dropped out of the 
picture altogether. At the level of explanation, Ward & Birner appear to assume that existentials have a single function •• 
'to introduce a new referent into the discourse' (740), but the examples above show that that is not the case. It is probably 
a mistake to think that existentials have only one function. 

Ahmed Albanyan & Dennis R. Preston (Michigan State University) 
The futwe of Standard English 

(Session Ui) 

At the 1995 ADS meeting in Chicago, Beverly Flanigan reported on a survey of dialect forms conducted at Ohio 
University. Although her intent was to test the degree to which speakers of one variety might fmd forms from anothez 
'possible,' much of the survey focused on questions of 'usage' and inspired our survey of changing norms in 
undergraduate usage in Michigan. We tested 1,683 college-age, European American and 174 demographically similar 
African-American Michiganders for their evaluations of prepositional object nominatives ('to Bill and 1'), 'who' for 
'whom' ('I know who Jack cheated'), unmarked plurals of measure ('two mile down the road'), subjunctive 'was' ('if I was 
you'), singular verbs in plural 'there' contexts ('there's two men'), prepositional object reflexives ('they gave it to Carol 
and myself), question word order in embedded clauses ('1 wonder why did Sally leave'), 'everybody' agreement 
(everybody should watch their coat'), objective subjects in elliptical 'as' clauses ('he's just as short as me'), 'try and' plus 
verb ('let's try and go'), 'all's' ('all's I have is one left'), and 'needs' plus past participle ('my hair needs washed'). 
Respondents indicated whether they (1) never used the construction, (2) used it only informally, (3) used it generally but 
not informally, (4) used it only formally, or (5) used it on all occasions. They were asked to write alternatives when they 
indicated that they would not always use the form given. The results show interesting patterns of hypercorrection and 
SlrOilg gender and some ethnic differences. In several cases, unexpected 'corrections' display an interesting disregard for 
meaning. The survey had the secondary purpose of testing an efficient data collection procedure for large, undergraduate 
courses in sociolinguistics. 

Michael P. Adams (Albright College) (Session Ui) 
Laical properry rights: TradLmarks in American dictwnaries 

Trademarks have been a matter of dispute between lexicographers and corporate lawyers since the leading British case, 
Millington v. Fox (1838), established that trademarks might entail a property right. Trademarks were an issue for the 
OED, and even more so for American dictionaries, since American law was potentially more stringent, yet incompletely 
settled until the Lanham Act of 1946. Trademarks, then, were a particular concern for the Dictionary of American 
E11glish (1938-44) and the Dictionary of Americanisms (1951). For instance, owners of the trademarlc craclcerjack 
objected to its inclusion in the DAE and to the definition provided there; Coca-Cola, Inc., on the other hand, encouraged 
entries for colce and coca-cola, viewing DAE as an advertising opportunity. Sir William Craigie advised his coUeagues 
10 avoid trademarks altogether. After the crackerjack flap and the attempted Coca-Cola takeover, they did. 
Subsequently, however, commercial dictionaries have included trademarlcs, the legal inclusion of which reflects not only 
clearer ttademarlc law but a gradual understanding of the social purposes of dictionaries, their prerogatives of lexical 
eminent domain, and the status of words as inalienable property of the people. 

Jobn Alderete (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Prominent syllable maximizatwn in syllable-based injixa1wn 

(Session 8) 

This paper will examine the formal properties of language games which exhibit syllable-based infiXation, i.e., games in 
which an affix is attached to every syllable in the source word. It will be argued that the output of these games have a 
P'OSO<Iic structure like that of a compound, and that phonological constraints on syllable maximization derive this result. 



Daa Mooabawk Alford (California State University-Hayward) 
Stealing the fire: Rewtivity in linguistics. physics, and Native America 

(SessioD 29) 

This presentation concerning Whorfs principle of linguistic ~elativity (not r.he ~isn~ed ":horf Hypor.hes~') argues~ 
at least four times during this century, physicists have crept mto the camp of hngu1sts ~d s~len ~ fue! mcorporating 
linguistic insights into major advances in physics. (1) Many of the fundamental quesuons m physiCs thiS century have 
been sttuellnllinguistic questions. such as when Heisenberg, while pondering 'thing-~~· quantum reality,_~n~ ~ 
'We have ~bed the limits of our language! • (2) Whereas Einstein borrowed relabv1ty _from Humbolduan l~gu~~ 
and narrowed it to the mathematical languages of geometry, Whorfs auempts to recla1m the concept for hngwstics 
(suggesting Hopi as a kind of natural quant~m l~guage) w~re resis~ed ~y li~guists who, influen~ed by <;~msky's 
universalist stance, tenninologically demoted 1t to a hypotheSIS, operationahzed 1t, and ~ttem~ted to d~~rove It _m a way 
that can't be done with a 'principle'. (3) 1982's Wholeness and the lmp~icate Order, 1.n "':h1ch phySICISt ?avtd ~ 
introduces a 'new' cosmology built on principles ~r than ~pace and Ttme, w~s hea~J!y mfl~e,_d ~y h1s readmg of 
Whorfs description of Hopi cosmology in ·An Amencan Indtan Model_or the U~1ve~ . (~) 1992 s D~~ betw~ 
Indigenous and Western Scientists," an intema~on_al forum_ of ~~encan _I~d1ans. llngu1sts and phys1c~sts, tncluding 
Bohm, provides new evidence for Whorfs pnnc1ple of hngu1sUc relauvlly. S~kers of Algonqu1an l~guages 
demonstrated that their languages are structured in the same nounless and rr_wnifest-edlt?g. way that W!torf descnbed for 
Hopi. They suggested that their languages are thus structurally ~tt~r SU_Jte~ to descnbmg subatofr!IC ~vents than art 
Western languages. and the physicists agreed. Knowledge of th1s ~astonc mtercultural consensus IS ~~~ for current 
research into issues of language, thinking, consciousness, and worldvaew. In honor ?f the c~ntenary ?f h1s birth, we may 
now recognize Whorf as the only lingui~t of his ~me ~h? k~ew enough a~~t phys1~s. Nauv~ Amencan languages, ~ 
linguistic relativity itself to enter into thiS larger mterd1sc1pl mary. deba~ ~·~m th~ h1s~ry of 1deas. Researchers lacking 
in any of these three areas are at risk for misinterpreting Whorfs mterd1scaphnary mtentions. 

Cristiu Altmu (University of SAo Paolo) . . . (Session l'7) 
Tupi' or Mt 't~~pi', that's the qutsJion: The grammars of the genera/languages and the TrUSStonary enterprtu 

It is not possible to know exactly how many different lang~ges_ wer;e spoke~ in ~~il w~n the E~peans arrived at lhe 
country's coast in 1500. From the travelers' narratives and relauons of the time It as possa_ble to esumate that hun~ of 
different languages were spoken in Brazilian territory in_ the 16th_ century (cf. Ro_dr~gues~ Aryon. 1993. L1ng1UU 
Brasileiras. SAo Paulo: Loyola). However, unlike in Spamsh Amenca, w~ere the m~stonanes produced gramm~ at 
sens, in Brazil, from this vast universe of languages, the Portuguese I esuats reduced mto f!TI~s o~ly two of them. the 
Tupillamba language, or ancient Tupi, described by Joseph de Anchieta (1~34~ 1597) and Lu1s F~gue~ (1575-1643)~ llld 
the Kiriri, extinct language since the 17th century, described b~ Luis _Ma~1an1 ( 1652-1730). W1th quate few exceptt~ 
both Portuguese and Spanish missionaries were not interested m reg•stenng these Ianguagc:s, but rather, as we know,~ 
describing a sort of lingUQfranca, spoken in vast portions of territory, called ling~s geratsfleng""! generale~. In~ 
paper, aspects of the colonial system implemented in Spanish and Portuguese Amenca. are ~omparauvely descnbed, wllb 
particular auention to the linguistic situation of both regions and to the role played m th1s context by the artes of lhe 
'genml languages'. 

Umberto Aasaldo & Stephen Matthews (University of Hong Kong) (Sessa 31) 
Baba language or Nyonya diiJlect? Establishing the Hok/cien element in Baba Malay 

1be aim of this paper is to reevaluate the influence of Hokkien on Baba Malay (BM). Spoken by the Suaits-~ 
Chinese of Malacca and Singapore, BM has been described as a creole (Li~ 1981, Hoi~ 1986), ~ ?n ~y with a 
certain amount of Hokkien (Chinese) influence, particularly in the pbonologtcal and lex~ ~ornam .. This VJCW has been 
challenged by Pakir (1986), the most extensive work about BM, who tends to descn~ at~~ dialect of_ Malay. Ia 
Grimes 1992 BM is described as a Malay dialect with some borrowings from Hokkten. Stm1Iarly, studies of Babl 
culture treat ii as a dialect or "patois" (Chia 1994 ). In this paper. using original data fro~ vernacular lileratll;le. we show 
that the influence of Hoklden in the lexicon has been underestimated. We then co~s~der the structural ~nfl~ence of 
Hokkien on BM in terms of shift, substrates, and universals. We conclude that BM IS mdeed a creole wh1ch ts all the 
more important for lacking European input 

Raul Araaovich (Ohio State University) 
UMCcusadvity 

A similarity between subjects of unaccusative verbs and subj~ts of reflexiv_e v~rbs (observed in most R~ 
languages with respect to auxiliary selection) can be established for Spam~h m the q~edar-por ~onslrUC~ 
Unaccusatives can appear in this construction (vg. 'quedan varios trenes por llegar , there remam many trauu to amw), 
and so can reflexives (vg. 'queda un medico por vacunarse', there remains one doctor 10 inoculate himself), bill 
unergatives can't (vg. ••quedan varios perros por ladrar', there remain_ many dogs to bar~). Following recent w~ 01 
unaccusativity (Van Valin 1990) I will argue that subjects of reflextves and ~naccusative~ can be _controll~ J!1 ~ 
quedar-por construction because of their patient-like properties. I will argue agamst a syntactic analys!s of the stmilariiY 
(Grimshaw 1990) on the grounds that reflexive subjects linked to ~ indirect object~ ~ contro!led m the q.u~~ptJI 
construCtion (vg. 'queda un payaso por darse patadas', there remams one clown to g1ve _hims_elf ~tclcs), whereas~ 
objects can't (vg. '*queda un payaso por dar(le) patadas', there remains one clown to gtve him kicks). By extendinl die 

semantic aJ_Wysis of ~~u5a:~v~ty to reflexives I intend to fill a gap in the discussion about semantic versus syntactic 
representations of split mtrans1Uvaty. 

Jatques AreDds (University of Amsterdam) 
Complu untences in early Saramaccan 

(Sessloa 32) 

'Ibis study is ~ ~ an analysis of complex sentence formation in a small corpus (ca 15,000 words) of early texts 
(1790-1818) wn~n m Sararnaccan, the ·~!?' creol~ of the Sararnalca Maroon community in the inlerior of Surinam. 
One of the su~nsmg res~I.ts of ~e analys~ 1s that m Early _Sararnaccan, contrary to its modem variety, the wont va, 
radter than taki (from laid say'), ~s used to mtroduce sentential complements This suggests that va should perhaps be 
~prded as a verbal element, denved from Portu~uese /alar 'speak', rather than being derived from the preposition va 
of, for' ~e fact that at _least some early texts m Sranan (Saramaccan's sister language) contain both va andfu as 
nonsenle?tial complemenuzers suggests that both forms were used alongside one another in this language. This rai5e$ 
dte question w~e~ the modem comp!ementizer fu in both Sararnaccan and Sranan is historically relaled to this earlier 
fort!' va. If thts IS m~eed the case! th1s would have far reaching consequences for the analysis of fu, not only in the 
Surtn!l"' creoles but m othe~ Enghsh,-based creoles as well. This seems to be especially important in view of the 
promment role fu has played m theoretical debates in the recent past (e.g. Winford 1985). 

Jeuiler Anold (Stanford University) 
Whal is salience?: The role of topic and focus in processing reference 

(SessioD 24) 

The notion of 'salience' is often ~ to ac~ou~t for preferences to use pronouns, for example, on some occasions, and 
overt noun ~~ on others. Th1s generahzation has also been shown to affect language comprehension, in that when 
the referent IS salient, repeated: names resu~t in slower reading times (e.g. Gordon et al. 1993; Almor 1996), yet 'salient' 
ills been_ defi~ as both ~ ~structions and focus constructions. In this paper I show that reference to both 
~maucaJ sub.JCCts (a. topiC posttion) and clefts (a focus construction) is preferred as a pronoun, while reference to 
objeCts and. ?"nclefted 1tems_1s prefe~ as a noun. In addition, text/corpus analysis shows that both subjects and 
focused en.tities are the most likely candidates for the subject of the following clause. These results suggest that the ease 
ofprocessmg a referent (as indicated by predictability, rather than infonnational status) is one factor affecting how the 
form of reference is processed. 

JeDoller ArDold (Stanford University) (Sessioa 24) 
Touy LosoltJCO (Yale University) 
Rya• GIDstroDt, Amy Bryaolfson & Thomas Wasow (Stanford University) 
Save the worst for last: The effects of syntactic complexity and information structure on constituent ordering 

Several ~nstructions in English offer. a choice in_ constituent ordering, such as alternating verbs and Heavy-NP 
coosaructiOOS. Sofr!e scholars ha~e claamed that th1s variation is de~ermined by information status (e.g. the Prague 
School, Wa'd and B~ 1995) whil~ others ~ve argued that the relevant factor is syntactic complexity (Hawkins 1994). 
'!fu'ough corpus anal~s1s ~d expenme?tauon, we demonstrate that both factors simultaneously and independently 
iafluence word order m Dat~;ve Alternau~n and Heavy-NP constructions. The results of these two production studies 
support.our th~ ~t constuu~nt order IS affected by constraints on planning and production. The desire to conlribute 
to lhe discourse m a timely fash1on leads people to start speaking before the entire utlerance is planned (Clark 1996). In 
order to seem ~re fluent, ~rs will ~gin with that which is easier to produce (such as short, given, easily accessible 
NPs), postponmg the more difficult consutuents until later. 

JoD Aske (University of Califomi.a-Bekeley) 
Mecht.Wsms of syntactic change: lncip~nt word order change in Basque? 

(Session 16) 

Lan~e c~ge from OV • to YO-dominant constituent order is well attested. It has been suggested that it is the pri
-?' ~u~ o~ word-order change and that (S)VO order is the 'natura)' outcome of sustained language contact, sys
~1C Sl~f!pltficauon, or the loss of case-marking distinctions. Less is known, however, about the exact mechanisms 
mvolved tn ~a change: Based on 81! analysis of spoken narratives from speakers of different degrees of profiCiency, 
as ~ell as wntten ~xts, ~s p~per exammes word order in Basque, and shows that the number and functional load of VO 
lllits seems ~ be m_c~mg m SJ>CC<:h (~ opposed 1? 111:ore ~onservative written texts), particularly among young non
Basque~ma~t bahnguals. Quantitative and quahtauve s•gns exist of a potential incipient shift from OV- to VO
Iftdonunance m Basq~. In general new VO-traits are being introduced and existing ones are being emphasized and 
extended. I show, for mstance, that the preverbal focus system is being partly eroded in speech by parallel coexisting 
YO-type _structures and that_ complex struct~ of a VO type are being formed as well. Case marking distinctions are 
lbo eroding to some extent m speech, both statisucally as well as systematically. 

VeDu Balasubramanlao (University of Wisconsin-River Falls) 
A typical subcortical aphasia: A case study 

(Sessioa S) 

~ con1emporary survey of lite~ture in subcortical aphasia have pointed out the laclc of fine grained analysis of 
llllpainnents of language and emphas1zed the need for model-oriented descriptions of subcortical aphasia (Cappa & 



Wallesch 1994). The present study offers a comprehensive description of a case of subcortical aphasia and discusses lbe 
symptOms in relation to some contemporary cognitive-neural models of language functions (Mesulam 1990, Cappa l 
Vallar 1992, Crosson 1985). A longitudinal case study of a 69-year-old white female who bad developed aphasia 
following lesion in the right caudate and putamen is reported here. Patient's speech-language performance was 
investigated by using standardized test batteries and methods of linguistic analysis. The clinical symptom profile of Ibis 
patient included the characteristics of ~roc~'s ~phasia, ~praxia of speech~ severe auditory co!ll~hen~on deficits, lllld 
phonemic and semantic paraphasias. Lmgmsuc analysts revealed the extstence of phonologtcal tmpauments, reduced 
ability to make grammaticality judgment, decreased use of story schemata, and &grammatic speech and writing. These 
sympi.OIIls are discussed in the context of some current cognitive-neural models of language. 

Welldy Baldwia (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
lfld4utite referenJs in Oneida discourse 

(Sesac. 9) 

In ttaditional accounts of lite Oneida (lroquoian) pronominal system, there are two pronominal prefixes which nwt 
indefinite or unknown referents--the feminine indefinite (FI) and the masculine plural (MP). This analysis, however, 
does not adequately capture the difference in the meaning and use of the Fl and MP pronominals in discourse. The focus 
of this paper is the range of indefinite meanings associated with the Fl and MP, and the factors that govern their 
distribution when referring to indefinites in discourse. An analysis of seven narratives examined two factors that bave 
been discussed in relation to indefmites: specificity and persistence in the discourse. It was found that specifiCity does 
not play a determining role but that persistence in the discourse is the determining factor in the distribution of the Flllld 
MP pronominals: indefinite referents that persist in subsequent discourse are marked with the MP and indefinite ref~ 
that do not are marked with the Fl. This fmding complements previous studies on the importance of discourse factors i.a 
ex-plaining the distribution of indefmite forms. 

Marlyse Baptista (Harvard University) 
Negation: A comparative study of Haitian and Capeverdean creo/es 

(Sessioa 34) 

This paper deals with a comparative study of negation between Haitian and Capeverdean (with a particut. focus oo 
C&peverdean). More pm:isely, we will focus on three pomts: ftrSt, the genesis of the Capeverdean negative morpbeme 
.to; second, negative concord alld double negative constructions in the two creoles under considerlltion. In this sectiolt, 
we will examine the syntactic position of the Capeverdean negative morpheme lea and the Haitian morpheme pain die 
phrtie structure of these two creoles. In this respect, we will explore the mixed nature of these negative morphemes. By 
'mixed', we mean that these morphemes are morphologically mherited from one linguistic source (French for Haitian 8lld 
very likely a Mande language for Capeverdean as in the case of Guinea-Bissau Creole (Kihm 1994)) but acquire in the 
phrase sttucture a different syntactic position from the source language. Third, we will consider the implications of 1be 
analysis presented for other areas of the grammar. namely predication and more specifically copular predicates. 

lmDUIDHI Barsbi (University of Colorado) (SessioD 24) 
Message length and misunderstandings in aviatton communicatwn 

Radio communication between air crews and air traffic controllers is a highly organized discourse. The participants an: 
well trained, the slnJCture is clearly defined, and the domain is narrowly constrained. Nevertheless, misunderslandiltp 
occur with an alarming frequency. By converging evtdence from natural and experimental data. we are searching fordte 
roots of these misunderstandings so they can be understood and prevented. In a laboratory analogy of flight situations. 
participants play the role of the pilot. They hear messages instructing them to move in a three dimensional space, IDl 
they follow them on a computer screen. Participants' ability to follow these instructions accura~ly ~~ects som.e of the 
cognitive limitations placed on the comprehension of spoken language. The results of both, the hngutstiC analysiS of dte 
natural data and the experiments suggest that misunderstandings are likely to occur when a message contains more tblll 
three operational units (an example of an operational unit is 'tum n~ht heading ~ee. five-~') inde~n~ of ~ 
number of words in the message. Thus, to reduce the number of mtsunderstandmgs m avtauon commumcauoa, • 
uafftc controllers should limit llteir messages to no more than three units. 

Aagela Barteas-Adawoau (Hunter College, City Umversity of New York) 
The conditional clause in the Atlalllic creoles 

(SessioDm 

In this paper, I focus on a complex construction. the conditional clause. divided into the semantic types I, 2, and 3. In dte 
ftrSt section, I review the situation in the languages which were in contact during creolization, then I will present aod 
comment on some data from the Atlantic creoles, and in my final sections I will formulate concluding remarks
Summarizing some of these, it can be stated that creole conditional clauses reflect both superstrata and substtlle 
structures as creole grammar in general does. Nevertheless, the d1stance to the superslnlta seems less pronounced wbea 
comparing the whole construction instead of just isolated TMA-particles. With conditional clauses of type I there sceDIS 
to be a universal for marking the protasis with 0 and the apodosis for future, irrealis etc. In the lberoromance-based but 
also in some French-based creoles, there 1s a tendency to use the same paradigmatic form in both subclauses of type 3 
and especially type 2 which reflects both subslnlte and archaic supers!Iate s!Iuctures while the polarization of type 2 and3 

.s tYJlC I in the French-based American creoles and of type I and 2 vs type3 in the French-based creoles of the Indian 
ocean is clearly substrate-driven. The marking of the conditional clause, especially the apodoses of types 2 and 3, is 
II)IJICWhat more heterogenuous in the English-based creoles. 

Jill Beckman (University of Iowa) 
fositional privilege as positional faithfulness 

(Session 8) 

[I many languages, segments occurring in perceptually prominent positions (e.g. stressed syllables, initial syllables, 
syllable onsets) are phonologically privileged. Positional privilege is manifested in three patterns of phonological 
IJJYIIlmetry: positional neutralization of contrast (Steriade 1993. 1995), triggering of phonological processes, and 
.esislance to phonological processes. This paper presents an Optimality Theoretic analysis of positional privilege, 
.,ping that all three asymmetries arise from a single source: high-ranking positional faithfulness constraints (Beckman 
199S, Lombardi 1995, Padgett 1995). Such constraints, schematically IDENT-POsmoN(F), require featural identity 
betWeen input and output segments in a perceptually prominent position. As a case study of positional privilege effects, I 
consider the nasal harmony system of Guarani (Tupi; Paraguay), which presents a s!Iiking example of stress-based 
positional privilege. In this language, nasal vowels are conttastive only in sttessed syllables. Stressed nasal vowels 
trigger nasal harmony, and stressed oral vowels block nasal harmony. Through domination of the markedness 
constraints •Vnasal and ALIGN(nasal), positional IDENT·6(nasal) generates the privileged phonological behavior 
dlar&Cteristic of stressed syllables in Guarani. Other consLraints in the positional faithfulness repenoire will yield 
pnllel results for pominent positions such as syllable onsets and initial syllables. 

Baly Reader (Stanford University) 
Utukrstanding Mandarin J2a as a verb 

(Sessioo 1) 

Many previous researchers (e.g. Li 1990, Order and Constituency in MandtJrin Chinese) have analyzed the morpheme bQ 
oldie Mandarin b! construction as a preposition or direct object marker, primarily because blS fails the three standard 
cests for verbhood. In this talk, I fa.rst present evidence that the standard tests are unreliable since, for each test, there is a 
c11ss of uncontroversial verbs that fails. I then go on to show that in order to capture the full range of daaa IJh must be 
ataltd as a verb. This analysis challenges conclusions about Mandarin syntax based on nonverbal analyses of~. such 
11 Li and Thompson's claim that Mandarin is becoming an SOV language (1974, "Historical change of word order: A 
CI8C study in Chinese and its implications"), Huang's claim that Mandarin has prepositions (1990, The Deep Word Orlkr 
llfll Sorne Prepositional Constructions of Chinese), and Travis's word order parameters (1989, "Parameters of phrase 
Sll'UCture "). 

Jtldy B. BerasteiD (University of Southern Maine) 
/Htemdners, clilics, and possessive adjectives in Walloon 

(Sessioa 3) 

I examine data from Walloon, a moribund Romance language spoken in Belgium, which provide support for the idea that 
definite articles and 3rd person accusative clitics both correspond to the head of the syntactic category DP (Uriagerelta, 
1995). Cross-dialectally, Walloon defmite articles are identical to 3rd person clitics, although only some dialects exhibit 
aamcJer alternation in the singular form of the articles and clitics. Similarly, the possessive adjectives display the same 
IO'J)hological paltem, except that the person features displayed on possessives are of course absent with defmite articles 
a1 3rd person clitics. The gender alternation that was absent on the articles and clitics in certain dialects also fails to 
lllPC8f with the possessives. I discuss two recent analyses relevant to the Wall on facts. Uriagereka distinguishes 1st and 
2nd person accusative ('strong') clitics from 3rd person determiner ('weak') clitics. identifying the syntactic raising of 
weak clitics as head movement, and of strong clitics as phrasal movement. Although weak clitics are identified with 
dcftnite articles, strong clitics are not identified with any other elements in the lexical inventory. Picallo (1994) 
aaociates the possessive adjective stems with strong clitics and accounts for the (gender and) number specification via a 
pocess of phrasal movement of the possessives through specifier positions of functional heads internal to DP. It is not 
lpplrent that these analyses are able to account for the uniformity of Walloon definite articles, clitics, and possessive 
adjectives, or to explain the cross-dialectal presence vs absence of gender specification. I argue that both phenomena 
IllY be accounted for by appealing to properties of the functional categories internal to DP, along the lines of recent 
wart of Riuer (1995). 

Betty J. Blrner (Northwestern University/University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) 
Discourse constraints on PP + lbi:u. in English 

(Session 9) 

Based on studies of English, Italian, and Farsi, Bimer (1996) hypothesizes that argument-reversing constructions in 
Baletal are sensitive to the relative information status of the noncanonically positioned constituents. However, this does 
IOl account for the following: 
(I) John and May were in the library, studying for their geography tesl. Mary was fidgeting as she tried to memorize 
lite capitals of all the countries in Europe. Across from her (#there) sat John, tediously working his way through an atlas 
of the world. 
11ac inversion is felicitous since Mary has been mentioned more recently and is therefore more familiar in the discourse 
lban John. With the addition of there, however, the example is infelicitous. This casts doubt on the generalization 
Jtgarding the general function of argument reversal. We show, however, that PP + there is subject not to the consttaint 



on argument reversal, but rather to the constraints on PP topicalization and there-insertion (Ward 1988, Bimer & Ward in 
prep.). Thus, PP + t~re is not an argument-reversmg construction. but rather the sum of two distinct constructions, pP 
IOpicalization and /~re-insertion; moreover, this complex sentence-type is subject to the discourse constraints on each of 
its component constructions. 

Ralph C. Bli.gbt (University of Texas-Austin) 
Some similarities between 1~ dative and a.t alternaJions 

(Sessiob 3) 

Verbs which participate in the dative alternation and those which participate in the as alternation have been subject10 
different analyses in the literature, the former being analyzed as diatransitive and the latter being analyzed as 
monotransitive (with a small clause complement). Two sets of facts appear to argue against this view, however. F"trSt, 
both verb types behave uniformly with respect to nominalizations . The NP NP variant of each has no corresponding 
nominal. The NP PP variant does. Under a theory which assumes that as alternating verbs lake small clauses, tho'e is no 
clear way to explain this contrast Second, it is well known that there are two readings associated with re- talcing vabs, 
an internal reading for direct NPs and an external reading for oblique PPs. While the second NP in the NP NP variant of 
each verb type must be associaled with the internal reading. the PP in the NP PP variant may be associated with the 
external reading. These facts provide evidence against the theory of small clauses and for analyzing dative alternating 
and as alternating verbs as having the same complement structure. 

Diane Breutari (University of Califom1a-Davis) 
Systematicity in t~ core and perip~ra/ components of the ASL lexicon 

(Sessioa U) 

Recent models of American Sign Language have focused on the so-called 'frozen' component of the lexicon. This 
eliminates from consideration all initialized forms. loan signs from fingerspelling, and classifier predicates, yet it is 
primarily in these components that expansion of the lexicon takes place. The purpose of this paper is to propose a model 
of the ASL lexicon that explicitly expresses the ways that the more productive components of the language 8lC 
systematically related to the frozen component, focusing on constraints of the handshape and movement parameters. 1 
use the core/periphery model of the lexicon (Itl> & Mester 1995). I propose the constraints HSMAX for handsbape and 
•COMPLEXMOV for movement, and I argue how these constraints hold in their sii'Oilgest form in the two parts of 1be 
name-sign system--classifier name signs and arbitrary name signs--and are systematically weakened in the peripheral 
components of the lexicon. I argue that initialized signs (e.g. TEAM, FAMILY, ASSOCIATION based on the sign r~ 
GROUP) are the most peripheral of all signs, since they arise from a weakening of both handshape and movement 
constraints. This analysis makes two contributions: (1) it emphasizes how the generation of new vocabulary unc:ovas 
aspects of the synchronic grammar of a language; (2) it makes predictions about what kinds of combinations are likely 
candidates for lexicalization. 

Adrienne Bruya (University of Amsterdam) (SessioD 32) 
Morphosyntactic characteristics of types of text and I he relevance for the interpreiation of creole materials 

Sources representing earlier stages of creole languages are not very abundant. and their interpretation is complicated by 
the fact that it is difficult to determine whether certain properties reflect differences concerning the developmental stage 
of a language, or rather something else. I will discuss the occurrence of several morphosyntactic features in Sranan texiS 
from various periods, in order to arrive at a kind of typology of textual characteristics that may be useful in intelp'eting 
historical data. The features to be discussed include the marking of relative clauses, pleonastic pronouns, double object 
constructions, serial verbs, and complementizers. It will be demonstrated that the nonoccurrence of a form ~ 
construction in a particular text should not always be taken to imply that it did not exist at the time the text was created. 
Certain phenomena correlate with type of text rather than with diachronic development Relevant dimensions include 
style, linguistic awareness of the author, and the susceptibility to influence from other languages. By taking into acrount 
the characteristics of particular texts as well as the kind of stylistic variation that is known to exist in languages ill 
general, the existing historical materials can be interpreted in a more fruitful way. and ad hoc conclusions can be 
avoided. 

Mary Bucholtz (University of California-Berkeley) (SessioD D) 
Beyond covert prestige: Geltder and identity among white users of AA VE 

Sociolinguists have suggested that the use of a nonstandard variety of a language, and especially the differential usc oC 
the nonstandard by gender, is motivated by the phenomenon of coven prestige. Because nonstandard dialects are 
conventionally associated with masculinity and toughness, men and boys even among the middle class are expecUICI to 
use them more often than women and girls in order to project a gender-appropriate identity. This association is 
particularly strong in sociolinguistic analyses of AA VE. However, such global and binaristic models of gender identity 
do not hold up in data from a San Francisco Bay Area high school, where white boys who use features of AA VE do not 
fulfill traditional expectations about masculinity. In addition. white girls also use AAVE without any perception tllll 
their femininity is in question. The ethnographic evidence shows that the dialect has locally specific meanings, includilll 
associations with cultural avant-gardism and urban sophistication, that cannot be easily liked to gender. White usen ol 
AA VE distinguish themselves from other categories of white students on this basis. The findings suggest that socill 
interpretations of language use must be ethnographically specific rather than global in scope. 

Daui Byrd (Haskins Laboratories) 
E~~ Sa_l~a (Haskins Laboratories/Boston University) 
Duanguulting mldtiple prosodic boundaries in articulation 

(Sessioa 17) 

Recent work has demonstrated that temporal 1 th · f · 
boundaries likely results from lower under! . eng e~mg_ o articulatory gestures adjacent to intonational phrase 
structure is active in determinin s ech ~m~ gest~ suffne~ses. These results encountge the view that Prosodic 
~daries are distinguished by ~~ spati':,.~r:!· ~IS ~xpenment dem~nstrates that multiple levels of prosodic 
aruculator movement during ICVCV(#)CVCV/ po ~culatory_ pat~mmg. A magnetometer was used to track 

=~ ~!:J:~ ~tween elemen~~nl~:. {;:~ ~::~~:~~:~~:ti(e')s~a~:::l:~imdaryple 
c consonantal closmg and opening gesture and the te pora1 1 · 

consonant closings were determined algorithmicall Prer . da • . . ~ atency between peak 
differentiated levels of in~etconsonant latenc y. lmmary ta aJ_JalysJs mdtcates that three statistically 
intervening boundary type such that: e d>.; ac;:ur ~r the /CV(~)CV/ portion o~ the utterance as a function of the 
postboundary closing gestures Lengthen~ f a, . JS patte~ IS a result of differences in the dunttions of the 
The increases in gestural in . g 0 Pte!'OOndary openm~ movements occurs for the three largest boundaries 
.lower gestural stiffnesses ~dti:!f.losmg durauon are acco~pan•ed by longer mean times to peale-velocity indicatin . 
boundaries. Our presentation will outl~~ ~~~;~te opem~g g~u~es are spatially larger before the three larges~ 
be accounted for within a dynamical model of speech prod ~tpora[Warucku tory patterns observed at these boundaries can 

u •on. or supponed by NIH.] 

WilHam ~yrae (Un~versity of California-San Diego) 
A semanllclprogmatJc accoiUlt of~~ distribution of bare plurals in Spanish (Sessioa 14) 

The restricted distribution of bare plurals (BPs) in Spanish has beco · 
Romance linguistics. SWier 1982 points out that Spanish BPs are d~ a c~ac yet unresolv~ problem in the study of 
1101108) stress and intonation. Contreras 1986 shows that there J ow .as. preverbal subjects under conditions of 
Jives a pragmatic account of the problem while Contrer are also restn~Uons on postverbal BP subjects. Suller 
the full range of data. In this talk I will consider anothe~~; a pure!{ s~nt~ll~ approa~h. However, neither considers 
discussed previously, to show that a semantic/ . examp es mvo vmg BP direct objects, as well as the data 
ICICOUIU for the full range of data while p~gmauc approach that ~uilds on the ideas presented in SWier 1982 can 
particular, I will show that cerUin en/ ~ntacuc ~pproach alon~ the lm~ ofContretas 1986 ultimately falls short. In 
~w 1994). Thus, the restrictions :;P~?: ~~~:r:~~~ ~enoung or quan~ficational reading on NPs (cf. 
~g and ~nquantifJCational (cf. McNally 1995• Laca 1994 La act ~,tey are mherently 'weak', i.e. nonobject 
satisfy the requtrement which is imposed in these environments. • pesa • Alonso 1954). Therefore, they do not 

~D C~er & Kellchiro Suzuki (University of Arizona) 
Ala Weractwn between nasal substitution and overcopying in MUIJ(J reduplication (Sessioa 13) 

1be complex pattern of reduplication in Muna ( de B 19 
~uplication in Optimality Theory. McCarthy ;.a:; Pri':.c e~~95 ~)raises an interesting i~ue ~or previous approaches to 
are analyzed through the rerankin of a ·cui e . emonstrate that overapphcauon and normal application 
Cor overapplication and Plwno.!onstr=» 7.~e~:r%'1.~stramts (~~~d·co~traint, B-R Identity» 1..0 Faithfulness 
uswnption that multiple hierarchies are n . ~u ness>> - entzty for normal application). Under the 
would not exhibit both .ranlcings Howeve~t ~lowed m a language, the prediction is that a particular affiXAtion pattern 
wit!' the irrealis affix /m-/. since ·it exhibits bothu~!~~;~li~~~~:-~~!sta/state~?t when ~upli~ is coupled 
which the pref"J.x /m-/ is added on! the . · u ·> uuuta·uta], Will be picking fruit' in 
c:hoosi.ng', in which prefixal nasal by .to . red~phcant, and overapplication: /m-RED-pili/ ·> [mili-mili), 'will' be 
10 ))reSent a problem for an OT an!fy:::~ a= not only to the reduplicant, but also to the base. This pauem seems 
Faith/ullless must dominate B-R Identity butefor ov~g sc~~m~ argthued by M&~ 1995 because for normal application 1-0 
llllkings are concurre tl . • . rapp •cauon e reverse IS true. This implies that the . 
Jlll'lldox in OT can be~~~ ~~:cc~unt for th•~ affixation pattern in Muna. In this paper we propo: ~~ 
ODe hie~hy: P~no-~onstraint.~-R 1J:~~~ ~> ~~!i::e~;o~>OO:R o;:entppl~on and normal appli~ into 
~~~tory ranlttng ts possible if the actual constraints signiiled by B R Ilk ntl.ty. edis~ow that such a seemmgly 
-·- featural identity between two corres ndi . • ntlty are Sllract: IDENJBR (f) (which 
~ that evczy segment in the redu licant J: be ~g segments m the ~ase and the red~plicant) and DEPBR (which 
lo account for cases in which both nor!al and overapplfic~tto· bnaseoc). C~llap~mgl theffitwo .rankmg schema into one allows us 

cur m a smg e a txauon pattern of a language. 

C
U.Llq Chuaag (University of Maryland-College Parle:) 

ONrol as t~motic mo'llenvnr (SessiGD I) 

The Min. malist Pro 
of~ conce~ ~!;.~'i ~o=~~:~~n:t~~~ dispen~ with D-Structure ~a lev~! ~n the assumption 
resurrected as restrictions on the com utational o r . tructure owever, are not entJrely ehmJnated. They are 
DIOvement must greedy This suggesJ' that the M~ aul?nsPr Chomsky assumes that 9-roles are not features and that 
~tructure in question." Adopting Huang's (1992) •z~~~;is; tha~g~,:~ns ~e 9-c~~rion, a p~peny chara~teristic of 

llalllfe, we propose that PRO in this instance is derived from su ~t o e resultalive construcuon is PRO 
movement to a thematic position, along the lines of 



Hornstein (1996). This predicts that the obligatory control properties that this construction exhibits follow from the 
conditions imposed on movement the Minimal Link Condition and the ccommand requiremenl Furthermore, this 
analysis also predicts that this construction displays the seemingly raising-like properti~s (Goodall, 1989). Th!s paper 
argues that the interpretive properties of obligatory control can be best accounted for 1f one abandons the residues of 
D-Sttucture retained in the Minimalist Program. 

Timothy C. Clausaer (University of Southern California) 
Metaphor scMmaticity 

(Sessioa 23) 

Metaphors can be treated as systematic correspondences between conCeptl!<ll d~ains. E~idence for !l'etaphor sc~ 
stored in the mind which link whole domains come from systems of express1ons whiCh convenuonally have their 
(figurative) meaning in one domain but are expressed in terms of another _(literal) domain. A particular form~ of a 
metaphor schema implies that the actual stored schema covers a certam ran~e of c~ncepts . . The schemaucuy of. a 
metaphor is the range of conceptS consistent with the metaphor schema. The clatm of ~s ~per IS that metaph~. vary Ul 

schematicity. Consequently, the formulation of a metaphor should properly charactenze 1ts level of schemab~lly. An 
overly specific formulation will not cover the full range of expressions of the schema . . Overly ge~eral formulauons will 
have systematic gaps in the felicity of its expressions. A procedure can be defined wh1ch ~uccesstvely con~~es on the 
appropriate formulation. Once characterized at their appropriate level, metaphors of different scbematiCtty may be 
ccrnpared on a relative scale, and hierarchical relations may be defined. 

J, Clancy Clements (Indiana University) 
Mo110genesis and syntactic structure 

(Session 36) 

The notion of mooogenesis has limited scope because, among other things, it is based largel~ on lexical evidence, 
ignoring wholly the issue of structure in pidgins and creoles. _I~ this paper I study the contn~~on made by structural 
evidence to the debate of monogenesis. Because of their stabthty, movement rules serve as ~d1ca~ of~ extent 10 
which a given pidgin or creole bad input from the colonizers' ~nguages, fro~ other l~guages ·~ theiT respecuve c:ontac:t 
situations or from universal tendencies. Thus, if one exammes the quesuon formauon rule m Ponuguese creoles, 1l 
becomes ~&refit that, although these creoles share much input fro~ Portuguese, they ~arm~ indepen~ently of ~ 
another. The input from the native languages is in many cases u~mtstalcable. ln other suuatJ.ons, quesuon f~ 
suggests a different saory: most if not all French-based creoles dt.splay the ~ wh-m~vement struct~, although m 
colloquial French there were several other viable questi_on_ formauon consuucuons_ avaJ!able: A compan~ of a ~ 
movement rule in various groups of creates reveals the hmued scope of monogenes•s as a lextcally-based nobon, while 
offering a more stable structural perspective on the origins of and relationships between pidgins and creoles of the SliDe 
group, as weU as among those of distinct groups. 

Cbristiae Corcora• (University of Chic.1go) 
Caribbe011·Hawaiion contact 

(Sessioll34) 

This paper examines contact between speakers of English varieties spoken in the Caribbean with Hawaiian plantation 
laborers. Since 1974 wllell Bickerton ftrSt proposed what he later called the Language Bioprogram Hypothesis ~BH), 
many have challenged his reasoning but few have challenged his assumption ~at his~~al contact ~- not explain the 
similarities between Hawaiian Creole English (HCE) and the creoles of the Canbbean: Dtrect uansm1sston can be ruled 
out sttaight away: there has been negligible historic contact between Hawaii and [the] Caribbean' (Bickerton 1980:10). 
Goodman (1984,1985) and Holm (1982, 1986) are the only authors who have addressed the historical issue direcdy 
though the discussion continues briefly in Bickerton (1992) and in the rejoinders and surrejoinders of Goodman (~994), 
Bickerton (1994), Roberts (1995), McWhorter (1994), and Dillard (19?5). l ~ropose that contact may e~PlBi;D the 
presence of some of Bickerton's canonical creole features in HCE. ~ g1ve a. bne_f ~ketch of the relevan_t histones or 
Hawaii, Jamaica, Panama, and San Francisco and present the ethmc and hng~1sUc facl?rs that contrtbuted 10 ~ 
obscurity of Hawaiian-Caribbean contact. I conclude by proposing th~t the l~w. rabo of Engllsh speakers to non-Eng~ 
speakers on the plantations would have made speakers of all Enghsh vaneues models for those who were Iearninl 
English. The presence of speakers whose English varieties inclu~ f~tures la~r i~ntified ~ c~~on. ~ fea~~Jft':S 
might account for the presence of these features in HCE. My goalts to hnk the histones of m1gratmg mdivtduals to lbeir 
potential linguistic consequences or, at least, to the consequences for linguistic theories of creole genesis. In the case of 
Hawaii, I~ that what Bickerton considers negligible historical contact may llill be negligible linguistic contacL 

Sbaron A. Cote (Sessioa 9) 

Discourse constrailllS on null subject utterances 

In this paper, I present the results of a quantitative study of null subject utterances _found in 243 telephone conv~ 
in the 'switchboard' corpus. Comparing the discourse properties of these tokens wtth those: of a control ~ cons~ of 
all the overt (and pronominal) subjects in two other conversations, I show that null subjeCt utterances m EngliSh 11C 
strongly conslrained to occur at a discourse boundary. T~is diS<:ourse boundary may_ be one o~ three .types:. a ~ 
boundary, a discourse segment boundary, or a break in the h~erarchtc.11 structure of the discourse (etther wtth an ~ 
or with the beginning of a new area of conversation that is not hierarchic.1lly related to what has gone before), whidt I 

refer to as a 'discourse package' boundary. I show that there are highly significant differences between null subjects and 
overt pronominal subjects for each of these boundary types. I suggest that the fact that null subjects are constrained to 
occur at boundaries in discourse may account for the intuitions mentioned above, and note the conll'liSt between the 
diSCOW'Se properties of null subject utterances in English and the null subjects in certain other languages. 

JUD Da (University of Texas-Austin) (Sessd 1) 
Syllable dlualion in Mandarin toM sandhi and the Auditory Enhancement Theory 

Pbonetic studies have shown that syllable duration is a robust cue for tonal contrast. To explain this universal duralional 
correlates, Blicher, Diehl and Cohen (1990) furnished evidence suggesting that it may reflect the tendency among 
speakers to choose those laryngeal and vocal tract combinations which can maintain tonal inventories that are 
perceptually distinctive. In this study, we tested the prediction of the Auditory Enhancement Theory about Mandarin 
rooa1 contrast using abe case of Mandarin tone sandhi. According to Chinese phonologists, whenever two Tone 3's are in 
a sequeDce as input, the preceding Tone 3 will change into Tone 2 when followed by another Tone 3 at phrasal fmal 
position. According to the Auditory Enhancement Theory, we can predict that in a two tone sequence in which the final 
is a Tone 3 syllable, the initial syllable with an underlying Tone 3 association will surface with a duration which does not 
differ significantly from that of a Tone 2 syllable at the same position. In our experiment, the same six stimuli as in 
Blicher, e&c.'s study were used. Five subjects produced, with five repetitions, the six syllables in both isolation and a 
~r sentence. Duration was measured for each of the 300 tokens based on the waveform and Fo display. A 
MANOV A test showed that the durational difference between the two tones is significant in isolation but insignificant in 
sandhi contexl We conclude that the Auditory Enhancement Theory can be empirically supported. We also suggest that 
results from this experiment can be used as the necessary phonetic characterization of the tone sandhi rule in Mandarin. 

En Danzi1er & Eric Pedei'SOII (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics) 
Written language and mirror image discrimination: A cross-cultural survey 

(Sessioa 5) 

Certain individuals accept mirror image reproductions of simple figures as 'the same', whereas other subjects under the 
181Ile conditions reject the mirror-images. Verhaeghe and Kolinsky (1991) document that literate subjects generally 
rejected mirror-images as not the same, while many nonliterate subjects accepted them. What is the nature of the 
experience of literacy which gives this result? Using a part-whole judgment task, research across a sample of eight 
language communities of mixed litency has replic.1ted the finding that literates generally reject mirror-images whereas 
many nonliterates accept them. Particularly striking are high levels of mirror-image acceptance within the Mopan 
(Mayan), Tzeltal (Mayan), and Tamil (Dravidian) communities. In Mopan and Tzeltal, literacy is reliably correlated 
with mirror-image rejection. However in Tamil, there is no such correlation. Tamil has its own script, whereas literacy 
in the other populations is in the Roman script. Both Tamil and Roman are written from left to right, and both use 
paphemes for which the mirror-images would be incorrect representations. However, only Roman uses graphemes for 
which the mirror-image is another distinct grapheme (e.g. b vs d). The discrimination between graphemes differing only 
by mirror-image invezsion may be a critical experience of literacy motivating mirror-image rejection in nonreading tasks. 

Repa DameU (University of Western Ontario) 
Benjamin Whorf as Americanisr linguist 

(Session 19) 

Wharf enters the history of linguistics in a remarkably disembodied fashion: he is linked to Sapir and to a single 
'hypothesis'. By implication, his relationships to peers in what Hymes and Fought referred 10 as 'the first Yale school' of 
linguistics are elided. This paper will attempt to reconstitute some of the social relations out of which Whorfs much 
misunderstood idea of linguistic relativity emerged. The notion of 'grammatic.1l c.1tegory' provides a bridge between the 
philosophical relationship of language, thought, and reality and the substantive work on Amerindian grammars by Whorf 
and his peers in creating the process model associated with Sapirian linguistics. 

Lawreac:e M. Davis (Witchita State University) (Session 15) 
From Confederate overalls to designer jeans: The changing Southern vocabulary 

A comparison of the use of selected lexical terms by subjects from the Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlonric 
SIDles and the Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States. 

Patricia DeeY)' (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Subject-verb agreement in parsing 

(Session 15) 

While linguistic theories give the agreement relation an integral role in the grammar, more evidence is needed about how 
the processor represents and uses this information in comprehension. This processing study suggests that in English, 
parsing strategies do not use the information provided by agreement to resolve ambiguity on-line. A Self-Paced Reading 
study tested agreement in Subject Relative Clauses headed by complex DPs. In the Complex Subject DP-Verb context 
in which local plural agreement effects have been studied, the grammar allows only Nl to control agreement, while it 
aDows either N to be head of the RC, and thus control agreement. The materials presented RCs that were disambiguaaed 
by the main verb alone (a,b) or by both the agreeing aux and main verb (c,d). 
(a) Joe showed Billllhe snapshot of the flower I that was probably I printed 1. .. 



(b) Joe showed Bill I the snapshot of the flower I that was probably I planted 1. •. 
(c) Joe showed Bill I the sn;mshot of the flowers I that was probably I printed 1... 
(d) Joe showed Billllbe snapshot of the Dowers I that were probably I planted 1 ... 
If agreement in region (3) were used to detennine auachment in (c,d), that decision would affect the processing or the 
main verb. This prediction is not borne out: RTs o.n the main verb in Cond.s (a,b) showed a nonsignificant preference for 
attachment to N2; these RTs remained the same in (c,d). Additionally, RT was significantly slowed on the singular aux 
when preceded by a local plural (c vs a). An analysis of agreement processing is proposed which reconciles the fact that 
the presumably structure-dependent1ocal plural' effects occur in contexts which differ structurally (Subj-verb vs. DP-RC 
verb) and the fact that agreement is not used to determine structure. 

Keaaetb de Joog (Indiana University) 
Aau Boscia (University of Kentucky) 
Stress and epenthetic wwels in BOI'ra Gaelic 

(Sessia. U) 

Recent treaunents of Barra Gaelic vowel epenthesis (Clements 1986; Ni Chiosain 1994; Halle 1995) address the lOCIIion 
and identity oflbe epenthetic vowel, but fail to address the previously reported prosodic properties of these vowels. This 
paper reports on a quantitative analysis of approximately 100 tokens from field recordings of Barra Gaelic. Vowel 
duration, fo pattern, and vowel quality analyses each indicate that words with epenthetic vowels stress the epenthetic 
vowel. This stressing may partially explain previous perceptions of a difference in syllabification between epenthetic 
and nonepenthetic vowels. The analysis of vowel formant values indicates that the identity of the epenthetic vowel is 
predictable on the basis of the previous vowel and resonant consonant, as reported in the previous literature. Thus, 
epenthetic syllables in Barra Gaelic represent a case in which prominent syllables bear information specified oo 
nonprominent neighboring syllables. Any treaunent of Barra Gaelic epenthesis must take the atypical stress paUem ~ 
acccunt. 

Laureat Dekydtspotter & Rex A. Sprouse (Indiana University) (Sessioa 10) 
Aspect and predication in Welsh: An argiU'I'Ient for Davidsonian Association 

This paper offers a unified analysis of Welsh 'aspectuar yn (1) and 'predicative' yn (2): 
(1) Mae ICor yn darllen y Uyfr (2) Mae'r dyn yn feddyg da 

Is Hor Yll read the book Is the man yn doctor good 
'lfor is reading the book.' 'The man is a good doctor' 

Our analysis of Welsh yn provides an argument that external arguments are associated by Davidson ian Association atlhe 
level of a functional category dominating VP (voice (3); Kratzer 1996). 
(3) voice • A VP h >.s VP(s): A(s) = x (where A(s) is the argument of situation s) 
Under Davidsonian Association, it is natural that aspect (a property of situations) should play a pervasive role in 
VP-level predication in certain natural language grammars. Welsh yn associates arguments with unculminated 
situations, inducing imperfectivity (4). 
(4) yn =A VP h >.s VP(s) & -.cul(s): A(s) = x 
The progressive and aspectual flavors of yn follow as an interaction of the semantics in ( 4) with the aspeclllal class of lhe 
predicate (Dowty 1979). The morphophonological properties traditionally used to differentiate 'progressive' and 
'predicative' yn follow in a modular system where phonological processes can be sensitive to syntactic configurations, • 
French liaison shows (Selldrk 1977). 

Peter Deaay (University of Western Ontario) 
Evaluating Wharfs AlgoNfuian studies 

(Sasioalt) 

Recent proofs of the WhorfiBR hypothesis by Kay & Kempton and by Lucy, using advanced methods from experimental 
psychology, make it apt to evaluate Whorfs linguistic evidence using current-day linguistic techniques. Whorfs Hopi 
research has been re-evaluated by Gipper and found to part1ally support the hypothesis. The present paper examines 
Whorfs studies of Shawnee (Algonquian), in part because they involve some of his most widely publicized examples of 
language relativity. In perhaps the best-known example comparing Shawnee and English, concerning the cleaning of a 
gun, the differences tum out to be rather small pragmatic ones. In the Shawnee sentence a morpheme expressing the 
very general meaning 'by tool' is used, supplemented by another meaning 'hole' which identifies the part of the gun beiDa 
cleaned. In the English sentence, a more specific tool word is used, wjth the ramrod, from which the pan can be infened. 
Re-analysis of other examples also shows pragmatic differences. In only one of five cases, a semantic difference was 
found. in which Shawnee expressed the ontological concept 'one-dimensional and rigid' which is not expressible in 
ordinary English. These results support Whorfs thesis that language influences habitual thought, and further, they 
suggest that pragmatic differences in concept usage within particular languages is the main way in which linguistic 
relativity is achieved. The present paper also evaluates Whorfs Gestalt semantics and finds that when he uses it he sees 
inaccurate semantic analyses of Shawnee. The paper also considers Whorfs claims about the special nature of 
polysynlbetic languages such as Shawnee, in relation to modem theones of polysynthesis by Mathiot and by Talmy. 

Laura Walsll Dickey (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics) 
Li4uid dissimilation: Latin and Yidiny 

(Session U) 

Liquid dissimilation provides evidence that traditional accounts of the blocking of dissimilation (Steriade 1987; 
J{enstowicz 1994) are not explanatorily sufficienL Such analyses of dissimilation cannot account for cases of 'peripheral 
b(oeting'. Peripheral blocking occurs when dissimilation is obstructed by a segment not between the identical elements, 
llut peripheral to them (e.g. llr). Based on a comparison of the cases of Latin (Kent 1945) and Yidiny (Dixon 1977),1 
propose an output-constraint based approach to dissimilation which can account for both traditional intermediary 
blocking as well as peripheral blocking. Under this analysis there are two competing constraints in liquid dissimilation, 
one militaaing against two laterals in the surface form (*II) and one militating against two rhotics (*rr). The output form 
depel1ds on both how •n and *rr are ranked with respect to each other and with respect to a faithfulness constraint that 
requires lbe surface form to be identical to the underlying form (i.e. IDENT {lateral]). This analysis can be extended to 
the dissimilation of other types of segments, providing a general mechanism for phonological dissimilation. 

Erin Diebm & Keith Johnson (Ohio State University) 
The perception of Russian palatalized consonant sequences 

(Session U) 

This papec reports on an interesting situation in which nonnative speakers perceive a phonetic contrast better than do 
native speakers. Russian has a three-way palatal distinction between dv, djV, and dijV (e.g. [maVu] 'I pray'; [naliju] 
1 will pour'; [kaliiju] 'a rut'). This paper presents evidence that although Russian native speakers maintain a distinction 
between djV and dijV sequences in production, they confuse them in perception. However, Americans learning 
Russian maintain this distinction in both production and perception. 

Betbaay K. Dumas (University of Tennessee-Knoxville) 
Ozark English: Observable differences in vocabulary 

(Sessioa 26) 

Scholars and lay persons have been writing about Ozark English for well over one hundred and fifty years (e.g. 
Schoolcraft 1821). or great interest have been the unusual vocabulary items reported as early as Pike 1836 (e.g. 'mind' 
for 'remember'). A series of word lists appeared between the 1890's and the 1940's, principally in Dialect Notes, 
1903-1928. In 1953, Vance Randolph's book, Down in the Holler: A Gallery of Ozark Folk Speech, gathered together his 
IIWlY contributions. Generally, the perception was that Ozark English was heavy with rapidly dying Elizabethan or 
earlier words and phrases. More recent work (e.g. Christian, Wolfram, Dube 1988) has concentrated on phonology and 
grammar. However, records from DARE and LAGS document lexical preferences for the region based on wide-meshed 
surveys. This paper will report findings from a comparison of a finely-meshed survey of Ozark lexicon (the Newton 
County, Arkansas, Survey conducted by Dumas in 1971) with DARE and LAGS conclusions. It is expected that the 
swdy will reveal a greater complexity of lexical distribution than that indicated by DARE and LAGS. 

Carrie Dyct (University of Calgary) (Session 4) 
TM role ofplwMmic contrast in orthographic usage 

Cayuga. an lroquoian language, has a linguist-developed orthography and a native-developed orthography (known as the 
Henry orthography). The linguistic orthography was based on phonemic principles, and the Henry orthography, on 
more phonetic principles. Despite these differences in philosophical development, the .u.sw of each orthography is 
remarkably similar. Users of both orthographies show a propensity to mark certain predictable phonetic features 
(laryngeal ones) but not others (palatalization). I propose that the presence of a given underlying contrast is a factor in 
whether phonetic features are represented in an orthography. In particular. the presence of underlying laryngeal contrasts 
in Cayuga reinforces the saliency of the phonetic laryngeal features, while the lack of a contrast between palatalized and 
nonpalatalized phonemes undermines the saliency of phonetic palatalization. 

Jasoa M. Eisner (University of Pennsylvania) 
What constrail'llS should optimality theory allow? 

(Sessioa 13) 

Optimality theory (01) has shown itself to be an elegant framework for phonological description. Two imponant ques
tions remain to be settled, however: What constraints are allowed? What kind of representations do they constrain? 
Formalizing what OT can and cannot say is part of stating UG. This talk proposes an approach to constraining OT. 
Most constraints given in the literature can be reformulated as coming from one of two simple, local families of 
'pimilive constraints': 
Alignment (licensing): Each a temporally overlaps some p. (If not, it incurs one violation mark.) "a-+ P" 
Disalignmenl (clash): Each a temporally overlaps no f3. (Each overlap incurs one violation marie.) "a J. p• 
Note that the reformulation is not always obvious: 'feet must be at least binary' translates to 'F -+ 0 [' and 'surface voicing 
on an preconsonantal segment must be spread onto the consonant' translates to 'Jvoi .l cl'. It is important to formalize 
these families and the representations that they constrain. As in Optimal Domains Theory, neither the constraints nor the 
representations use association lines. The constraintS conlrol only the relative timing of articulatory gestures, and other 
phonological or maphological constituents, along a continuous timeline. Finally. it is demonstrated that these simple, 
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local constraints suffice to handle a wide variety of phenomena. ~or ex~mple, metrical stress i~ often treated with 
wnstraints like Generalized Alignment (nonlocal), FOOTFORM (su~ulauve?, and FrBIN (counting). Yet a ~ly 
rerantable set of primitive constraints can account for the asymmetrtc meUlcal typology of Hayes (1995), reducmg 
iambic-crochaic asymmetries to the onset-coda asymmetry. 

Daoiel L. Everett (University of Pittsburgh) 
Agreement and inalienable possession in Banawa 

(Session 4) 

Agreement is an imponant diagnostic of grammatical functi?" a~d form_ in every major theory of morphosrntax. 
Agreement pauems involving inalienable possession are espectally m_terestmg because so~e languages allow e1ther_a 
possessed NP or its possessor to trigger verb agreement. When th1s happen~. some cl81m ~at ~e relevant NP IS 

ambiguously headed--either the possessor or the possess~ ~ay be the head of ~1s _NP. The special mle~t of B~wi, 
using data I'CICelltly collected in fieldwork by the author, hes m the fact that the mahenably possessed subJCCts and direct 
objects may trigger SPLIT-AGREEMENT on the verb: the possessor controls gender agreement and the possessed controls 
person-number agreement: . 
(1) (a) Oj·maDOj wete 0-ka -setj 

1 sg.f-arm.3.pl.m tie.up 3 -comitative-aspect.M 
'My arms were tied up by him.' (lit He tied up my arms) 

(b) Oj-manoj wete hij -ka -saj. 
I sg/f-arm.3.pl.m tie.up 3 -comitative-aspect.F 
'My arms were tied up by him.' (lit: He tied up my arms.) . . 

The fact thai both the possessor and the possessed NP trigger agree~T_~ent means _that enher the struc~ure or ~uch phrases ~ 
different from other NPs at some syntactic level or agreement IS pragmaucal~y g~vemed, w1th sub;ect _and. topiC 
functioning as primitive categories. I compare these tw_o analyses of agreement m th1s pa~r: ~ conclus1011 IS ~ 
these facts raise interesting problems for both the funcuonal and formal analyses and that 1t IS likely that an analysu 
combining insights of both will be required. 

Julia S. Falk (Michigan State University) 
Territoriality. relatioiiShips, and repUtation: Th£ case of Gladys A. Reichilrd 

Gladys Amanda Reichard (1893-1955) published a dozen books and many articles. on Native _Arne~~ ~~es ~ 
cultures. Her ethnological work has been revived and r~on.sidered by ~thro~lo~·s~. but Re1chard s lmgutstlc studies 
are all but forgotten today. She finds little place in htstones of Amencan hngu1stics, and even w~en a recent _study 
included her contributions, Reichard's name somehow disappeared when a summary account of the article was p~b~~· 
Reichard's grammar of Wiyot (1925) has been vinually superseded by the work of Karl V .• Teeter, but specialists !II 
Salish and Athabaskan languages acknowledge the sustained value of her grammars of Coeur d Alene (1938) and NavaJO 
(1951). Why, then, do the wider communities of linguists and linguistic historiographers continue to neglect her work? 
The usual answers draw upon purported inadequacies in transcription, the 'pre-phonemic' nature of her analyses, and the 
COIISelVative, Boasian cast to her grammars. but none of _that seems s~fficient. to ~cc:ount for the_ in~isibility that ~ 
even when valuable work is brought to current attention. I constder temtonahty, academic hneage, professional 
ambitions, and personal relationships as sources for the antagonisms that arose very early in Reichard's career and 
conspired to suppress her accomplishments during her lifetime and for more ~an fony y~ af~r h~r ~th. Ill 
panicular,l explore activities by Edward Sapir and Margaret Mead that came to dtscount ~d discredit Reachards w~ 
and abilities, in Sapir's case mostly behind the scenes, in Mead's case ~rough her h~g1ography ~f Ruth Ben~ 
Reicluri's interests and insights into linguistic variation, her focus on meantng, her pursUit <>': underlymg patterns m the 
structure of words and her coUaborative work with nat1ve speakers of the languages she studted all prefigured concerns 
or the second half ~f the twentieth century and suggest that her linguistic work could be reexamined with appreciation by 
linguists today. 

Crawford Feagia (Saslonll) 
The role of self-identification in diverging grarnmtJrs 

Most sociolinguistic reports of language change have examined e1ther phonological change or m_~hosyn~c~~ chanJC, 
often by group scores for age, sex, social class, and/or ethmcny. Smce quantitative data are av81lable by mdivtdual for 
both phonology (5 variables) and morphosyntax (5 vanables) from 12 speakers born between 1882 and 1957, a 
comparison of the direction of change-toward a more local or less local variety-was undertaken. These speakers are 
members of a single speech community in Alabama. of a single ethnicity. Results show_ youn_ger mem~rs of the 
working class as maintaining-or even increasing local phonologtcal and morph_osyntacuc van~ts, while younger 
members of the upper class are maintainmg or increasmg the use of less local vanants. The location ?~ the youn~ 
informants 20 years after the interviews- known for most of them serves as a test for the proposauon that thell 
language as teenagers predicted their future as adults, espectally smce data can be compared for those who stayed and 
those who left, of both social classes. 

Fred Field (University or Southern California) 
Miud systems: The determining role of a tn/Jlrix. (substrate) system (Sessioa 31) 

Discussions of the emergence of pidgins and creoles often focus on the relative influence of the lan~U~ea involved. 
motivating 1heories that place the principal shaping role on one (a substrate) or an?lher (a su~). Mixed laaguaaes 
(e.g. Media Lengua. Michif) in contrast, exhibit the oven integration of the lextcon of one tansuaae and pam...- of 
another. Two observations are made regarding such mixes: (a) only certain f~ are selected from a donor; llld (b) lhe 
recipient acts as a kind of matrix into which borrowed elements are grafted. W1th respect to borrowed forms, tbere are 
sniking similarities to hierarchies of bonowability and clines of lexicality and grammaticality. While sucb bienrcbies 
illustrate language particular bonowing patterns, actual cutoff points past which forms cannot be taken are often based 
tess on principle than on observation. For instance, inflectional morphology is neither bonowed into mixed llmguqes 
nor found in Atlantic Creoles. One possible explanation is that inflections are not borrowable for ~tual reasons. 
Another is typological, which focuses on the specific linguistic systems involved. This paper investigates the lau« and 
typological constraints which render panicular forms incompatible from one system to another. It proposes the Principle 
of System Incompatibility (PSI), which, in essence, states that elements cannot be borrowed that do not have at least 
potential formal equivalents in the recipient. To ensure stability of morphological structuring, isolating tanauages are 
blocked from boJTowing affixes of any type without reanalyzing them as independent words; agglutinating languages are 
blocked from borrowing fusional affixes without reanalyzing them as having one-to-one correspondences or form to 
meaning. 

Josepb C. Finney 
Dlllll contTadictory agent-m/JI'Idng: Diachronic syntax within Prolo-Polynesian 

(Sessloa ~) 

As PCP, the proco-forebear of Polynesian, was Fiji-like, the question arises. how did the ancestral Fiji-type Cia active 
transitive paradigm come to be passive or ergative in PN languages/dialects? In steps: A subset of unetptive 'loot-at' 
~yzed its PP to accusative object, making a new active transitive in (notably) Hawaiian. A subset of unaccusative 
1ie among, be surrounded by' reanalyzed its PP to agent and got a modi~ed ~~position/artie~ e as '!'e marker for the 
new (ergative- or passive-appearing) case. Thteatened by both new quasttrans!Uves. the old Cl8 paradigm borrowed the 
e marker and lemporarily marked its agent as both nominative and oblique. Tuvalu and Kapingamarangi keep traces of 
the dual contradictory marking. Elsewhere the nominative was lost and the e-marked Cia paradigm became 
ugalivc-Jpassive. In Hawaiian (et al.) it became a new passive against the new active transitive. _Fusi.~ or verb classes 
was necessary to provide this opposition. (Outgrowth of a paper in press from 1996 AN Formal LmguiSilCS Assn.] 

Malcolm Finney (University of Ottawa) (SessloD 35) 
Symactic properties of Krio: Universal or Kwa-based? 

Creoles (including the Sierra Leone Krio) have been argued to demonstrate universal properties of language ~~~tin 
initial stages of Ll acquisition . I acknowledge ~is assumption for some aspects of KJ:io syntax _(eg. ~elab~on) 
though I propose a much more intricate syntacuc system, more complex than syntactic properties evadent m early 
language development for syntactic aspects such as complementation, verb serialization, and negation. _The process of 
relativization has been proposed to involve no syntactic movement in early first language development smce movement 
violations, such as Island violations, are generally evident in children's initial output. Krio exhibits similar properties. 
Properties of canplementation, verb serialization, and negation, though, apparently violate universal syntactic constrain~ 
such as case/theCa theory and proper government, constraints that are considered universal and generally obeyed emy m 
acquisition. 

CoDeen M. Fitzaerald (University of Pittsburgh) 
Evidence for headless feet in metrical th£ory 

(Sessioo 8) 

Here I argue thai headless feet are crucial in accounting for the stress pattern of Tohono O'odham. Tohono O'odham 
(also Papago; a Uto-Azt«an language ) words utilize headless feet to avoid stress clash; this pattern surfaces when a 
stressed clitic precedes the word. Context words stress the third syllable, even when the isolation w?rd does not~ 
that syllable (lc). If a two syllable constituent without stress "counts off' two syllables, the pattern With a stressed third 
syllable emerges. 

(I) ISOLATION CONTEXT 
(a) s cicwi-dlg to be good at playing s-ta cicwi-dAg to be really good at playing. 
(b) s p4:ntadUm one good at making bread s-ta pa:ntadkam one really good at malting bread 
(c) s sikonadk&n one good at hoeing s-ta sikonadkam one really good at hoeing 
The problem is accounting for third syllable stress. If words preserved isolation stresses in context, excludi~g adjacent 
stresses then •s-ta sikonadlcdm for (1c) is incorrectly predicted. Footing the stressed clitic with the followmg syllable 
inc~dy predicts second syllable stress, •(s-ta si)(lc.onad)/c.am (parentheses=feet). Third syllable stress is only 
predicted for (1) by means of a headless foot in forms without initial stress. 



Beverly OlsoD Flanigan (Ohio University) 
More on Midland polylectalism 

(Seaiolll5) 

At ADS 1995 I explored the grammatical polylectalism of college students in Ohio, with particular reference to the forms 
'needs washed' and sentence-initial and -fmal positive 'anymore'. I suggested funher that the boundaries between 
Norlhem, North Midland, and South Midland might be redrawn to acknowledge a transitional Midland area which is 
neither Lower North Da" Upper South but which extends both fanher nonh and south than do the redrawn lines in Qwver 
(1987). This paper will analyze funher data from Ohio in the light of recent work on transition areas done by Frazer 
(1993), Davis and Houck (1995), and Kretschmar (1996). These studies, and others, have primarily looked at lexicon 
and. to some extent. phonology; it is my contention that grammar is equally, if not more, imponant in the delineation of 
dialect areas, particularly in dispuled or transition zones. 

Carmen R. Foupt (University of Pennsylvania) (.S.on 1) 
Sound chmtge in Chic(l11() English: The role ofnontradiriorUJI social categories 

Some recent sociolinguistic studies have found that minority groups do not participate in the sound changes 
characteristic of the majority community (e.g. Labov & Harris 1986). This study, however, presents evidence that sound 
changes in progress in California Anglo English are also observable in the Mexican-American community of Los 
Angeles, among speakers of Chicano English. Funhermore, while a high percentage of variation research has focused on 
correlating sociolinguistic variables with traditional social factors (age, gender, and social class being the most common), 
che results fX this research underscore the importance of analyzing variation within the context of those social calegelries 
that are of particular significance to the specific community being studied, as well as the importance of considering 
interactions among social factors. Finally, the role of language background was found to be crucial to some variables 
and not to others. offering insight into the nature of sound change in language contact communities. 

William Frawley (University of Delaware) (Sessioa 15) 
A reiltlerpretation of language in global knowledge disorders 

This paper loots at the details of how language is or is not disrupted in global knowledge disorders (e.g. Williams 
Syndrome, Turner Syndrome, autism): syndromes currently taken as su-ong evidence for modularity because they 
ostensibly preserve language at the expense of world knowledge. Heretofore unobserved patterns in the anomalous and 
unexplained results in experiments on individuals with these syndromes suggest a reinterpretation of them as ~ 
djmJc;m--disruptions of computations that link and monitor domains--rather than as global knowledge deficits. For 
example, Williams individuals perform relatively well on measures of syntax, except on double-object constructions, 
which are known to be sensitive to the interaction of several different linguistic domains. Data from failures and 
unpredicted successes in phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic performance funher the argument that 
these syndromes preserve intramodular levels, but disrupt computations linking domains. Additional evidence comes 
from perfonnance on interface-sensitive tasks in nonlinguistic domains, like face recognition. In the end, these disordcn 
appear not to be simple processing problems since capacity compensations do not improve performance. Rather, they 
are deficits of the control component of mental computation, a relatively unstudied but important aspect of the mind as a 
ccmputing device. 

Mirjam Fri«d (University of California-Berkeley) 
In the garden swann.s with bees: A linking challenge 

(SeaiolllO) 

This paper investigates the complex relationship between the familiar but still not fully understood case altemalions of 
the swarm predicates, as they occur in English and Czech: (l) Bees are swarming in the garden. (2) The garden is 
swarming with bees. (3) (in Czech only) In the garden is swarming with bees. It is shown that neither di~based 
analysis nor che partitive/holistic distinction can give a complete account of all three variants. Instead, the variable 
linking is trealCd as a reflection of differences in semantic prominence. The analysis rests on the notion of perspective as 
a cognitively salient event-structuring category. Assuming a multilayer network of internally structured event pauems 
(Wilkins 1987, Fried 1995), I propose that a special status is assigned to that role, if any, which provides the vantage 
point from which a particular event pattern is canonically presented. The swarm alternations are traced to a subset of 
related event patterns, with concomitant shifts in perspective: (I) takes the viewpoint of the bees (subject), (2) preseniS 
the situation from the perspective of the garden (subject), and (3) reports the existence of a state in which neither role is 
singled out as prominent (neither can become the subject). The paper then explores general constraints imposed by the 
network of events on distributing the perspective-based prominence and its relationship to grammatical subjecthood, 
suggesting a basic typology of linking strategies in the spirit of Legendre, Raymond & Smolensky 1993. 

Sterao Frlsc:b (Northwestern University/Indiana University) 
Alternotives to lllllkrspecification in language production 

(Sessioo 17) 

This paper critically examines evidence for RADICAL UNDERSPECIFICATION (Archangeli 1984, Archangeli cl 
Pulleyblanlc 1988) in speech production. I show that data taken as evidence for underspecification presented in 
Sternberger (199la,b), based on experimentally elicued speech errors and a naturally occurring error corpus, must be 
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given an alternative analysis when new data are considered. The results of Sternberger (1991a,b) can be achieved without 
undeJ'Specification, using independently motivated cogmtive principles. Reanalyzing Sternberger's data is important as 
~ification is tied 10 derivational linguistic theories, and is incompatible with current constraint based linguistic 
thcorieS. 

Seiko Flljii (University of Illinois-Urbana) 
Modalized conditionals in Japanese conversation: The case of 'obligation' 

(~13) 

This paper explores different conditional construction types in Japanese--full bi-clausal conditionals, integrated 
evaluative conditionals, fixed deontic modal conditionals, and reduced conditionals. All construction types featuring a 
given clause-linker in fact share a particular functional common denominator. I will focus on the particular deontic 
modal function 'obligation'. A central concern of this paper is the question of why a reduced conditional such as (1), 
which contains no main clause and thus has no negative evaluative predicate, still clearly conveys the 'obligation' 
function, and in fact cannot be interpreled in any other way. 
(1) hayaku ikanai to 

early go-NEG TO (conditional clause-linker) 
Ul If you do not go soon. > You mJW go soon. 

My data are drawn from recorded conversations of native speakers of Japanese in casual dyadic interactions between 
friends (17 female pairs, 13 male pairs). The present study not only provides evidence that modalized conditionals are 
dominant in adult-adult conversation in Japanese (just as in child-adult interactions, documented by Alcatsuka & Clancy 
1993), but also clarifies the mechanism whereby formally different types of conditionals--full biclausal, 
integraled-evaluative conditionals, or reduced conditionals--give rise to a certain shared modal function, and further 
articulates these construction types as a family of constructions that can be arrayed on a continuum of clause-linkage 
compatible with the elaboration-compression continuum discussed by Lehmann (1988). 

Jaaet F1dler (University of South Carolina) (Session 30) 
Why Pennsylvania German is not a creole: A Matrix Language Frame model approach to language contact phenomena 

This paper contrasts pidgin/creole (PC) formation and structural convergence in Pennsylvania German (PG) in tenns of 
the roles of the lexifier language in PCs versus the encroaching language in structural convergence. It is assumed that 
the transfer of features in language contact is not random and predictions can be made for the patterns which occur in 
different sociolinguistic scenarios. The framework used for the analysis is the Matrix Language Frame model (Myers
Sco~n 1993, Myers-Scotton cl Jake 1995). The MLF model as it is applied to language change is presented, as well as 
spectfic hypotheses about the path of structural convergence based on PG data. To pinpoint the structural differences 
between PG and PCs, the construct of complex lexical structure is used for the analysis. Some general findings are that 
language influence from the lexifier/encroaching language on the lexical-conceptual level is common in structural 
convergence but far less common in PC formation. In contrast, direct influence of a lexifier/encroaching language on 
morphological realization patterns is highly constrained in structural convergence but frequent in PC formation. 

Lena Gavruseva (Georgetown University) (Session 10) 
Rosaliod Thorotoo (University of Maryland-College Park) 
Evidence for access to UG: L2 acquisition of long-distance questions 

In this paper, we examine the respective contributions of UG and Ll , focusing on children's acquisition of matrix and 
long-distance questions in L2 English. We present new experimental evidence that supports the view that UG is fully 
available in child L2 acquisition (Flynn & Martohardjono 1994, Grondin & White 1996, Lakshmana 1994). Our 
evidence comes from three 5- and 6-year-old Russian-speaking children who have been exposed to English for less than a 
year. The children participated in an elicited production experiment in which they posed questions to a puppel 
Russian-speaking children are interesting subjects for this study because Russian disallows long-distance extraction out 
of tensed embedded clauses. If UG were not available, we would predict that Russian-speaking children would draw on 
their L1 structures, asking questions such as 'How you think whose food ate cheetah'. We found that no child ever used 
any such structures. Out of 320 questions, 170 were not adult-like, however. One child consistently produced medial 
·wh errors, though her questions occasionally showed Russian word order. For example, 'What do you think what eats 
the princess?' (for 'What do you think the princess eats?'). In addition, L2 children produced double-auxiliaries ('What 
do you don't like') and split whose- questions ('Who do you think Spiderman saved their cat'). These errors are also 
widely attested in child Ll. Based on the findings, we argue that •.11h1le UG overwhelmingly drives child L2 acquisition, 
the effects of L 1 are detectable only in the word order errors. 

Susao A. Gelman (University of Michigan) 
Twila Z. Tardir (Chinese University of Hong Kong) 
Generic IWIUI phrases in English and Mandarin 

(Session 10) 

Despite recent interest in the semantics of generics, little is known regarding their usage in ordinary language. This 
paper analyzes kind-referring expressions in natural speech corpora in order to address questions of conceprual primacy, 
language specifacity, and domain speciflcity. The database is child-directed speech from 24 English-speaking and 24 
Mandarin-speaking parents interacting with their 20-month-old children. Examples of generics: 'Baby birds eat worms' 



[English]; 'da looslw yao bu yao ren' ('Do big rats bite people or not?') [Mandarin). Results: (1) Generics abounded in 
child-directed speech, demonsllllting the salience of this form in natural language. (2) Generic NPs were reliably 
identified in both languages, although they occurred less frequently in Mandarin than English. (3) Generic usage was 
clearly domain specific, with generic NPs referring more to animals than to any other domain. For nongenerics, domain 
differences were the reverse. In sum, we argue for universal properties of 'kind' concepts that are expressed with 
linguistically different constructions. However, the frequency of expression may be modified by the manner in which 
generics are expressed in the language. 

Orio D. Gensler (University of California-Berkeley) 
Verbs marking two pronominal objects: Functional nonexp/anation 

(Sessio. 3) 

Many linguists (e.g. Givon 1976, Hawkinson & Hyman 1974) have argued that indirect objects (10) are 'privileged' 
vis-a-vis direct objects (DO): higher in animacy and discourse saliency, hence wonhier of mention and/or linear 
precedence. This principle has been invoked (Hetzron 1976:91) at the level of verb clitics to explain the supposedly 
preferred clitic ordering V -10-00. This 'preference' is a myth, and the explanation a nonexplanation. This paper 
investigates 22languages (drawn from two balanced global samples of much larger size) that code two objects on the 
verb, whether affixally or clitically. Outside Indo-European and Afroasiatic, V-I0-00 is a small minority, not the 
majority. All possible patterns occur. Preverbal object marking is commonest globally, and here the alleged 'natural 
preference' in fact points in two contradictory directions: linear firstness, or nearness to the verb? Explanations of 
auesccd ordering patterns, rather, must rely much more on contingent factors of language-specific diachrony, such as 
history of cliticization; Arabic dialects provide a good diachronic laboratory vis-a-vis Classical Arabic. Also, some 
languages have 'heavy' IO markers having internal constituency; these might be expected to come at the word margin. 
Here a relevant factor is the degree to which the language allows Prep+PronObj combinations to be incorporated into the 
verb as a general matter. 

Cbip Gerfen (University of Nonh Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
'NasaJjud'fricatives in Coalwspan Mixtec 

(Session 17) 

This paper focuses on nasalization in Coatzospan Mixtec (CM). an isolated variety of Mixtec currently spoken by 2000 
people (Small 1990) in Oaxaca. Mexico. As with many endangered languages, the phonology and phonetics of CM are 
largely undocurnenled. While one shon paper (Pike & Small 1974) offers an original phonological sketch, thele are no 
published phonetic data. Here, I examine the phonetics of nasalization. Using airflow studies conducted in the f~eld, I 
provide evidence for nasalized fricatives in CM. These data are important in three respects: (1) they contribute to the 
docwnemation of endangered languages; (2) they challenge putative linguistic universals, providing counlerevidence 10 
the claim that velic lowering is universally incompatible with buccal obstruency (Ohala & Ohala 1993); and (3) they 
further our understanding of the relationship between phonological features and the assignment of phonetic targets, 
providing support for Huffman's model of landmarks for the assignment of phonetic targets. 

Randall Gess (University of Ulah) (Sfssioa 13) 
Co~nsalory lengthening and structure-preservation revisited 

This paper reexamines lhe claim made by de Chene and Anderson ( 1979) that compensatory lengthening will occur only 
if long vowels are already present in the phonemic inventory of the language m quesuon. We argue that the Old French 
data on which de Chene and Anderson rely (putative long vowels existing prior to a process of coda deletion and 
concomitant compensatory lengthening) are insufficient to make such a broad claim. We also provide a thorough 
reexamination of the data that there is, showing lhat much of it has been incorrectly interpreted. Specifically, we show 
that most instances of putative long vowels should be rejected as such either because there is an intervening morpheme 
boundary and the sequence is counted as two syllables by Old French poets, the second member of the sequence is the 
first member of a diphthong, or the form in question has a nonunique spelling. Our results refute de Chene and 
Anderson's claim that compensatory lengthening is structure-preserving, and provide rare suppon for the suggestion put 
forth in Hayes (1989) that a previous distinction between heavy and light syllables is a sufficient condition for 
compensatory lengthening to occur. 

Bryn Gidt (Yale University/Haskins Laboratories) 
The 'inlrusive L' 

(Session 26) 

The English 'intrusive r' has remained a standby of phonological argumentation to generations of linguists, despile 
volumes of continued controversy and speculation as to its nature. With no other parallel instances of 'consonantal 
inttusion' offered for comparison, many have considered it an isolated quirk of history, and hence theoretically 
unimponant. In this paper, I shall introduce the first such parallel case: the 'intrusive l' of Eastern U.S. dialects. 
Compare: 

Intrusive r lE, Mass> Inuus•ve I (phjla) 
draw (d.t:t:) draw~)ing draw[l)mg 
bra [b_.a:] bra[.A]is bra[l)is 

1be present paper is intended to be of both documentational and theoretical significance, first bringing together what 
little information has accumulated regarding the distribution and physical nature of this widespread but linguistically 

untapped feature of American dialects, then projecting the theoretical implications of its 'discovery'. I shall draw upon a 
variety of sources from dialectology and sociolinguistics. laboratory/articulatory phonology, and theoretical phonology. 
The addition of lhe intrusive I into the field' s inventory promises to lead to an understanding of these 'intrusions' not as 
isolated historical anomalies, but as a bona fide class of phonological behavior, with serious and direct implications on 
our understanding of phonetic/phonological merger and syllable structure. 

Bryan Gick (Yale University/Haskins Laboratories) 
Whorfs 'linking consoiiQIIJs' 

(Session 29) 

B.L. Whorfs little-known study (published posthumously in 1943) of his own native dialect of Eastern Massachusetts 
was the rust serious phonological analysis of one of the most prominent 'r-less' English dialects this side of the Atlantic. 
Despite its being one of Whorfs only ventures into the field of phonology, Ibis work contains some surprisingly prescient 
views into the analysis of several still-troublesome elements of English phonology, the most enduring of which have 
been the 'intrusive r' and other 1inking' elements (viz. Whorfs phonemic transcription sl ri!l 'sawing' [Whorf 1943:36]). 
It is only very recently that insights such as those proposed in this early work are begmning to be more seriously 
considered, though often without knowledge or acknowledgement of this precedent In this paper, I shall discuss those 
aspects of Whorfs approach that are now--and were then--most controversial, and that may prove most relevant to a 
modem analysis or the same phenomena. While we shall of course find some of these aspects to be of little use to us 
today. I shall show that there are as many others which qualify this work as a truly significant piece of early phonological 
theory--one that should be neglected neither in assessing the past, nor in constructing the future, of linguistic history. 

Mattbew Gordon (University of Michigan) 
Is the Northern Cities SIUft a chain shift? 

(Sfssioa 21) 

The Nonhem Cities Shift (NCS) refers to a series of vowel changes that are currently in progress in several varieties of 
American English. The apparent relatedness of the changes has led to the standard interpretation that these vowels are 
participating in a chain shift. The chain shift model is one borrowed from lhe study of completed changes, though the 
application of Ibis model to synchronic data has largely been accepted without question. The present paper explores this 
issue by examining data from an on-going quantitative investigation of the NCS in two Michigan communities. 
Presented are cenain findings that seem inconsistent with the predictions of the chain shift model. These areas of 
discrepancy are related to the directions taken by the shifting vowels, which are shown to be more variable than 
previously reported, and the apparent lack of correspondence among the changes at the level of the individual speaker. 
The critical examination of chain shifting presented here is designed to promote reconsideration of the standard 
interpretation of the NCS as well as to encourage the development of evaluative methods for the synchronic study of 
chain shifts in general. 

Stepbane Goyette (University of Ottawa) 
Is Prote>-Romonce a semicreole? 

(Session 30) 

The goal of the presentation is to determine whether creolization, has played any role in the birlh of Proto-Romance. 
This hypothesis has very frequently been brought up, for basically nonlinguistic reasons, and so far without any atlempt 
at demonsttating its validity by means of linguistic data. The changes which separate Proto-Romance from Classical 
Latin, mainly but not exclusively those of a morphological nature, will be compared to those which occurred during the 
same period in Greek and other Indo-European languages: our knowledge of their external history makes it quite certain 
that creolization had no role whatsoever to play in their evolution. If Latin/Romance is discovered to adhere more 
closely than its Indo-European cousins to a 'creole type'--extensive loss of morphology, CV structure type, SVO order-
in its evolution this would be strong evidence that Latin/Romance has in fact undergone some degree of creolization in 
its history. 

Antoay Dubach Green (CorneD University) (Session 8) 
Constraints on the interaction of stress and weight in Irish and Manx 

Trochaic systems. while uniformly preferring (L L) and (H) feet , still allow some variability both across and within 
languages (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Hayes 1995). Much of this variability is due to Grouping Harmony (GH) and the 
Weight·to-Sttess Principle (WSP) (Prince 1990, Prince & Smolensky 1993), which together predict that unstressed 
elements should tend to shonen. GH further predicts that in a trochaic system, (H L) tends to become ( L L), since (L L) 
makes a better trochee than (H L). Besides these quantitative consequences of the WSP and GH, there are also direct 
oonsequences for the locus of stress; thus, (L H) should be right-prominent, and (L L) and (H L) should be left-prominent. 
This paper shows evidence for all these predictions from dialects of Irish and the closely related Manx, presenting 
several types of cases that arise. I use Optimality/ Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995) to 
characterize the variability in these trochaic systems. High-ranking WSP explains observed dialectal alternations such as 
.lc4.1iini. vs .lc4.Jii,J. 'girl', fl:.Ji~ :g. vs .fi:.V3g. 'seagull', and .fa:.ga:/. vs .fe.ge:l. 'leaving'. The effect of lhe GH is 
seen in .fl:.li ~g. vs fl.li~ g. 'seagull'. Thus we see exemplified not only the quantitative consequences of the WSP and 
GH predicted by Prince (1990), but also accentual consequences. While all the systems are trochaic, different rankings 
of the same constraints account for dialectal differences. Stress is attracted to a position where it best satisfies the dialect
specific constraint ranking. 



Cori Grimm (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Pitch accent in Oneida 

(Sessio. 2) 

This paper deaJs with the misalignment of the pitch accent and the metrically strong syllable (the one deemed most 
prominent by native speakers) in Oneida. Whereas superficially similar misalignments in other languages have phonelic 
explanations, we argue that the Oneida data require a phonological account Specifically, we claim that a high tone is 
associaled with the first mora (only vowels are assigned moras) after the metrically strong mora, i.e. the second mora of a 
long, stressed vowel or the mora in the following syllable, if the stressed vowel is shon. Phonetically, this assignment 
consistently results in a rise in fWJdamental frequency over the stressed vowel and a peak near the end of a long, stressed 
vowel or, if the stressed vowel is shon, on the vowel in the following syllable. Data which provide strong evidence for 
this claim include three three-minute k>ng narratives (by different native speakers) and 19 words (produced twice) in 
isolation. 

Helena Halmari (Sam Houston State University) 
On the state of trilingualism on rhe Alabama-Coushar1a Reservation 

(Sessioo 4) 

I 

This paper is a repon on the state of trilingualism on the Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation in Polk County, Texas. 
The repon is based on interviews with the members of the two tribes carried out during 1996. While the use of Alabama 
and Coushatta is predictably much more prevalent among the older members of the speech community, there is a 
sizeable number of young speakers who are still fluent in Alabama and/or Coushatta. The paper discusses the factors 
correlating, on the one hand, with the loss of the languages, and, on the other hand, with their maintenance. The reasons 
for the typically growing prevalence of English among the younger members of the tribes will be discussed in the light of 
the interviews. Tile significance of the roles of home and school crystallizes from the interviews. 

John Harkness (Mercer University) 
Is North Picene Sabellian? 

(Session 16) 

The fllSltwo words of the North Picene Novilara inscription seem to identify the language as being in the Sabellian side 
of the Italic branch of the Indo-European family: mimnis looks strikingly similar to Oscan memnim 'monument, 
memorial' and enat bears notable resemblance to Umbrian eru-ku 'with this.' The word parteo could reflect the IE root 
•/ewer- 'to make' auested in Umbrian petiro·pert 'four times', and gaares lades is comparable to North Picene safi'IIIJS 
tutas 'the Sabine people'. Given these connections the following translation of the first sentence is proposed: mi•Dis 
erut gaares tades. rotnem uvlin parten us 'The Gaar people made this monument as a rotnem (memorial?)for Uvl.' 

Heidi Harley (University of Pennsylvania) 
Andrew Carnie (University of Michigan) 
Disdnguifhing the EPP and nominative case 

(Session 3) 

Chomsky (1995) and Bobaljik and (Jonas 1996) have argued that use of the EPP as a licensing feature for subject 
nominals explicitly separate from abstract nominative case. These analyses have not made explicit which of these two 
possible licensers determines the appearance of PRO in infinitival forms, previously ascribed to the availability of 
abstract case. McCloskey (1995) has argued convincingly that nominals in Ulster Irish require case licensing but that the 
EPP is not active (i.e. 'weak', covertly checked). We propose to exploit this propeny to account for the fact that overt 
nominals are always possible as infinitival subjects in Irish--that is, to argue that PRO is dependent on the EPP, rather 
than the abstract case properties of infinitival clauses. 

Barbara P. Harris (University of Victoria) (Session 34) 
Dialects in a dead pidgin: A preliminary explora1ion of varialion in Chinook Jargon 

In a pidgin as widespread as was Chinook Jargon, based on such variables as ethnicity,location, and purpose, it is hardly 
surprising to find a great deaJ of variation, used as it was in a variety of linguistic registers as well as a number of 
linguistic manifestations. I have discovered that a kind of standard 'book Chinook' exists, and indeed is intentionally 
being spread, especially in the pans of the Pacific Nonhwest belonging to the United States. It is being spread usually 
either as a special purpose language, son of a code, or just as a 'fun thing to do'. But in the early days of the Jargon's use. 
a good deal of variation did exist, both regionally and socially. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate this variation and 
the research problems involved. 

Laura Hartley & De••is R. Preston (Michigan State University) 
Where are the speech regwns of American English at anyhow? 

(Session l5) 

Dialect boundaries have been the principal business of 'production' dialectologists. Over the years, however, a number of 
ways to represent the folk (or popular) rather than the 'professional' view of dialect boundaries have been devised. Such 
'perceptual dialectology' is a specific pan of the general field know as 'folk linguistics' and seeks to supplement not <lilly 
traditional dialectology and sociolinguistics but also studies in the social psychology of language by focusing on the 
cognitive reaJity of areal speech among nonlinguist respondents. This presentation reviews the techniques of perceptual 
dialectology and compares and contrasts the views of US dialect boundaries from the West (Oregon), the Nor1b 

(southeastern Michigan), the South Midland (southern Indiana), and the South (principally southeastern). 
Compuloer-assisaed and hand-<:ount techniques for producing generalizations of respondent hand-drawn maps of regional 
US speech areas are discussed, and the results of these findings (for the four regions listed above) are compared with 
maps derived from the same respondents' assessments of the 'correctness', 'pleasantness', and 'degree of difference' of US 
speech areas. These assessments were converted to maps after nonparametric (specifically multidimensional scaling) 
teehniques had been applied to the raoking data, and the technique for this procedure is reviewed. Mismatches between 
))oundaJy placements according to both respondent area and task are discussed (as well as the mismatches between these 
'perceplllal' maps and the maps of traditional 'production' dialectology). Of particular interest is the salience or 'intensity' 
of an area (reveaJed by the frequency with which it is singled out on the map-drawing task) and the relation of such 
salienCe to the evaluational assessment of areas. In general, a good rule of thumb for US English appears to be that the 
more nonstandard an area's English is seen to be, the more 'distinct' the area itself is. 

Kirk Hazen (North Carolina State University-Raleigh) 
Diachronic aspects of ethnic boundaries 

(Sessioa1S) 

It has been claimed that migratory settlement patterns, de facto segregation, and ethnic boundaries in Nonhem cities 
have caused the distinct separation of subject-verb concord patterns for most African Americans and European 
Americans in Nonhero cities (Wolfram 1969, Labov 1972, Wolfram & Fasold 1974). Although these studies investigate 
how ethnicity plays a role as a sociolinguistic variable in the patterning of subject-verb concord, especially in terms of 
be, an analysis of subject-verb concord patterns of African-Americans and European-Americans in a Southern 
community has not been supported with in-depth ethnographic analysis which would provide us with an accurate 
assessment of the ethnic boundaries which separate such communities. This paper will help to correct that gap. A 
current study of Warren County, North Carolina, located in the rural piedmont, reveals that the distribution of 
African-Americans to European-Americans (60% to 30%) has created communities in the county which share more 
similar patterns of subject-verb concord with past be and to a more limited extent with copula absence. For other 
sociolinguistic variables, among older and middle-aged rural European-Americans, we find features traditionally 
associated with African-American Vernacular English such as th to f (e.g. birthday to birfday) and completive done (e.g. 
she done killed the chicun) (Hazen & Peterson 1995). This unusual mix of dialect features in the local 
European-American Vernacular English of older speakers fosters a situation where the dialects were once apparently 
more similar but are now diverging with each generation. Diachronic shifts in the rates of past ~ and copula absence 
also indicate that they are diverging while ethnographic analysis indicates that this divergence is not due to the 
strengthening of ethnic boundaries through symbolic claims of local identity, as has been assumed in previous studies 
(e.g. Labov & Harris 1986), but rather through the changing nature of ethnic boundaries. 

Michael Hegarty (University of Minnesota-Minneapolis) (Session 14) 
Some aspects of the inrerpretadon of adverbial mass quantifiers 

The adverb of quantification in (1) below, with the interpretation in (2). behaves differently in several respects from the 
quantif1C8tional adverbs discussed by Lewis (1975), Heim (1982), Kratzer (1988, 1996), and Diesing (1992). 
(I) Mostly, Maria hired engineers. (2) mostlyx (Maria hired x) (engineer (x)] 
First, it distributes differently over conjunction, so that a sentence like Mos1/y, Maria hired chemists and physicists 
means that the bulk of people hired, whether they were hired singly, in groups, or all in one batch, were chemists or 
physicists. This follows from the mass quantifier use of mostly (cf. The vase is mostly clay ) as expressing a 
measure-theoretic relationship between elements of a mass domain with join semilattice structure, by appeal to the 
additivity of the measure over lattice-theoretic joins. Second, the mapping from (1 ) to (2) doesn't accord with Diesing's 
Tree-Splitting mapping hypothesis. Instead, with adverbial mass quantifiers, interpretation exhibits effects of projection 
of focus. This leads to a mapping hypothesis for sentences with adverbial mass quantifiers which involves putting the 
content of focus into the nuclear scope, then abstracting out the focused constituent and putting the resulting open 
sentence into the restrictor; the resulting tripartite structure is input to the relational semantics of the mass quantifaer. 

Yukari Hirata (University of Chicago) (Sessioo 5) 
Lexical vs conlexJ effect in the perceplicn of liquid + stop sequences in English 

The question investigated experimentally in this study is how listeners identify a stimulus containing cues for both 
context and lexical effects in a liquid+stop sequence when the two cues conflict with each other. In the first experiment. 
[ildl-[ilgJ) and [i -'d•]·(i -4 gJ) continua were synthesized with the F2 of the stop varying in 8 steps. Second, a 
[yildJd)·[yilg•dl continuum (the word yielded vs a nonword) and a (yi-«iid)·[Y~Id] continuum (involving exclusively 
nonwords) were synthesized, with the F2 of the stop again varying. For all continua, the context effect predicts that (I) 
equally triggers more [g) than (d) responses; however, the lexical effect predicts that there should be more (d) responses 
for the (yildJd)·[yilgJd] continuum since (yildld] is a word. Statistical analysis of the grouped data showed the 
predominance of the lexical effect over the context eff~t. However, examination of the individual subjects' data 
reveaJed several distinct perceptual patterns that could be categorized in terms of dominancy and interaction of the two 
effects. The results fail to show the strict invariance between perception and phonetic gesture in liquid+stop sequences 
predicted by motor theory. Rather, they suppon a more flexible perceptual model that could account for the interaction 
between lexical and contextual information processing, such as the TRACE. 



Robert D. HoberDUID (State University of New Yorlt·Stony Brook) . . 
Modern Aramaic ~I quontity: Lew functwnalload, high morphophtmologlcalmiiQlvement 

(Sesslo. 4) 

Vowel length in the Modem Aramaic of Zakho is phonemic, but it is of statisti~aJiy low si~ific~ •. because. most 
s llables, 92% in 1ext, are bimoraic (CV: or CVC). Nevenheless, the syllables wh1c~ are not b1~ 1;100'~ to a div~ 
y f honological processes which affect vowel quantity and severaJ morpholog1caJ categones whteh mteract With 
~ ~are underlying long and short vowels in both lexical and grarnm~ ~lements, but~ difference shows up 
on1 ·in the minority of environments in which it is not obliterated by the appl~tton of ~ogical rules. Two rules 
~tly create bimoraicity, shortening vowels in closed syllables and tc:ngthening those m stressed o~ ~llables. In 
addition 10 lexical exceptions, deviations arise when syllable structure IS affected by subsequent appllcatton of vowel 
deletion and epenthesis in morphologicaJiy defined situations. _S~essed monosyl_labl~ are generaJiy ex~vy, ~ 

· · d this shape is productive in the imperatives and partlctples of fli'St·COnJugauon verbs. such as Plf!.X open!. 
:n..::~: ':::ese verbal forms optionally take a meaningles_s, functionless suffix ·in which has _the effect of unposing a 
bimoraic syllable: pto:xin. Two rules create monomora1c sylla~les . . ('< stressed an~penultJmate syllable generally 
shortens, though not in second-conjugation imperatives. In syntacuc chuc ph~ses, mam, ~~s usually ,falls on the fmal 
syllable of the fust word, which is short ~i-lxJ:te 'five-houses', go:ra-go:ra man-man 1.e. each man. 

David F. Houpton (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
TM phoMtic basis of phonological tone 

(Sesslou Z) 

Th • tours' of contour tones may be studied as phonetic or phonological entities. Within phonetics, they _are 
co!m~y understood to be fundamental frequency curves (FQS). Within phonology, the! are re~n~ as SU'ai~t 
lines connecting discrete tone levels. It is standardly assumed that the two representatJons _are stmply tsomorpluc. 
Ex · ntial and experimentaJ evidence, however, shows that this is seldom the case. Phonolog1~y level tones are"?' 
lev~ phonetically, constant phonological slopes co~pond to phonetic curves, ~d net phonol?g1cal changes of a certain 
polarity positive or negative, may correspond to euher the same or the opposite net phonetiC _change: The apparreat 
non-iso~ism between phonetic and phonological tonal contours is a problem for both theori~. nus paper ~ 
an alternative phonetic representation of contour tones which is in fact isomorphic to. the phonological representatJ~: tbe 
ftrSt derivative of the Fo. The first derivative is a curve derived fron:' ano~er curve; ~~ represents the ~ of c~ tn tbe 
curve from which it was derived. An experiment is presen~ed tesung th1s h~thes1s on conversauo~ Thai. Though 
both the Fo and the ftrSt derivative thereof may correlate w1th the phonological tone contours of Thai, the ftrSt does so 
only in long syUables or citation forms, even then only roughly, and usually fails to do so in conversatio~ forms. ~ 
second works well in conversational forms and never prod_uces noni~omorphism. ~he hypothes.'s concem1ng 
honologicaJ tone is thus that the phonetic propeny it descnbes IS not relauve o_r absolute p1tch, but relative or absolu&e 

~aloes of its fust derivative. The computation of derivatives has been ~uested m o~er ~~ptual systems ~ 1982, 
concerning vision), and it may be understood as a solution to a funcuonal constramt ·~ mforma~on processm~. Its 
presence in hearing would provide a natural extra-linguistic explanation for seemmgly arb1uary properues of 

h nologicaJ tone. From the nature of the fli'St derivative we obtain the five tone levels necessary for the Chao ~ 
fet~ via three inherent distinctive features of a derivative curve: {>0], [<0], an~ [(»O)r.(~)]. Funhennore, w~ obtUl 
such things as the Obligatory Contour Principle as natural consequences of th1s hypoth~1s .rather~ as axtoms of 
phonological theory; the OCP in fact does not hold if we make the elements of our descnpllon denvauve rather thaft 
absolute features. 

Cbai-SII•• K. Hsu & Suo-Ah Jun (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Prosodic strengthening in Taiwanese: Syntagmatic or par,adigmatic? 

(Sessloa 2) 

Prosodic strengthening refers to the observation that conso~an~ are ·~eticaJiy strengthened' at the begi~ning_ of 
prosodic units, and that more strengthenin~ occurs. at ~e beg~nnmg of h1gher-l~vel than at lower-~ve~ Jli'OSOdic? untts. 
This study investigaleS prosodic strengthenmg of fricattves, voteed sl?~~· and vmceless s~s occurr:m~ m three different 
positions in Taiwanese: IntonationaJ Phrase (IP) initial, Word (Wd) m1ttal, and Wo~ ~ed~aJ. Prehmmary results 5h?" 
that closure duration during [l) and closure plus VOT during [kh] show a three-way distmcuon: The consonantal dll!'llldl 
is longest IP-initially, then Wd-initiaJiy, and shortest Wd-medially, corroborating prev~ous results ~mother Ian~ 
[s) also shows a three-way distinction in terms of acoustic duration and the exte~t.~f p1tch perturbatton on the _foUo~ 
vowel. In addition, both closure and prevoicing durations of [b) are longe~t IP-tn1tia1ly: and shortest Wd-mediaJiy. 
prosodic strengthening observed in Taiwanese voiceless stops may be mterpreted either as an enhance~ent of the 
contrast between consonant and adjacent vowel (syntag_m_atic), or ~n e_nhll!lcement of ~e co~~t between vo1celess ~ 
voiced stops (paradigmatic). nThe lengthening of prevo1cmg durauon ·~ htgh~ pro~IC postUons sugges~ ~t ~ 
strengthening in Taiwanese stops is paradigmatic, and not srn~g~~uc: WhJie the mcreased closure VOICing d~n 
enhances the contrast between voiced and voiceless stops, n d1m1mshes the c_on~t ~tween [b) an~ the folio~ 
vowel. Our findings in Taiwanese differ from the findings in ~rench and Estom~n. m wh1ch nasals are less Jl8S8!_~~ 
more consonantal, at higher prosodic positioos, thereby enhancmg the syntagmauc contrast between a consonant (,_, 
and the adjacent vowel, while diminishing the paradigmatic contrast between nasal and oraJ coosonants. 

Kylie Hsu (University ofCaJifomia-Los Angeles) 
A discourse QIIQ/ysis of competing temporal markers in Chin~se: Implications for pedagogy (Sessioa 5) 

This paper presents an analysis of the temporal markers z~ng . zai, and ZMngzoi in Chinese discourse. Results show that 
in terms of semanlics, z~ng focuses on the particular reference time of an ongoing situation, eg. Nashi Ximlggang ibcaz 
fanrong 'Hong Kong was prosperous then'. Zai focuses more on the process or duration of an ongoing situatioo, e.g. Ta 
hai 1/li.yollyong 'He is still swimming'. Finally, zMngzai is relevant to both the reference time and the internal process, 
e.g. Dizhen fasMng shi ta ~ dazi 'She was typing when the earthquake occUil'ed'. In tenns of pragmatics, zlreng 
has the highest tendency to associate with an inanimate subject that is nonvolitionaJiy participating in a stative situation. 
This ties in with the fact that zheng does not focus on the internal temporal structure. On the other hand, zai and 
zlrengzai both focus on the internal process of an ongoing situation, which often involves an animate subject that is 
volitionaJiy participating in a nonstative situation. In tenns of syntax, zheng has the highest tendency to precede a 
predicate adjective. This again ties in with z~ng's tendency to mark a stative situation. That is, a predicate adjective 
normally describes a stative state, and it does not focus on the internal temporal structure of the state. The findings in 
this study have significant implications for teaching Chinese to nonnative speakers. That is, students can gain a 
comprehensive perspective of when and why one of the markers is chosen (over the other two) in a given context so that 
they can use the madcers correctly and achieve a native-like proficiency. 

J«* I. Hualde (University ofiUinois-Urbana) 
A gap filled: Postposti.nitial stress in AzkiJitia Basque (Sessloll 8) 

The typology of accentual sysrems is highly constrained. For this reason the description of systems that fiU typological 
gaps has great importance. Worlc in MetricaJ Theory has uncovered that in systems where syUables are counted from one 
edge, stJess never falls beyond the fourth syUable. Furthennore, an important asymmetry has been noted: Whereas a few 
languages present antepenultimate stress, postpostinitial Stress has been considered unattested. Here, I show that this gap 
in the typology of stress systems is not such, since postpostinitial stress is the basic rule in the Basque dialect of Azkoitia. 
The generaJization in Azkoitia Basque is that stress falls on the third syllable, but with a nonfinality restriction: 
e~. aldapk, but: tlXIe, gix.Ona. Nonfinality is a phrase-level restriction: etxil da. The fact that the target of stress 
assignment is the third syllable is also clear from examples such as baso-lcUe, mendi-lcue vs aldap6-/cue, itxe:s6-kue. 
Postpostinitial stress can be obtained by means of an iamb with initial extrametricality. Azkoitia Basque employs both 
initial and final extrametricality. 

Grover Hudson (Michigan State University) 
Is tMre root and pottern morphology? (Session 12) 

The best illustration of the prosodic/autosegmental model of word formation is traditionally recognized Semitic 'root and 
pattern' (R&P) morphology, in which consonant-only JexicaJ morphemes intercalate with vowel-only grammatical 
morphemes. A minority of Semiticists has implicitly favored a rather concretist alternative to the R&P model, in which 
the perfect or imperfect stem or abstract composite of these is basic/lexical and others are derived from this by 
suppletion, deletion, and occasional infixation (Schramm 1962, 1991). There are good arguments for the minority view. 
(1) In Semitic noun morphology vowels are typically idiosyncratically associated with noun meaning. (2) It is more an 
idealization than a generalization, indeed, that verb-stem vowels are predictable. (2a) In classical R&P Arabic all but 
default-case roots associate unpredictably with a present-stem vowel i , a, or "· and the grammars only speculate about a 
semantic basis of these vocalizations. (2b) Also in Arabic, many typical derived stems have unpredictable meaning, and 
stem vowels are among the formal characteristics associated with the unpredictability. (2c) In colloquial Semitic 
languages including Amharic, stem-vowel characteristics arose as reflexes of historical consonants as in qar 'remain', 
mot 'die', sam 'kiss', Md 'go', and synchronic evidence for the consonants is questionable. (3) Languages show a 
continutun of the R&P characteristic (e.g. Semitic • Berber . Tonkawa . Old English), consis&ent with a continuum of 
suppletion{lnftxing rather than an on/off parameter distinguishing basic morphologicaJ types. (4) FinaJly, frequent 
Semitic stems have only one vowel and most only two, so if one is lexical only one, indeed, must be inftxed. 

Michael Israel (University of California-San Diego) 
More on tM scalar ITIDdel of polarity sensitivity: The case of HllliJ. (Session 20) 

In this paper offer a unified semantic account of until as a polysemous scalar operator, explaining its distribution in 
durative and negative polarity contexts, and revealing its polarity sensitive behavior to be a function of its scalar 
semantics. Until has always been a controversial NPI: semantically unlike most other NPls, it is subject to unusually 
strict licensing constraints which many have argued may have more to do with sentence aspect than with negative 
polarity. The analysis of lllltil thus raises the question of what it means to be an NPI and provides an important test for 
any theory of polarity sensitivity. I argue that until in fact fits neatly into a taxonomy of polarity items as scalar 
operators (cf.Israell994) and in particular is closely related to the aspectual polarity items yet and already. 



Jeri J. Jae,er (State University of New York-Buffalo) (Session 15) 
David Kemmerer (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Robert D. v .. Valia, Jr., Alaa Lodtwoocl, & Brian Murphy (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
David Wack (VA Medical Center-Buffalo) 
BrDin regions activated by grammatical tasks in men vs women 

An important controversy in neurolinguistics i~ whether ~e brains. of men and women show differen~ pa~rns of 
functional organization for language. While studtes of aphasta, behavtor, development. and anatomy renwn eqwvocal, 
one hypothesis which has emerged is that males are more strongly left-lateralized for language than females. We present 
ruults from a Positron Emission Tomography study in which normal right-handed adult male and female Ss were asked 
10 either read aloud real or nonce words, or view lists of verb stems and speak the past tense aloud. We find that .the 
basic patterns of activation in all tasks are similar in men and women, and that both mal~ and females produce fmrly 
bilateral patterns of activation for the simple reading tasks. However, for the grammaucal tasks the males show a 
strongly left lateralized pattern, whereas the females recruit areas of right perisylvian c?rtex as well as. left language 
areas. we conclude that the left-lateralized pattern commonly assumed for language. as more robust m males ~ 
females, and that it is associated more with more complex linguistic tasks such as processmg verb morphology, than wath 
simple reading tasks. 

(Session U) Richard D. Janda (University of Chicago) 
TMre is 110 'elsewMre' condition: On the nonunity of 'elsewhere' effects 

Many sorts of phonological and morphological disjunctivity ar_e attri~uted ~o a constraint often called the 'Elsewhere' 
Condition (EC), usually auributed to Pa:vini. Even apart from tts Indtc pedtgree, tl_le ~C appears to be one of the most 
durable and robust principles in linguistics. Not only did it grow from mmor status m h~ phonology and ~orphol~ 
(cf., e.g. Anderson 1969, Sandas 1972, or Kiparsky 1973) into a central ~t of ~lmear app~hes ~ilce Lexical 
Phonology and Underspecification Theory (cf. Kiparsky 1982, Archangeh 1988); tt has even survaved. mto current 
Optimality Theory with, if anything, an enhanced role (cf. Prince & Smolenslty 1993 and McCarthy&: Pr~e 1993 on 
'Pa: 'ni's Theorem ... '). The present paper, however, argues that the EC is both too weak and too s~g to yt~ld all and 
onti the effects normally derived from it. Rather, all valid 'elsewhere_' effects result f~om four other ~~s which can be 
independently motivated: Blocking, Position Classes, Self-Preservauon, an~ the Sm~t Cycle Condi~on (SCC). I~ f~ 
while the Pa:ninian ttadition has no sec. it distinguishes the named devtce of mpa:tOM (blockin~ of a c~~acnng 
general rule by a lexically listed exceptional form) from an un~a'."ed logi~l.prin~i~le of Self-Preservau~n (~umng ~ 
a rule must 'capture' some domain in order to exist). And Pa:~um allows dasJuncuvtty between ~les. not man elsewtw;te 
relationship (cf. Cardona 1988), in a manner equivalent to Position Class effects. Subsutuung such alte~attve 
mechanisms for the EC avoids the latter's excessive strength in morph.ologr •. w~ere the EC oft~n wron~ly ~c~ 
disjunctivity of a lexically free rule with a more ~eneral rule "':'hen cOnJ~ncuvtty tS ~tually requ~. Th~;S satuaUon 
holds, e.g. for forms such as Nonprescriptive Spamsh lava-~ you (famtl.sg.) washed. where -ste 1S a specific marker 
of '2.famil.sg.preL' and-sis a general marker of '2.famil.sg.'. 

Maria-Luisa Jimenez (Georgetown University) (Session 11) 
The role of presupposition in :4!/J;. questions 

This paper proposes that presupposition plays a role in the syntax and the semamics of wh- questions; we use Spanish 
data 10 support this proposal. We argue that presupposition c?r:relates with the positio~(s) of a wh- e.leme~t: when the 
wh- element appears in situ, the wh- question gets a presupposll1on where there 1s a vanable (xt) tha~ IS as:s'~ values 
taken from a restricled set. while, when the wh- element is fronted, this val~~ is talcen .fro'." the dom&ln. of tndivad~s E. 
Following Hamblin (1973) and Rooth (1992), we argue that the presupposauon of an 1n sttu wh-~~s~ c~ns the 
meaning of this question and the focus value of a corresponding answer '? be a set o~ propostUons tn whtc~ ~1 g~ 
values from a restricted set, while the presupposition of a regular wh- quesuon makes thlS to be a set of propostuons m 
which XI is assigned values from E. 

Rod Johnson (University of Michigan) 
BimbrDic feet and mbraless syllables in Dholuo 

(Session 8) 

A SWidard assumption in much recent work on phonology is that representations tend. to maxim~ly satisfy ce~ 
well-formedness constraints. In Dholuo (Western Nilotic, Kenya). this appears to result m paradox, an that underlymg 
CVCCV forms surface as CVCVCV (1). while underlying CVCVCV forms surface as CVCCV (2). 
(1) kogno - koglno 'fmgernail' (epenthesis) 
(2) agulu-ni - agulni 'cooking pot-pl.' (syncope) . . if 
To treat either the CVCCV or the CVCVCV form as better-formed renders one of these 'processes' problemauc, smce 
one increases well-formedness. the other must decrease it. In this paper, I argue that both 'processes' are actually ~ 
effect of interacting metrical and syllable-structure constraints, resulting .in a 't~o:and-~-half. syllable CVCvCV fonnCVlll 
which the middle V is a moraless vowel; this is both better-formed metrically (IllS a btmor81C foot) than the CV~V 
form and beu.er in syllable structure (no codas) than the CVCCV form. Some implications are pursued regardtng the 
~tic status of moraless vowels, and for the standard conception of the prosodic hierarchy. 

Bria• D. Josepll (Ohio Stale Univmity) (Sessiolll6) 
The diachrony of weak subject pro110uns and pro-drop: Evidence from Greek 

Most treatments (Steele 1977, Giv6n 1979, Haiman 1991) of the diachrony of Weak Subject Pronouns (WSPs) claim 
they originate through phonological and/or prosodic reduction of free words. Haiman, moreover, proposes an explicit 
link between the origin of WSPs and Pro-Drop constructions, claiming: (1) Only languages with a Verb-Second 
consttaint (V2) become non-Pro-Drop languages. (2) Bound clitics are not generated ex nihilo; they were once 'full' 
argument pronouns. (3) Second person forms play a leading role in subject-pronoun formation. (4) Inverted word order 
is crucial in this process. Evidence from innovative Modem Greek WSPs shows that (1)- (4) cannot be universals of 
WSP development. They occur only in the third person and only in two constructions, a presentational and a locative 
interrogative, and are shown lO have developed by proportional analogy, not by the reduction of already-existing forms. 
Furthennorc, these facts counter Hopper and Traugott's more general claim (1993:128) that 'there is no evidence that 
grammatical items arise full-fledged [or] can be innovated without a prior lexical history', and thus challenge claims 
(Hopper & Traugott 1993, Lehmann 1985) about the nature of 'grammaticalization', suggesting instead that 
'grammaticalization' is not a diachronic process in itself, but rather is more an epiphenomenon, an effect or ruult. 

Cbrlstioe Jourdaa (Concordia University) (Session 31) 
Prepositional verbs in Solombn Islands Pijin: Grammaticalization and creolization 

Speakers of Solomon Islands Pijin have been making extensive usage of prepositions and directionals to qualify 
movement and action verbs. They are increasingly making use of prepositional verbs to achieve the same ends. The 
result is a lllOI'e direct and less cumbersome speech. Looking at data gathered over the last ten years in the capital city of 
Honiara, I will show that this form of grammaticalization is not the prerogative of young children b whom Pijin is the 
mother tongue. Adults and children who grew up with PiJin as a second, but main, language of daily interaction, use 
prepositional verbs in the same contexts and amounts. Moreover, the adults do not seem to lag behind the children in 
lemiS of linguistic creativity. 

Yuasuo JUDI (Harvard University) 
Cardinality of floaJing quantif~ers 

(Sessioa 14) 

This article addresses the semantic difference between floating quantifiers (FQs) and prenominal counterparts in 
Japanese and Korean. I will argue that FQs are cardinal in terms of Milsark (1974), while the prenominal quantifiers are 
ambiguous between the cardinal and pruuppositional interpretation. FQs always have narrow scope like cardinal NPs. 
Kuroda (1969) observes that the NP in there- sentences, which is supposedly cardinal, takes always narrow ~ with 
respect to the quantifters in the adverbial phrase, despite the general tendency that a left-hand quantifier takes scope over 
a right-hand one. I will show that FQs, too, take narrow scope in the multiple quantifier sentences. Even scrambling 
does not affect the scope of FQs, in contrast to prenominal quantifiers. Furthermore, FQs are not referential, since 
referential NPs always have wide scope (Fodor & Sag 1982). Nonreferential NPs cannot bind a pronoun on their left 
(Chomsky 1981). FQs also cannot bind anaphora on their left. Third, cardinal NPs show maxirnality effect (Reinhart 
1986). In the context which requires nonmaximality, FQs are infelicitous lilce cardinal NPs, whereas the prenominal 
quantifiers are not. Finally, the cardinality of FQs prevents them from fitting in the consuuctions which require 
presuppositional indefinites. Such constructions are topic sentences and sentences with i(ndividual)-level predicates. 

Lizanae Kaiser (Yale Univt:I'Sity) 
Sorting ow the past 

(SessioD 12) 

This study seeks to determine the morphological status of the Korean past-tense bound-morpheme -(ela)ss (hereafter 
KP1). Contrary to Yoon (1989), it will be argued that the KPT is in fact an inflectional affix and not a phrasal affax. 
Pullwn and Zwicky (1983) present six diagnostics for distinguishing inflectional affixes from clitics (=phrasal affixes 
[Anderson 1992)). Data will be presented to demonstrate that the KPT consistently patterns as an inflectional affix: (1) 
The KPT is highly selective about the stem to which it adjoins. Namely, it affixes only to [+ V] elements 
(verbs/adjectives). (2) There are arbitrary gaps in the Ke:J:.wntdigm for certain predicates. (3) Some predicates have a 
morphophonologically irregular KPT fo"bi!W,fidl~1\ucs of the KPT can be idiosyncratic in that some predicates 
containing a KPT convey a present tense r!taitmg. (5) A syntactic rule such as coordination can affect an affaxed word 
containing a KPT. (6) Finally, the KPT, as an inflectional affix, can attach outside of other inflectional affixes but cannot 
attach outside of a clitic such as the Korean sentence particle -(e)yo. Yoon has argued that the KPT is a phrasal affax 
since it shows characteristic.q of being syntactically atomic, such as distributing over the syntactic coordination of VPs. 
e.g. [VPJ Conjunction VP2)-KPT. We propose that this distributed KPT interpretation results from the optional feature 
percolation of [+PAST) from the right-conjoined verb which is marked with a KPT to the left·conjoined verb which lacks 
a KPT. Furthermore, it will be shown that Y oon·s claim that the KPT obligatorily distributes over both conjoined VPs is 
false. Data will be presented to show that, although the distributed interrelation is the strongest reading, it is also 
possible to get a nondistributed interpretation. The fact that the nondistributed interpretation is not readily available for 
some spealcers wiU be shown to follow from independent pragmatic factors. 



Kyung-Sbim. Kang (Slate University of New York-Buffalo) 
The acquisition of Korean obstruents: A case study 

(Session 10) 

The Korean obstruent system shows a three-way distinction of 'lax', 'tense', and 'aspirated' phonemes. This paper 
compares the productions of one mother and child (2;8), and finds that while the mother varies VOT, segment duration, 
and vocal fold tension to produce the distinctions, the child varies only VOT and duration in a binary way to produce tbe 
distinctions: 

Mother: lax tense aspirated Child: lax tense aspirated 
VOT mid shon long long shon long 
Duration short long long shon long long 
Tension low high low low low low 

It is argued that when faced with this phonetically unusual system, the child learns to manipulate the simpler phonetic 
parameters of duration and VOT (ltst, in a binary way. It is assumed that she wiU eventually learn to split the VOT 
dimension into thn:e-way categories, and learn to produce the more difficult vocal fold tension, to bring her in line with 
adult productions. 

Christopher Keanedy (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Co~uonofdtWalion 

(1) differs semantically from typical equativelcomparative constructions such as (2) in several respects. 
(1) The Brothers Karamawv is more long thanThe Dream of a Ridiculous Man is shon. 
(2) The Brothers Karamazov is longer than The Dream of a Ridiculous Man. 

(Session 14) 

First, while (2) compares the absolute extents of two objects along a scale, (1) compares the extents to which two objects 
deviate from a contextually determined 'standard': (1) assens that the extent to which The Brothers K exceeds a sumdanl 
of longness is greaser than the extent to which The Dream exceeds a standard of shonness. Second, (1) but not (2) entails 
that the propenies predicated of the compared objects are true in the absolute sense. Third, (1) pennits comparison 
between adjectives of opposite polarity; its synthetic counterpan (3), however, is anomalous: 
(3) #The Brothers Karamazov is longer than The Dream of a Ridiculous Man is shon. 
This paper develops an artalysis of the semantics of 'comparison of deviation' constructions like (1) within a model in 
which gradable adjectives denote relations between individuals and extents (Seuren 1978, 1984; von Stecbow 1984}, and 
comparatives involve restricted quantiracation over extents (cf. Heim 1985). The analysis builds on the interpretation of 
'differential comparatives' (e.g. 30 pages longer/shorter tluln ... ), and both accounts for the semantic characteristics of 
comparison of deviation and supports an explanation of the anomaly of (3). More generally. it provides insight into the 
compositional semantics of complex measure phrases and the lexical semantics of gradable adjectives. 

Sheila M. Keonisoll (University of Oklahoma) (Sessioll 15) 
Processing agentive bJcphrases in event andnonevent nominals 

An eye uacking experiment investigated how agentive by- phrases were processed in event nominals (e.g. 1'he frequent 
collection of the butterflies by the children .. .') and in nonevent nominals (e.g. The various collections cl the buacrflics 
by the children ... ) . Grimshaw (1991) proposes that agentive by- phrases are arguments of event nominals, but are not 
arguments of nonevent nominals. Prior experimental research has shown that argument phrases are processed mon: 
quickly than IIOIUWgument phrases (CiifiOII, Speer, & Abnsey 1991; Kennison \995; Liversedge 1995). Such findings Clll 
be viewed as consistent with the Garden Path Theory (Frazier 1978, Frazier & Rayner 1982, Frazier & Fodor 1978). 
This view claims that comprehenders initially analyze ambiguous phrases either as the least complex, possible structure 
or as part of the most recenUy processed pan of the sentence, following Minimal Attachment and Late Closure, 
respectively. The results of the eye tracking experiment provided clear evidence that agentive by- phrases were 
processed faster in event nominals than in nonevent nominals, supponing the predictions of Late Closure, assuming the 
syn&actic analysis of Grimshaw (1991). 

Sung·A Kim (University of Texas-Austin) (Sessioll13) 
The e~rgence of the IIMIDI'ked: Edge-in reduplication in Malay dialects 

Partial reduplication in Johor. Perak, and Ulur Muar Malay exemplifies a nonlocal, dual-edge dependency and 
subsequent feature-changing: reduplicative prefixes are determined by both left and right edge segments of the base, 
skipping inlennediate segments. The dual-edge dependency and the subsequent feature-changing is sufficiendy unusual 
to merit serious investigation in that it gives a challenge to derivational frameworks. 'Edge-In Association' (Yip 1988b) 
which requires priority of edge segments over medial segments in association, may account for this dual edge segment 
dependency. However, it requires additional operations to account for the feature-changing aspect of this reduplication 
pattern. This paper ~nts a constraint-based account (McCanhy & Prince 1994, 1995) which captures both aspects of 
these Malay reduplications as an interaction of faithfulness and phonological constraints. This paper shows that (1) the 
feature-changing aspect of these Malay dialects represents another instance of the emergence of the unmarked, and lha1 
(2) the unusual reduplicative pattern of these dialects can be successfully subsumed into a general pattern of 
reduplication under a constraint-based framework. Typological differences across Malay dialects will be also accounted 
for in this analysis. 

SoCarO Kita (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics) 
Japanese verbs of entering and e;ddng without semantic encoding of continuous motion 

(Sessioll Z3) 

Previous researches on lexicalization patterns of spatial predication have posited a language universal that a verbal 
~xeme encodes. either 'motion' or slasis i~ 1oca~· (falmy 1985) (in Langacker 1987, either continuous 'process' or 
&temporal re~uons'). ~e purpose of th1s paper IS to present a counter example to this claim, arguing that Japanese 
Enter-verb lultru and Ex1t-verb deru encode change of locative relationship without encoding continuous transition of 
the ~ge .. Namely, Miru ~ncodes at.one point in. time, SO!'f'ething is not ~ide. and at a later point the thing is inside. 
Unlike English elll_er or go ~to, tJK:re as no semantic commitment as to what happens during the transition between the 
two states: One p1cce of evadence as that (1) allows both the interpretation (a) and (b); in contrast, (2) only allows the 
inlerpretabOil (a). 
(1) Shikaku-ga en-ni bait-ta 

square Nominative circle Locative 'enter' Past 
(a) 'the square moved and entered the circle.' 
(b) 'the cin:le moved and e~ircled the square, which did not move.' 

(2) The square weat into the circle. . 
Other e.vidence inclu~ Japanese Enter/Exit verbs' impossibility of taking progressive aspect, and their impossibility to 
appear m a construction analogow; ~as he entered the room. he lit his cigarette, both of which indicate that the &emporal 
schemata of the Japanese EnterJEx1t verbs do not have a durative component. This result has profound implications on 
what has to be posited as semantic primitives in the domain of space. 

Thomas Klein (Heinrich-Heine University) 
Partial application of umlaut in Clulmo"o reduplication 

(Session 13) 

Given .Yip's 1992 emphasis of the idea ~t n:'u~~on. ablaut, etc. is m~lod~c replacement in reduplication, the goal of this 
papec IS to account for the fundamental S1m1lant1es and the systemallc differences in the norlteduplicative and redupli
cative environments of Chamono umlaut 
(1) (a) gdma? 'house' i gfma? 'the house' (2) (a) gllpu 'to fly' gf+gipu 'flyer' 

f6gon 'stove' ni fegon 'the stove' pllno? 'to kill' pf+pino? 'ltiller' 
(b) tdngo? '1o know' en tfngo? 'you (pl.) know' (b) Ulfok 'to weave' ti+tufok 'weaver' 

Umlaut overapplies in (2a), but the base is not umlauted when its onset is the coronal N as in (2b). The necessary 
rankin~ scheme is; Pho~-Constraints (Umlaut and the morpheme-based OCP ({cor})) >; BR-ID » JD[dor}. This 
~nt scheme IS predicted by. but not attested in McCanhy and Prince (1995). Thus, it is significant that this scheme 
IS shown to account for the occurrence of umlaut in both (1) and {2), its overapplication in (2a) and its partial 
dissimilatory application in (2b). ' ' 

Robert Kluender, John Moore, & David M. Perlmutter (University of California-San Diego) 
Feature checlcing, brother-in-law agreement, and covert movement 

(Session 9) 

Chomsky 1995 uses the contrast in (1) to motivate feature-checking as the driving force behind coven movement (Ia) 
but not (lb) involves BR<YilfER-IN-LA W agreement between the verb and the postverbal nominal. ' 
(1) (a) Sono entrali tre uomini [senza identificarsi]. (b) •n est entre trois hommes [sans s'annoncer). 

'Three~~~ entered [without identifying themselves].' 
If the ability to control into adjuncts is an A-position property that results from coven movement, this conttast is 
explained by coven movement in (Ia), driven by feature-checkmg; absence of coven movement in (lb) is because no 
+-features m:oo be ch~ed. We argue against th~s. position. Rather, we claim that the contrast in (I) is only accidentally 
correlated With ~-an-law agreement ~ abil!ty to control into adjuncts correlaaes with a STRONG interpretation of 
the postvetbal ~1nal. Th~, the conlrast m (I) follows from the lack of a de(miteness effect in Italian, whereby strong 
postverbal sub~ects. are permuted; French, on the o~er hand, has a robust definiteness effect, which is why the weak 
postve~ subjeCt IS a poor controller. Corroboration comes from Italian examples where the postverbal nominal is 
~ly weak ~ cannot control. Thus, th1s argues against morphological feature checking as the determining factor 
Ill covert movement m these cases. 

Igor Klyukanov (Eastern Washington University) 
Lost in space, or the dialectics of deixis 

(Sessioll 29) 

One of ~e main questions posed by B. L. Whorf is, "Are our own concepts of 'time', 'space', and 'matter' given in 
substantially the same form by experience to all men, or are they conditioned by the structure of panjcular languages?" 
(1 ?5~: ~ 38). The ~~~ paper exar:nines the issue of 'space' by addressing the temporal deixis of the Aborigine Guugu 
Y!m!dh~ culture m wh1ch the cardm~ ~mpass points are used whenever objects are identified in space. The Guugu 
YJmadhll'! s~~ ~ve a C?m~lex .~•ctlc organizauon w1th d1fferent precisenesS/vagueness depending on the context. 
Comple~aty ·~ d~acu~ organ1za11on ts ~nherent m any communicative system, and can be explicated on the basis or the 
Conbn.wty pnncaple 1~trod~ced by Aristotle. Acco~dmg to th1s principle, for essences to be different they need at the 
same tune!'> be~ conunuauon of each other. The dialectics of de1xis, therefore, lies in its continuous character made up 
of the relauonshap between two extremes that can have different labels depending on the scientific paradigm. 
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Robert Knippen (University of Chicago) _ 
Propositicnal attitude sentences, direct reference, and the d1scourse model 

(SessiOD 9) 

A oa1 of recent approaches to the semantics of propositional attitude sentences has been to ~nlain the thes~ of ~t 
reference for proper names in the face of the fact that coreferring names c~~ot always be su~tttuted s~lve venwte m the 
complements of verbs of propositional attitude. A major obstacle to. provtdang an accoun~ whtch explams why sentences 
differing only in the substitution of coreferring names. can have _dtfferent uu_th values IS the fa~t that they often have 
multiple readings---known as opaque and transparent mterpretauons. TheoriSts ha~e often cla1med that one of these 
readings is semantically primary, and the other reading is derived through pragmatic proce~ (e.g. ~n & Se~ 
1995 Salmon 1990). Against such an approach, I bring to light evidence that the presence of etther readin_g ts a funclion 
of d 'namic contextual factors. I explore the effects of the constantly-c~anging se~ of shared assumptions a~ut the 
'den~t and properties of discourse referents--the discourse model--on the mterpretauon of these sentences, argumg that 
:t is n~ plausible to treat either the transparent or opaque read!ng as their literal linguistic semantic content: both 
readings are the result of pragmatic processes involved m refernng, S? the content. of these sen~nces ~s not fully 
determine reference. Such a dynamic, pragmatic account therefore requtres a weakemng of the thests of direct reference 
for names. 1 compare this account with other dynamic acco~nts_ {K~~ 19_90. Kamp & Reyle 1993, Asher 1989) and 
draw parallels with pragmatic treatments of the referentiaVaunbuuve dLsttncuon (e.g. Neale 1990). 

Jean-Pierre Koenig (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Supercategorizaticn 

(Session 1) 

Since Chomsky (1965), it is commonplace to associate with words a record of their complements. _It is ~ly noticed 
that the converse is also needed--i.e. certain words are constrained with respect to the envtrOnments m _whtch they must 
be pbrase-strueturally embedded. Lakoff {1987), D~rymple (~993), and Kay (1994) are no~le ex~uons. ~mple, 
r, 1 argues that binding constraints are Jex•cally specified and proposes a fonnal dev1ce wtthm LFG (ms•de-out 
f~:: ~certainty') that allows anaphors to lexically specify domains within which they m~st be emtx:dded and 
bound The focus of this paper is a discussion of several other cases where words supercategonze for envll01Ullents 

·thin· which they must be phrase-structurally embedded. I argue that the HPSG notions of types and word classes are 
~cial to an adequate account of supercategorization. A revision of HP~~·s desc~ption language is presented 10 
fonnally model supercategorization. A sorted, quantifier-free first-order logtc 1s subsu.tuted for ~ Kasper and R~ 
(1990) style feature logic of Carpenter (1992). This simple revision preserves the logtcal properties of th~ descnptlon 
language (soWldnesS and completeness), but allows for supercategorization statements to be attached to partiCular words 

or word classes. 

E. F. K. Koerner (University of Ottawa) (Session 28) 
Noch Einmal on the sources of the phrase: 'Ou tout se tient': A puzzle in the history of linguistics and its solution 

It is still customary to attribute the definition of language as 'un systeme ou tout se tien~· to Saussure, ev~n thou~ the 
phrase appears nowhere in his Cours. Shortly after Saussure's departure for ~eneva, Metllet s~ to budd up btS ?"?' 
career, of which his 1893-1894 articles on 'les lois phonetiques' and 'l'analogte' were ~e first_maJOI sta~~ents. It tS m 
the first of the two where MeiUet, not surprisingly, used the famous phrase for the ftrSt ume, wtthout exph7tt reference 10 
Saussure or his Mimoire (1878). However, from 1903 onwards, in his Introductio_n a l'itude compara~ve des lang~Us 
indo-europeenMs, which Meillet explicitly dedicated to Saussure on the occaston of_ the 2~th anmv~ ?f ~e 
publication of the Mlmoire, we find Meillet using the phrase quite frequently and etther directly or tmphcttly m 
reference to Saussure' s book, and never to the posthumous Cours. 

Paul D. Kroeber (Indiana University) 
H:11· q~Ustions ill Alsea 

(Session 11) 

In Alsea (an extinct language of the Oregon coast), wh· questions are marked by an enclitic particle.ho~ either by the 
wh· word itself (which need not be initial in the clause) _or else by some oth~r elem~nt at the be~mrung of the clause. 
Wh- words functioning as indefinites are not accompamed by the wh~ quesuon paltlcle, ~or (tYJ?tcally) are em~ 
questions or main-clause wh· questions expecting no answer from an mterlocutor; the parttc~e evtde~tly .co~v~nuonally 
marks interrogative illocutionary force. A typologically unusual feature is that the wh- quesuon parUcle ts dislinCt from 
the particle that marks polarity questions. 

WUUam Labov (University of Pennsylvania) 
Locating the leaders of linguistic change 

(Session Zl) 

Over the past two decades. sociolinguistic research on the causes o_f linguistic chang~ has _focused_ on the strategy of 
locating the leaders of linguistic change within the speech commu~lly. R~ent work m Phtladel~h1a, _B7Ifast, and the 
Northern Cities has converged to yield some clear results on this quesuon. The leaders of hngu•suc change are 
consistently fomd to be women from the upper working class or lower middle class. Data from th~ ~hono~ogical Atlas 
of North America show that this characterization also holds for the development of the Northern C1Ues Shtft across ~ 
large cities of the inland North. The Philadelphia study shows that leader~ are c~ntral fe~e mem~rs o~ I~ SOC:ial 
networks who combine a high degree of interaction within the local block wtth a htgh proporuon of fnends hvmg outstde 

of the block. This pattern coincides with studies of personal influence on decision making, particularly in the domain of 
fashion. Linguistic change appears to spread across communities by the 'two-step flow of influence' model, in which 
leaders are informed by general trends and most members of local groups are influenced by them. Individual portraits of 
the leaders of change show that they have a long history of nonconformity to norms of proper behavior, including a 
higher use of stigmatized sociolinguistic variables than is normal for their social group. 

Lisa Ann Lane (University of Chicago) (Session 2S) 
Dialect boundaries: Defining local linguistic communities 

This research employs a variety of sources and approaches to provide a glimpse into how a localized linguistic 
commWlity can be identified and how we may trace its transformation towards nonlocalized linguistic norms. This is 
accomplished by historicizing what the particular linkages of social formation are and how the linguistic norm is effected 
and informs those formations (Silverstein 1996). Thereby we begin to determine what the local cultural construal of 
linguistic norms are and what the geolinguistic space which they encompass is. The methodology is presented through 
the documentation of Thybor!lln's geographic, political, economic, demographic, social, and linguistic changes which 
span a century. These changes cOmbined to produce a cohon effect which resulted in the emergence of the community 
which contrastively self-identifies itself through its residents' forever changing set of shared life experiences, social and 
linguistic norms. Internally discrete subgroupings of the population are delimited by specific sociohistorical events and 
are indexed through differing social ideologies, network patterns, and variable uses of dialect forms. Only members 
within a group, which is bounded by a variety of existing social norms, experience the sociohistorical events with similar 
orientations to those events. The life stage at which group members experience the sociohistorical events is crucial to 
that group's collective orientation to the events and in tum to the effect which those events may have on their orientation 
to the community. Furthermore such events have an ebb and flow. The data presented reveal that dialect boundaries can 
best be understood as variably existing internally and externally to the linguistic community. 

Georae Maclaine Lang (University of Alberta) (Session 34) 
Gender and jargon: Voyageur wives and the ]ounding ·of Chinook Jargon 

Chinook Jargon (CJ) exemplifies a neglected factor in pidgin-creole genesis: the role of gendered behavior. While it may 
well be that in the Caribbean 'founders' were ~ 'indentured servants and other low-class employees of colonial 
companies"'(Mufwene 1996:84), it was the native~ of French-speaking lower-echelon employees within the fur 
trade who most actively shaped CJ. The women whose children began speaking CJ systematically at Fort Vancouver in 
the 1830s had matured during a period of breathtaking change, but entered fur trade society after a youth spent within 
tribal norms. These women were low in status, often slaves. Spoken as a contact pidgin by a heterogeneous population 
from Oregon to Alaska, CJ was embraced and 'founded' by the community with the most urgent need of it, 'detribalized' 
women who entered fur trade society too late to learn fluent French or English, whose children did not fully acquire their 
mothers' mother tongues, but whose speech habits were 'native'--hence the considerable evidence that native phonologies 
determined the shape of 'deep' CJ. 

Yetunde Laniran (University of North carolina-Chapel Hill) 
Implementing a floating tone 

(Session 2) 

This paper reports on an experiment exploring the phonetic realization of floating L tones in Yorub4 to determine the 
extent of fo (pitch) lowering discussed in Ward (1952) and Bamgbose {1966). A floating L tone is created in the 
phonology by a process of vowel deletion at V + V junctures. In particular, a floating L tone before a M gives rise to a 
so called lowered M ( !M) tone but forms a rising tone {LH) with a following H tone. The experiment reponed here was 
designed to examine the following: (a) the effects of a floating L tone on M tones; (b) the difference(s) in the realization 
of M tone and J.M; (c) the realization of the LH rising tone in the same context as that of M and J.M; (d) if the effect of 
the floating L, the rising tone, LH, and a lexical L are the same on preceding and following H tone. The results from the 
experiments (5 spealcers) show that: (1) a floating L tone from the phonological representation persists into the phonetics; 
(2) there are both anticipatory and carryover effects of the floating L: (a) the floating L raised the fO values of a 
preceding H tone; (b) the floating L tends to lower the fQ value of a following M lOne; (3) a LH (rising contour) tone 
differs from a L tone in resisting H tone spreading from a preceding syllable as predicted by the tone spread rule. The 
floating L is comparable to linked L tones because it raises the fo value of a preceding H toned syllable for some subjects 
and lowers the fo values of a following M toned syllable for the nonraising subjects. The gradient and noncategorical 
application of its effect supports the notion that it should be accounted for in the phonetics and not in the phonology. 

Yetunde Laniran & Chip Gerfen (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
Downstep and downdrift in I gbO 

(Session 2) 

lbis study examines the phonetic realization of tones in various contexts in IgbO, a tone language with two phonological 
tones, Hand L, and a downstepped !H tone. Previous research {Liberman el aL 1993) based on the speech of a single 
male claims that the rate at which H, L, and !H tones are lowered in lgbO is dependent on their source, i.e. whether 
lowering is phonologically or phonetically driven. In this study we consider data from two male and two female 
spealters of lgbO. Included in the stimuli are the shon sentences considered by Liberman et. aL as well as longer 
sequences of up to 16 syllables/tones. By incorporating longer sentences, our results differ from the previous research on 



}gbb. Specifically, we find evidence for H raising before L tones in Igbb (~tta 1;-iberman .et. al.). This, in turn,leads us 
co question the claim that downstepping is significantly distin~t from do~ndri~t. gaven that m shorter sentences~ the effect 
of H raising in HLHL type sentences will generate a larger discrepancy m adJacent tone values, an effect attnbulable to 

high raising and not downdrift per se. 

Jageborg Lasser (City l!niv~rsity of New Xork Graduate Center) 
Root infinitive constructiOns tn adult aNi child German 

(Sessloa 10) 

Root clauses which contain an infmitival verb form, and no finite v~rb ~orm, are standard!~ held to be .ungram~tical. 
Such root infinitive constructions (RICs) have been reported to ex1st I!' the speec.h of children learnmg a vanety of 
different languages (see s•unmary in Wexler 1994). An example from child German 1s: 
(1) Max auch Pudding~. (age 2;08;08) 

Max also pudding cook-infinitive . 
The farst pan of the paper shows that, contta standard assump~ons, R!Cs are also fou~d in adu.It German .. They occur 111 
declarative, intmOgative, and imperative function. An analysis of .their S':"JCtural and mterpre~ve properties, a_s well as a 
comparison of the properties of child RICs relative to adult RICs IS provided. Three conclusaons are reached. (1} Some 
child RlCs are well-formed with respect 10 the target. (2) Some child R~Cs are ~eviant for ~.matical reasons, othe~ 
because they are pragmatically illicit. (3) Target knowledge in the dornam of. ~~1teness "'!~ng mcludes. compe~ m 
the usc of RICs. 1be consequences of these results for first language acqutsauon theones m the domam of f'!late~ 
marking are far-reaching. One consequence i~ ~at not all child RICs are the result of a nonpermanent opuon m a 
learner's intermediate grammar (Wexler 1994, R1zz1 1993). 

(SessiOD 8) 
Lisa Lavoie (Cornell University) 
Yindjibarndi metrical structwe: Lenition. trocMes and vowel coalescence 

Yindjibamdi, spoken in northweslel'll Australia, displays an intriguing pattern of s~s in which all long vowels may be 
pronounced as if they were a sequence of two short vowels. Previous analyses (Wordick 1982, Kager 1993) have~ 
this as vowel breaking, but I propose an analysis of coalescence of identical adja~nt short vo.wels. ~e morphological 
structure of words and the history of the language reveal that long vowels only an~ ~hen.~ mterveru~g con~t ~ 
been lost via synchronic or diachronic lenition. Lenition is motivated by a SOC!oltngutsu~ constraJnt fo~ized 111 
Optimality Theory as *RUDE, that requires spealcers to be muted and sonorous to be pohte. The con01~t betw~ 
MERGEV.V which merges sequences of adjacent identical short vowels, and *HEAV~OSfRESS, wh1ch ~~ 
110streSSed heavy syllables, yields the observed and possible stress patterns. In constrast co lmear approach~. Opti~ty 
Theory allows us to acco110t for the weight sensitivity of the trochees and offers a vocabulary for the mteracuon of 
sociolinguistic and phonological constraints. 

Felicia A. Lee (University of California-Los Angeles) (Session 14) 
PseudoqiUJIItijicalion in possessives 

It has been observed that only a limited inventory of quantifters may appear inside pos;>essives, while any ~~fltl' may 
appear when the possessed nominal raises to the specifier of the possessive DP (assummg the stnicture outlmed m Kayne 

1994}: . • 
0) John's many/few/three friends (3) Many/few/three friends of Johns 
(2) *John's some/nO friends (4) Some/no friend of John's . . 
No accoiiDt, however, has been previously given for this distributio.n: I will propo~ th~ 'quanu~~nonal' e~'_'lents that 
appear in possessives do not behave in these contexts as qu~ufters but .as adJec~v~l modifae~s descnbmg plural 
individuals. True quantifiers carmot appear in these contexts smce the fu~cuonal proJecnons that license them (~f:OWell 
& Beghelli 1993) are available only in CPs, not in DPs. They may ~ppear m.struct~ s~ch ~ (4) ~by raiSm~ ';0 
the specifier of DP, they allow the entire DP to raise to the appropnate func~onal proJecUon m CP. EVIdence for this ts 
seen in the fact that these elements, but not other quantifiers, may act as predicates (5,6), and these elements always force 
collective readings of the possessed nominal inside possessives (7 ,8): 
(5) John's friends are many, and his enemies are few. 
(6) *John's friends are every, and his enemies are some 
(1) John's many friends gave him a present. 
(8) Many friends of John's gave him a present. 

Geraldine Le1eadre (Johns Hopkins University) 
Cliticization, optimtJlity, tmd modularity of constraint ranlcing 

(SessiOD J) 

This talk focuses on the interaction of the negative particle ne with the interrogative particle li and other clitics in 
Bulgarian (B) and Macedonian (M). Oitics sttaddle several components o~ the grammar, he~e they .~ on whether ar 
constraint rankings respect individual modules or not. B ne has the umque property ?f diSChargang 1ts streSS on the 
following syllable (including normally unstressed clitics). As Hauge (1976) has ~own, /1 must foll?w a stressed elemelt 
(verb or clitic preceded by ne). To account for this distribution a serial applicauon of OT constraJnts w?Uld .~as 
follows: (I) Morpbosyntax (2) Prosody (3) Morphosyntax. This shows th~t ~~.rankin~. of c?ns.traJ~ts m B IS not 
modular. M has the same basic clustering of clitics except that they may occur m m1Ual pos•non (llldicanve of a rerank-

iog. of relevant cons~n':S)· S~s genera.lly falls.on the antepenultimate syllable (in particular, ne may force stress 
which would ~tSe VIOlate thts consttamt to shift forward). M Li has a fixed position (aft.er the verb) whether ne is 
present or not. Tb1s shows that M li placement is independent of stress: a serial application of constraints could be 
iooduJar. This lalJt illustrates the claim that constraints which respect strict modularity of components in one language 
(M) may violate it in a closely related language (B). 

Daaiel Loaa (Osaka Shoin Women's College) (SessioD l5) 
Wlto decides which isoglosses are dialect boundaries? 

Jn this~· I will ~scuss the long history of ~~t boundary and dialect division studies in Japan, including scholarly 
controve~ re~g th~ proper role of (nonbngutst) speakers' language consciousness in detennining dialect divisions 
~es). I wdl <:~~.til<: ~Its from ~y .own stud~ of ~li~gui~' .perceptions of dialect regions, focusing on 
the differences and sunalanues m dialectologtsts and nonhngUlsts' 1mpresstons of dialect boundaries. I will contrast 
views of Japanese and Western scholars regarding the relative importance of various types of linguistic features and 
further contrast these with the perceptions of nonlinguists. 

Gerardo Lorenzino (City University of New York Graduate Center/Yale University) 
Synchronkaily speaking: Angoiar Afro-Portuguese Creole /m:Jl 

(Session 35) 

The categorial identity and diachronic changes of morphemes originally meaning 'to say' have been well studied 
cross-linguistically, in both creoles (Kihm 1990; Plag 1992, 1993) and noncreole languages (Eben 1991, Frajzyngier 
1996). In ~e of these studies the reanalysis of a content word as a functional category, e.g. from verb 'to say' to 
complemenuzer, has been shown to follow a grammaticalization continuum (Heine, Claudi & HUnnemeyer 1991). This 
paper will take primarily a synchronic approach to this question, focusing on the categoriaJ and syntactic properties of 
Angolar fara. In Ang~~ the wordfara (< Portuguese faiar 'to speak') has both a lexical meaning (verb 'co say, co 
speak') and a grammatical!zed one (cornplementizer 'that'); in addition, it can function as a quotative word to mark off 
discOW'SC. Here it will be shown that the functional distribution of the complementizer fara is conditioned by the 
acmantic propmies of the matrix verb (i.e. speech act verb, cognitive, perception), in contrast in this respect with the 
more widespread sentential complementizer ma (<old Portuguese kuma ?). Though the main component of this paper is 
on the synchronic variation of fara, its relevance to diachronic change in the development of Angolar vis-1-vis 
Santomense and Principense (the other two Afro-Portuguese creoles of Sllo Tom~ and Principe) will be discussed. 

Beth L. Losiewicz (Colorado College) (Sessioll 24) 
Working (lmtguage) memory in a visual spatial Language 

Baddeley and ~leagues have accumulated substantial evidence that speakers of an auditory language have an auditory 
language working memory subsystem (the 'Phonological Loop') that operates separately from visual-spatial working 
memory. The current experiment investigates whether users of a visual-spatial language (American Sign Language) also 
~ve a separate: working m.emory subsystem for their visual-spatiallanguage, or whether their language working memory 
IS a part of thetr general viSual-spatial memory. The (signed) digit span of prelinguistically deaf signers was compared 
under three conditions. Condition one was a control digit span condition. Condition two was digit span during a 
concurrent sign-based task (articulatory suppression). Condition three was digit span during a concurrent taSk visual 
spatial (tapping) task. Results indicate that prenatally deaf signers of ASL have a Sign Language working memory 
system thal operates separately from their general visual-spatial working memory. This may be evidence that Baddeley's 
proposed 'Phonological Loop' is essentially a linguistic working memory system, being auditorily based only in speakers 
of an auditory language. 

Margaret MacEachern & Peter Ladefoged (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Wari' vowels: All instrumental study of a remarkable invemory 

(Sessioll 22) 

Wari' (Pacaas Novos), a Cbapaturan language spoken in Western Rondonia, Brazil, has a six-vowel inventory, i, e, a, o, 
7, fl. which is exceptional in two respects: (I)) it has not been reported for any of the languages covered in two large 
surveys (Maddieson 1984, Ruhlen 1975); (2) it ignores the principle of dispersion argued for by Lindblom (1986, 1990) 
and others. The Wari' vowel e is limited in its occurrence and distribution within the language; however, even the 
remaining five vowels, if considered as a group, are unexpected on typological and theoretical grounds, largely because 
of the inclusion of y. Direct observation and acoustic analyses of data from twelve speakers (six males and six females) 
show that this vowel is clearly a front rounded vowel. In the description of the vowel inventory as a whole, several types 
of variability in vowel quality are considered: variability within vs across speakers, variability of stressed vs suessless 
vowels, and the relative variability of vowels of different qualities. The vowels of Wari' are offered as an example of a 
new type of inventory and as a comment on the growing importance of documenting previously unstudied and 
endangered languages. 



Taite Macrarland (University of Illinois-Chicago) 
lltiTospection vs corpus data: The case of the cognate object construction 

(Sessiob %3) 

This paper attests the importance of empirical data to the formulation of a linguistic account of the cognate object 
coosuuction, as in {1): 
(1) And he laughed the laugh in which he indulged when he was most amused... (H. James, The American, 299) 
Many claims about this construction found in the literature are, in fact, misconceptions based on constructed examples. 
For insaance, it has been claimed that cognate objects are not arguments of their verbs, but adjuncts, a claim based mainly 
on the cognate object's failwe to passivize (e.g. Jones 1988, Ross 1995). However, a corpus study shows that tognate 
object passives are attested in natural language. This paper presents the cognate object data and lays out the consttaincs 
governing the passivization of cognate objects. Futhermore. this analysis of the cognate object construction shows that 
introspection can introduce a restrictive bias into the data, resulting in the formulation of unnecessary syntactic 
constraints. Empirical studies, which can lead to more accurate data sets and therefore to a truer description of the 
phenomena. must be a crucial supplement to linguistic accounts based on introspective judgments. 

Robert Malour (Stanford University) 
West Grunlandic noun incorporation as a mb:ed category constructibn 

(Sessioa I) 

Noun incorporation (NI) in West Greenlandic exhibits a challenging mix of syntactic and morphological properties. 
Sadock (1985) proposes that morphology and syntax be treated as autonomous and modules of grammar, and he argues 
NI can best be accounted for as a mismatch between syntax and morphology. However, syntactic and morphological 
structures are typically homomorphic and even in the most extreme cases they diverge in certain highly constrained 
ways. So, Sadock (1991) offers a number of principles governing the kinds of structural mismatch allowed. In this 
paper, I offer a strictly lexicalist analysis of West Greenlandic Nl within the framework of HPSG which does not req~ 
positing divergent morphological and syntactic structures. Furthermore, I show how Sadock's homomorphism 
constraints follow directly from the architecture of the lexicon. West Greenlandic Nl is a category changing 
morphological operation that converts a noun into a verb by the addition of one of a set of bound verbalizing suffixes. 
The resulting denominal verb (DV) has the full distribution of a verb. Unlike a verb, a DV can also occur with 1 
possessor and a modiiJCr which are associated with the incorporated nominal. l show that West Greenlandic Nl is best 
viewed as a kind of mixed category construction, parallel to the English verbal gerund. The possessor and complement 
that occur with a DV are not stranded by incorporation nor do they bear a relation to the incorporated nominal direcdy. 
Instead, the DV inherits its subcategorization requirements from both the verbalizing suffix and the incorporaled 
nominal. This analysis does involve a limited kind of mismatch: a DV projects a VP but has noun-like valence 
requirements. However, the unusual properties of DVs are restricted to the lexicon and HPSG's independently mociVIII:d 
theory of lexical information places strong restrictions on the kinds of mismatches that can be induced. So, there is no 
need for additional construction-specific stipulations limiting the degree of mismatch between syntax and morphology. 

Patrick E. Marlow (University of Dlinois-Urbana) (ScssioD 1') 
Mo~rn ITuw-Aryan mrect discourse marking and the rot~ of Persian influence 

The high degree of phonological similarity among many of the Modem Indo-Aryan direct discourse markers (viz. ke, kai, 
ki, t:r, ka, .ta, ak, ake, and -k) and nearly identical function and syntax makes it tempting to attribute allk-initial 'forms to 
borrowing of Persian k£. This approach is supported by the distributional facts which suggest (1) quotatives have gi~ 
way to complementizers and (2) Indo-Aryan k-initial complementizers closely parallel the borders of the Moghul 
Empire. Despite the similarity between fonns, however, not all can be related to Persian ke. Many derive from v~ ri 
speaking (e.g. ak and aU < *llkhi 'saying'; kai,lcO < kari 'doing'). By deriving problematic forms from absolutives, my 
analysis explains them in a straightforward way: they are part of an earlier pattern of DO-marking (viz., quotatives based 
on verbs of speaking and doing) which has given way under Persian influence. This analysis is supported by lbe 
distributional facts: complementizers form an innovative core; shifted forms provide a transition area, and true verbal 
quotatives remain on the periphery. This analysis has the consequence of reducing all South Asian DD·marlcing to three 
types, viz. verbal (e.g. Bengali bole), deictic (e.g. Sanskrit iii, Marathi asa), and relative (e.g. Bengalij~. Persian Ice). 

KazuJto MatsuiiiOto (Aichi University of Education) 
Japanese inumation units and syntactic structure 

(SessiOD 9) 

This study investigated the preferred syntactic structure of the ·substantive' intonation unit (IU) (i.e., IU which conveys 
an idea of event, state, or referent) (Chafe 1994) in conversatiooal Japanese. First, we found that the Japanese IUs ICnd 
to be clausal, not phrasal. Given the robustness of clausal IUs in the data, I argue that the clause (which expresses a 
complete proposition which codes some state or event) is the syntactic exponent of the Japanese substantive IU. This is 
in concert with Chafe's (1987, 1994) clause-centrality proposal, and agamst Iwasaki and Tao's (1993) argument for the 
phrase--centered quality of Japanese IUs. Second, we found that the majority of the clauses consisted of one IU, i.e., 
single-IU clauses were predominant in the data. Hence, I propose that conversational Japanese cannot be regarded as 
highly fragmented, against the arguments forcefully put forth m previous research (e.g. Clancy 1982, Iwasaki 1993, 
Maynard 1989). I argue rather that basically the Japanese speakers confonn to the 'one lU, one clause' strategy (altltoiJSb 
apparently to a lesser degree than English speakers). Th1s proposal in turn reflects my view that the production of 
single-IU clauses is the 'default', whereas that of mult1-IU clauses is 'marked' in conversational Japanese. Finally, givea 

:=J~~~: ~J !1~~~~~r~~:".! ~~~:en~~r.:~~~~ ~~w;~ux~r mult!-JU(. clause, 1 propose that the 'marked' 
more than one new NP per IU) (cf. DuBois 1987) 111 · • r constramt ... e., the ~ers avoid introducing 
fac~rs which will lead Japanese speakers to produ~e mu~~i~~tY;ecl~~~e~e7 ~~~ ~Y co~strru~tls one of the motivating 
placmg one new nominal concept within one JU. • .e., lVI e a cause mto separate IU elements, 

EveiJII McClave (Califomi~ State University-Northridge) 
How head movementsfuncnon to structure discourse (Session 7) 

~ ~=~~~ ~w~ile speaking are not random. They mark the structure of the ongoing discourse and are 
and the orientation of the head :S~s i~~n~f"::t~ve~l fle~ents of discourse h~ focused on manual gestures, gaze, 
movements have additional discourse functions N~ds ~l~uon ~ewforlc. _This paper presents evidence that head 
baclcchannels. In addition, changes in head orie~tation mark ~i}ts fr~~ _und~uon asd~onver~al requests for listener 
movements functi . . . . . m lrect to lrect discourse, and other head 
space. ~si~ sU:t~:~~~~~~~v~om~~~~t~f ~~n~:!J~f~~r~!~ t:r is, they_ locabete an absent re~erent in abstract 
such as tntens1fteation. Y meanmgs yond afftrmauon and negation 

~r~ba Jo McGIDDis (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Bmding and lethal ambiguity: Evi~nce from Georgian (Session 18) 

Rizzi's (1986) · · 
Georgian R. ':~nmg arguments for a representational view of grammar collapse in the light of new evidence fi 

~·s ac~u~~~ai~~ i!~r:; ~~~;~~:::!~~ ~~;~e~~i;!~~~~~ :~~~~~:~~~~ a ~on~;ti~?n chains.":; 

:'~=-~:~P:=ts ~!i~~a~~ ~~~~a~onal yiew of chains f~ls to account for th:nun~ma1~c~li~ ~~\~)~ 
binding cases is best stated derivationally. y Itself ts not ungrammaucal. Moreover, the correct account of the illicit 
(I) fi ... lt» .. Yi ... r ... ) 
Movement conforming to (I) is grammatical in a G r · · d · · 
c-commands the direct ob. in . ba . . eo g~an passJve- . attve, as well as tn Gennan. The indirect object 
10 I th . ~t ~~ se posiUOn, but when the DO ratses to subject position it can bind the intervenin 
r4~idis::a:ith a:l (l~e~~~~m~~~m~~:~/ ~~~~~e~~t:c~dent moves ffr~ly over the ;naphor without becomin: 
may cross . te . v IS a property o .eature movement only so free movem l 
unavailable mso ~::~u.:ef~n :e ill~cit ~nding cases of Italian, Japanese, and Albanian: free movemen:~s 
of these eff~ts follows naturall E . . ~ummg at antecede~ts and anaphors share D-features, a derivational account 
attraction: the target cannot disti~g· uis~U::!Itstant artheguments beanng the sa~e ~-features constitute a lethal ambiguity for 

ween arguments, and the denvauon crashes. 

::: ~ McG1 t(U'DD~ AI~ Mara~tz, ~ Jay Mehta (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
. " .... ppe mversny of Caltfom1a-San Francisco) 

lmDglllg the mental laicon 
(Sessioa IS) 

:;::mine the roles of lexicality and word frequency in a lexical decision task, using behavioral and MEG tests Each 
a higher~/'::~=~~=~~;~~)~ n?npronounceable. non~ord ~NN) conditions. Behavioral results i~dicaue 
should detect this di tine . hortl • . ecung an early NN ldenuficau~n reported to occur in visual cortex. MEG 
attributed to w s u~ s . Y. after stt~ulus onset. Meanwhile, RT IS higher for PNs than for words an effect 
A recent MEG~ ~uency. RJ IS higher for mfrequent than for fr~u~nt ~ords, with PNs resembling infrequ~nt words. 
with additional s u y lsugg~~ at .one locus of the word/non word dlstmcuon is in the 'mouth' area of the central sulcus 
early (-180ms}=1~ ~ ~?:~~ete=~o:!e ~ur pilot MEG tests support some of these results. We find ar: 
sui he r po or words only, and a later (-500 ms) response in the central 
fro~usth, ew re amp Jtudbe and latency <J!stinguish words from nonwords. The distinction between words and PNs arises 

presence or a sence of a lexically stored fonn wh ·le th d. · · be · 
arises from differe · dJ. . ' 1 e ISUncuon tween htgh- and low-frequency words 
im"""""' contribuu!loncestolthen stthorage aofnleo~ retneval of stored forms. Thus the research reported here constitutes an 

"""-" eory Jucal storage and retneval. 

John McWhorter ~ni~ersity of California-Berkeley) 
The essence of creollzallon. or 'Yes. Virginia. there is a creole protorype' (Session 31) 

~ ':~ming a.mau~. of common consensus in creole studies that strictly speaking, creol~ tanguag~ is a sociohistorical 
features S:~~~~:~tl~ o:~r ~Y autho~s hav~ concluded that_ since all of the features sometimes considered 'creole' 
1alce issue 'th thi . . I guag~, creol~ c~not ~considered a valid typological class. This presenlation will 
SOCiohistori:. on s ~rea:mg y ~'f Idea, chummg that '".fact, creole is a linguistic and typological tenn as well as a 
(2) . e. reo es are eon Y languages extant wh1ch have (I) no or all but no inflectional mo h 1 and 
wi~u:e:::~v~i~hita:~uh co~tras~one. Thus Chinese dif~ers cr~~ially in its t~nal system, whi~ :.~~:U.ge 
Various authors (e.g. btau~~S:llt~2 M ~ langU:99ge6s)hhave both mflecuon and tone, _but only creoles have neither. 

• u wene ave come to see creole genes1s as essentially a gradual, rela-



lively nondisruptive development of a lexifier, with simplification and reinterpretation marginal comributors. However 
my findings suggest that this model neglects the essence of creole genesis. Absence of inflection and tone in~ 
simplifacation and reinterpretation to a massive degree, alien to the development of Yiddish from German, and 
encowttezed in no full languages in the world but creoles. 

Barbra Meek (University of Ariwna) 
Reduplication in Nancowry: A reanalysis 

(Sessio.IJ) 

Monosyllabic verb roots in Nancowry, a Nicobarese language, have been claimed to undergo reduplication 
(Radhakrishnan 1981). Typically, reduplication involves a change in meaning (Moravcsilc 1978, Marantz 1982) lW! tbc 
redup1icant must be a prosodic category (McCarthy & Prince 1995). However, Nancowry verb formation does not 
adhere to either of these criteria First, there is no change in the meaning of the verb, as in vacuous reduplication cases. 
Second, the so-called reduplicant is not a prosodic category. For example, 
(1) Verb Root Verb Form 

(a) yak 'to conceive' ?uk- yak 'to conceive' 
(b) cim 'to cry' ?im - cim 'to cry 
(c) IUS 'to weed' ?i - tllS 'to weed' 

(1a, 1b) show that the matching elements are the codas of the input syllable and output syllables. (lc) shows the 
mau:hing element to be a place feature, (coronal]. That is, both the high vowel [i] and the consonant (s} have the same 
place feature, [coronal]. Neither a consonant nor a place feature is a prosodic category. My analysis resolves this 
dilemma by reassessing the base-reduplicant relation as an input-ou1put relation within Optimality and Correspondence 
Theory (McCanhy & Prince 1993, 1995). In particular, l show that monosyllabic verb roocs have an added syllable based 
on a constraint requiring verbs to be minimally disyllabic. I account for matching elements between the input and output 
forms with correspondence constraints pertaining to identity. Thus, this analysis resolves the problem raised for 
traditional reduplication accounts by eliminating the need to consider a reduplicative template. It also offers a new 
approach to analyzing vacuous reduplication. 

Me&an E. Melaa~oa (Louisiana State University) 
The Creole French Comti'UUiity in LouisiaM: Attitudes ll!ld cultural identity 

(Session 34) 

The status of the Creole French language in Louisiana is uncertain at best. The presence of several varieties of French 
without clear cut linguistic boundaries has led to confusion on many fronts. The uncertainty surrounding the term 'creole' 
and its evolution throughout the last two centuries have worsened the confusion and perhaps accelerated the procw of 
assimilation which this language seems to be undergoing with respect to both English and cajun French. Such basic 
issues as who still speaks Creole French, when they use it, its status in the community and in the wider anglophone 
commwtlty, the value given this language, and the number of speakers have remained in abeyance wttil this point in 
time. This paper presents results from responses taken from 240 questionnaires administered to African-Americans ill 
two areas in south Louisiana. By analyzing these responses, a more complete picture will be obtained of the Louisiana 
Creole community in terms of attitudes toward the language, sense of belonging in the community. identity, linguistic 
competence, and the networlc of Creole speakers. 

Liw Mea• (University of Colorado) 
Audrey L. HoUand, Michael Gottfried, & Merrill F. Garrett (University of Arizona) 
Pragmatic effects on locative encoding in aphasic and normal speech 

(Sessiolt 5) 

The pragmatic faciOI' of infe"ability of information has a strong effect on the expression of spatial relationships, and this 
aspect of pragmatics appears to be relatively preserved in aphasia. Four nonfluent and four fluent aphasic subjects and 
seven controls described pictures of two or more household objects. For 'counter-expected' orientations, e.g. a chair with 
its back to a dinette table, all 29 control responses and 24 of 32 aphasic responses tried to encode the spatial relation ex
plicitly, although errors in occurred 75% of the aphasic attempts. In pictures displaying 'expected' orientations, only 10 
of 32 control responses and 3 of 32 aphasic responses explicitly encoded the locative relation; more typical was e.g. 'a 
table and chair' for the dinette table with the chair facing it When the spatial relationship depicted was neither expected 
nor cowtr.er-eltpected (a clothes hanger lying near the head of a bed), location was explicit in 22 of 22 control responses 
but only 10 of 24 aphasic responses. Normals also showed effects of stimulus order and syntactic priming (these facron 
were held constant for aphasics). 

Melinda Menzer (Furman University) (Session %7) 
Utramque linguam. uitklicetlatinam et anglicam: £/fric's Grammar ofEn£1ish 

In the preface to his GramnuJr, written around 995, £lfric states that his text teaches both Latin and English grammar 
('utramque linguam, uidelicet latinam et anglicam'). Yet modem scholars, most notably Law (1987) have claimed that 
while that the Grammar is the first grammar of Latin written in a vernacular language, it is not a grammar of English. I 
argue that these scholars do not recognize the Grammar as a grammar of English because they incorrectly base their 
definition of a grammar on the model of Latin grammars used by English-language speakers. .£lfric' s discussion of 
English does not focus on inOectional morphology; instead it concentrates on making English-speaking readers aware of 
the grammatical sttucture of English, introducing them to word classes, semantic categories, and derivational morpho&-

ogy. Perhaps the definitive proof that £Jfric' s readers also saw his text as an English grammar is the presence of 
twelfth-century French glosses in one _manuscript of the Grammar. These glosses, published by Hunt (1991), indicate 
&hat at least one reader not only recognized the Grammars a grammar of English, but composed the first French grammar 
in the margins of the manuscript in emulation of £lfric. 

,JasoD Merchant (University of Califomia·Santa Cruz) 
Pronominal ld!-traces under sluicing 

(SessioD 11) 

Sluices ~ch as that in (1), wh~re the ~teceden~ IP itself ~ontains a wh-trace, pose a prima facie problem for the 
LF-copymg aPplOOCh to generaung.the mterpretation of a slutce proposed in Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloslcey (1995). 
In the~ analysts, an an~tiP ·~copied under the null complementizer heading the CP of the sluice; for (I), this 
operation produces the LF m (2), wbtch contains the unbound trace of what. 
(1) The repon details what Microsoft did and why. 
(2) ... lcp what1 (Ip Microsoft did till and [cp why (Jp Microsoft did t)]] 
In th!s pa~ •. I show !hat the proper inte'll':etations for such sluices can be derived from LFs like (2), and that these LFs 
~vide addiuo~ evtdence for ~e operauon of vehicle change proposed in Fiengo and May (1994). Vehicle change 
licenses a chan~ tn the (pronommal} value of a DP under reconstruction; here, the [-pro} wh-ttace is reconstructed as its 
(+pro) prononunal ~~under IP-copy. Elttending Fiengo and May (1994) and Kennedy's (1996) investigations of 
wh-traceS un~r.VP-ellipsts,l show that wh-traces under IP-ellipsis behave like pronouns and not variables with respect 
both to the Bt~~g Theory .and to mo~ement theory. The analysis extends to apparent cases of coordination in Spec-CP 
as we~l. ~xplammg o.therw1se mystenous cooccurrence restrictions first noted in Bolinger (1978). These and similar 
coordinatiOns are subjeCt to further restrictions bearing on theories of directionality of ellipsis (cf. Wilder 1995). 

Miriam Meyerhoff (University of Pennsylvania) 
Pronou doubling and deletion in Bislama: Towards an account of predicate marking 

(Session 35) 

~ubled subject pronouns can be analyzed either as the second pronoun being the predicate marker or the fust pronoun 
bemg_ roc:~ (and the ~cate marker i assimilating with the preceding high vowel). Data from 17 spea1cers showing 
the ~~~tnbuuon and rela~ve freque~c~ of ~ronouns, focused and zero subjects in different syntactic and discourse 
~bOOS suggest that neither analys1s ts entirely correct. I suggest the so-called predicate marker is in fact a marter of 
subject-verb agreement. Agreen:tent requires that there be a formal distinction in all persons between sg and pl. Thus, in 
1s and 2s the agreement marker 1s zero. 

Miriam Meyers (Metropolitan State University) 
The pleasures, perils, and promise of the language and gender course 

(Session 26) 

C~s on language and gender first appeared in college curricula just over 20 years ago. Drawing students in for a 
vanety of reasons, such courses offer an excellent opportunity not only to examine an area of active research but also to 
teac~ b~ COJ_Icepts about ~gua~e and variation to nonmajors. Yet the task of doing both is a daunting one. This 
sess10n will provtde a.retrospective p~cture of my experience teaching an undergraduate language and gender course for 
the past ,15 years. I wil! draw on fmdings of a rec~t ~rvey of students completing the course during that period. These 
students reports of the un?act of th~ course?" theu hves document the promise--and pleasures--of teaching a course on 
language and gender. Perils to be discussed mclude problems of course naming, materials selection, and tone-setting. 

Bettina Mlge (Ohio State University) (Session 37) 
Property items ill NdyuluJ and its Kwa substrate 

Property items in Creoles have figured prominently in the literature since their behavior is distinct from those of their 
bif~ers .. The discussion has ~marily focused on the categorical status of property items, (Sebba 1986; Seuren 1981, 
I986; W!nford 1993, 1996) wh1le only Alleyne (1980) conducted research on the origin of their behavior. He finds 
~ystem~uc paralle!s between Kwa and Creoles,_h~wever, states th~t 'a penetrating examination' of this question is 
unposstble due to the absence of adequate descnpuons of West Afncan languages'. This paper aims to follow up on 
Alleyne's wort by investigating property items in the Ndyulca cluster (Aulcan, Paramalca, Aluku) and its Kwa substrate. 
The Ndy~ ~were drawn from (I) recordings of natural speech and (2) elicitations from native speakers. The Kwa 
data .were elic_ued ~m speakers of G~ and A lean. The present study suggests the following facts about Creole grammar 
and Its g~neSJs .. Fust, contrary to clatms by researchers such as Bickerton (1973), Sebba (1986), and Seuren (1986), 
propertr 11ems m Creoles do not form a homogenous class but include items with different syntactic and semantic 
propertte~. Second •. the heterogeneity in the syntactic and semantic behavior of property items in Ndyuka is also 
reflected m Gbe. Thtrd, the languages of the initial years of the contact situation seem to have had a greater influence on 
the.grammar of the Creole~ those that came later. Speakers of Gbe made up up to 70% of the slaves in Surinam 
dWUJg the first 70 years, while the number of Akan slaves only increased to over 60% after that period (Arends 1995). 

D. Gary MiUer (University of Florida) 
From smtJII clause to ECM in the history of English 

(Session 16) 

Recent accounts of the innovation of Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) in English are deflcienL Lightfoot (1991) claims 



that (1) ECM was innovated in Middle English (ME) and all occurrences in Old English (OE) are ungrammatical; (2) 
ECM was not generalized from BE expansions of small clauses (SCs) because OE had no SCs; and (3) ECM COUld IIOt 
develop until the to infinitive was present to transmit case and government properties. For Roberts (1995), to was ill 
COMP until the 16th century, entailing that the passive to infinitive, to which Fischer (1995) largely auributes ECM, 
developed over three centuries prior to grammaticization of to as an infinitive. This paper shows that (1) SCs 81 
complements to bridge verbs were inherited from IE; (2) SCs remained a normal nonfinite complement in OE; (3) as ill 
Japanese, Latin, Old Norse, etc., SCs allowed BE expans•on (late OE also admitted HAVE in ECM); (4) SlructuraJ 
evidence (e.g. NEG placement and to gapping) suggests that to was the head of IP by the end of the 13th century; 
however, (5) since the earliest examples of ECM in OE did not use the to infinitive, it could not have been insuumentai 
in triggering ECM; (6) in ME to split off from the to-less infinitive, which became restricted 10 LaJsonian sbeU 
structutes, e.g., I saw them go and modals (/ can go); (7) as a full nonfinite clause structure, to was favored b}' ECM but 
even in late ME not obligatory; (8) by recent accounts of ECM (e.g. Pesetsky, Martin, Koizumi, Bo~ovif), it is not 
accidental (as it is for Lightfoot) that the best examples of ECM in ME and NE, and the only ones in OE, conrain IN:, 
~.or a stative verb; specifically, (9) in OE, as m Modem French, bridge verbs selected [+Tense) infmitivals; lhe 
innovation was to select [-Tense) infinitivals; and (lO) the change was being completed during the Wyclif era. 

Jason P. Mlller (Georgetown University) (Sessloll21) 
Selective convergence and ethnic identities: Evidence from third person =.I in a Native American community 

1be presence or absence of third person -s in vernacular dialects has proven to be a versatile marker of region, status, and 
ethnicity in American English for well over a century now. The current study investigates third person -s production in 
Lumbee Vernacular English, a Native American speech community in Robeson County, NC. The social composition of 
Robeson County--roughly one-third African American, one-third European American, and one-third Native Amaic:ao
constitutes a unique opportunity to examine ethnic associations and possible changing roles for third person -s in a 
triracial community. Using a cross-ethnic, cross-generational sample, I show how the presence or absence of -s minors 
the complexity of the past and current social relations among the three ethnic groups. A quantitative study of thin1 
person -sin the context of various classes of NPs, including coordinate NPs (e.g. me and Natalie), collective NPs (e.a. 
people), regular NPs (e.g. Brian, the women), and pronouns (e.g. she, he), shows the differential social signifkance of 
third person -s presence or absence for the three communuies. While the European American community tends to 
include -s, and the African American community tends to delete -s m the third person, the Lumbee production seems to 
favor that of the European American community. 

Michael Montgomery (University of South Carolina) (SessionU) 
18th-celllury Sie"a Leone English: Another exported variety of AAE? 

RecenUy linguists have learned much about 19th-century African-American English from disparate sources--interviews 
with Liberians whose ancestors left the U.S. in antebellum days (Singler 1992, inter alia), letters from black Civil War 
soldiers (Montgomery et al. 1993), and interviews in remnant communities of expatriate African Americans in the 
Dominican Republic (Poplack &. Sankoft) and Nova Scoua (Poplack & Tagliamonte 1991). Data from remnant 
communities, however isolated they may have been, provide an uncertain time depth. Despite claims that we may tee 
some details of 'early Black English' from such studies, these have lacked confirmation from contempcr.uy sources. The 
Afro-Canadian community in Nova Scotia originated from blacks brought from the Caribbean and by AmericaD 
ex-slaves fleeing the colonies in the aftermath of the British surrender. A set of colloquial documents has come 10 liPt 
that offers a profile of the language of freed blacks who lived in Nova Scotia in the 1780s before migrating 10 Siena 
Leone. These comprise 41 letters and petitions written from 1791 to 1800. Until now. it has been unclear haw or 
whether confumation might be sought for extrapolauons from contemporary studies of Nova Scotian Black English IQ) 
the past. Preliminary analysis of these documents identifies morphological features that will be compared to exislina 
studies of remnant communities of Afro-Canadian and African-American English speakers. 

Timothy Mooder (University of North Texas) 
A double passive construction in Klallam 

(Sessa 4) 

Klallam, a Coast Salishan language with only a very few remaining native speakers, has two passive construCtions. 
What is unusual, perhaps unique, is that both passives can occur m the same clause. In the primary passive the 
intransitive subject has a semantic role corresponding to the ~ object of the active counterpart while the agent 
subject of the active counterpart appears in this passive as the object of the general oblique preposition~ The 
secondary passive applies only to ditransitive stems. The intransitive subject has a semantic role--typically paaient
corresponding to the seconda[y object of the active counterpart while the corresponding subject of the active is indica&cd 
by a genitive pronominal affix. In an active ditransitive the primary object is the recipiem/beneficiary/source .. ~ 
prim.-y passive of a ditransitive has this role in the nominative and the agent the object of a general oblique JXq)OSibOIL 
The secondary passive of a ditransitive has the patient in the nom mauve and the agent in the genitive. The ~ 
passive can apply to a stem formed by the primary passive. In th1s case the patient is in the nominative, the agent IS 
oblique, and the recipient/beneficiary/source is m the genitive. 

Charles Morrill (Indiana University) 
Stmgo revisited: The comparison of a creolized lingua franca to irs source 

(Session 30) 

Sango, the national language of the Central African Republic, has long been extolled as a rare example of an 
'African-based creole language'. Known primarily through the prolific works of William Samarin, Sango is widely 
considered 10 have originated as a pidginized variety of Ngbandi (Niger-Congo) which emerged as the result of intense 
lin~istic contact among a multitude of native and expatriate ethnicities during the colonial period. Although a 
C()IISiderable am~nt of research has been carried out on San go, a systematic comparison of Sango and Ngbandi has yet 
10 be d~ne: Th1s paper. seeks 10 address this lacuna, focusing primarily on the verbal systems of the two languages. 
Ngbandi,like all Ubang1an languages, makes extensive use of tone in denoting the various TAM categories. 1be most 
salient grammatical differences between these two languages stems from the near total absence of grammatical lOne in 
Sango, which has necessitated the fixed use of free adverbial morphemes, most of which are present, but optional, in 
Ngbandi. This paper demonstrates that there is considerably more overlap in the grammar of these languages than one 
woul~ expect to fi~d .between a c~l~ language and its purported source. Contrary to Samarin's theory of a pidgin 
genests for Sango, tt ts proposed m th1s paper that Sango began as a simplified, vehicular variety of Ngbandi which, 
since independence in 1960, has been undergoing the process of creolization. 

Sali.koko S. Murwene (University of Chicago) 
Black English and the mass media: Insights into AAVE's development 

67 
(Session 32) 

In this paper I attempt to infer, from sociohistorical considerations and from comparisons of older and cunent texts, the 
development path of AA VE. I argue that the texts from Caribbean English creoles, on which some scholars have 
capitalized, constitute only indirect, comparative evidence, relatively weak compared to the more direct diachronic 
evidence from the Slave Narratives,Ex-Slave Recordings, and 19th-century transnational offshoots of AA VE, viz., 
Saman4 English, Uberian Settler English, and African Nova Scotian English. We could make more judicious use of 
18th-ce~~ texts documen~ by Walter Brasch in Black English and the Mass Media ( 1981), keeping in mind (I) that 
the social htstory of the Umted States does not suggest assuming that basilectal varieties were common in the 18th 
century, nor (2~ that the~ was ever~ time when such a basilectal 'creole' sociolect was spoken unifmnly and universally 
by any generauon of African-Amencans. (3) The development of present-day AA VE probably continued until the Great 
Migrations of the early 20th century. All things considered, the Decreolization Hypothesis is based on equivocal 
eviden~, whose interpre':lltion in light of sociohistorical evidence at best suggests that AA VE developed according 10 the 
same kind of restructunng program that produced its kin creole varieties, from similar inputs, but in a different 
ethnographic ecology, hence its different kind of outcome. 

M. Lynne Murphy (University of the Witwatersrand) 
Why adjectives occur (or don't) in measure phrases 

(Session 14) 

In Gem_wtic languages, some measure phrases (MPs) have adjectives (5 meters long), while others don't (1#50kg heavy), 
presenu?g a puzzle--what is special about the adjectives and measurements that co-occur? This paper pursues a 
pragmauc approach 10 the problem. This approach not only explains the differentiation between adjectiveful and 
adjectiveless MPs, but also explains the occurrence of adjectives in other measuring contexts. Two factors determine 
w~th.er MPs take adjecti~es. The first is the adjective's semantics, based on a scalar model that treats gradable 
adJOCUVes as 2-place prediCates. However, the semantic approach, while necessary, is not suffiCient to explain much of 
the data. In the other cases, the means of measurement determines whether the adjective is needed. 1be solution is 
pragmatic: adjectives only occur where they resolve ambiguities. This explains why the adjectiveful cluster into two 
~gories, space and time, since those categories can be measured in a number of different dimensions, using the same 
umts of measuremenL One reason why adjectival MPs may be particular to the Germanic languages is that the adjectives 
encode dimensional information that is often encoded in measuring verbs in other languages. Thus, this paper 
demonstrates again that peculiar linguistic structures can exist because of the communicative needs of the users, rather 
than the structural needs of the language (and the mental faculties it represents). 

Scott Myers (University of Texas-Austin) 
Surface underspecijication in the phonetic implementation of tone in Chichewa 

(Session 2) 

High to.nes in B~~ lang~ges are. phonologically active, while low tones are phonologically inert. One way of 
accounung for th1s lS assummg that m these languages the contrast is a privative one between high tone and no tone. I 
argue i~ this paper that in the B~tu language Chichewa this underspecification extends to the surface representation as 
well: h1gh tones are fo targets, while the fo of other syllables is determined by nonlinear time-dependent interpOlation. In 
a sequence of two high tones separated by toneless syllables, fo falls after realization of the fiJSt peak toward the current 
bottom of the pitch range. Fo flattens out if it reaches that bottom, and it rises again once the next peak comes into the 
one-syllable loolc-ahead window available in the left-to-right evaluation. The prediction is that the fo value of toneless 
syllables will be a function of the fO value of the surrounding high tones, the fQ value of the bottom of the pitch range, 
and the duration of the period between the high tones. An experiment was designed to test this claim. Three speakers 
produced the following three sentences: 



(1) Ml6nda &nay&nba I &nayenera 14malepher~tsa kuny~nya. 
'watclvnan begins I must I prevents goof off 
~watchman begins to goof off./ must goof off./ prevents (someone) from goofing off.' 

Tbe sentences differ in the number of syllables that separate the medial two high tones. The speakers produced these 
sentences at two different speech rates (to increase variability in the inlerpeak period}, at two different loudnesses, and as 
a question and as a statement (to vary pitch range and the value o~ the bottom of that. ~~e). The results. support the 
surface underspecification hypothesis. All else being equal, the d1p between peaks dimm1shed as the period between 
them grew shorter. In utterances with high pitch range, the dip bottomed out at that bottom. The fo value of high tones, 
on the other hand. was unaffected by the period separating them. 

Kojlro Nabeshima (University of California-Berkeley} 
Aspect-based split ergativity and two progressives in lngush 

(Sessiob 11) 

Ingush, a language of the north Caucasus and a close sister of Chechen, has a predominantly ergative case marking 
system with an aspect-based split that includes an unusual opposition of two progressive tenses which differ formally in 
alignmenL This paper describes the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic differences between the two present progressives. 
Universals of case marlcing in split ergative systems are confirmed by the lngush progressives, and in addition the 
syntactic differences show that a category of topic has been grammaticalized and is implemented by the opposition of 
progressives. (Ia} illustrates the absolutive-agent (AA) progressive and (lb) the ergative-agent (EA}: 
(1) (a) daa je Icin~ jaaz-D 113 ~ 

father-ADS this boolc-ABS writing IS (V < lass, agreeing with Father) 
'Father is writing this book.' 

(b) daa-z je Icin~ jaaz-D-i13 ~ 
father-ERG this boolc-ABS writing is (D<Iass, agreeing with book) 

'Fadicr is writing this book.' 

Aathoby J. Naro (Federal University of Rio de Jane1ro) 
Variable concord in Portuguese: The situaJion in Braztl and Portugal 

(Sessioll 35) 

Nonstandard dialects of Brazilian Ponuguese throughout the country show certain variable agreement or concord 
phenomena that are of disputed origin. In this paper we review historical evidence for European origins of loss of 
agreement and maJking in Ponuguese, tracing developments from pre Latin umes to. pre-Classical Portuguese. we.lhen 
present evidence of the presence of these variable agreement phenomena, previOusly supposed to be exclusively 
Brazilian, in the ordinary speech of Ponugal. Although infrequent. attestations crop up in a wide range of sources of dala 
on Portuguese such as in the recordings made for the linguistic atlas ALEPG. While the existence of variable agreement 
in Ponugal is categorically denied by most linguists and native speakers , this is just one more case of intuitions that do 
not correspond to reality. 

NaDcy Nledziekki (University of California-Santa Barbara) 
Social factors and phonetic percepticn 

(Sessloa. 17) 

111e effect that perceived social factors has on the perception of sociolinguistic variable is examined. Fifty Detroit-area 
~dents were given a listening I8Sk in which they were asked to choose from a set of six resynthesized vowels the ooe 
that best matched the vowels of a fellow Detroiter. Some subjects were told that the speaker was a Canadian, while 
others were told that she was from Detroit. It was found that varying the perceived nationality of the speaker influenced 
the perception of the speaker' s vowels. Stereotypically Canadian vowels were heard if the subjects thought the speaker 
was Canadian, while more standard vowels were heard 1f the subjects thought she was from Detroit. 

Ma•~~ela Noske (University of California-Davis) 
Feature spreadjng as dealignment 

(Sessioa 22) 

In this paper we claim that feature spreading ts dealigning and so is avoided under pressure from an existinJ 
CRISPEOOE constraint (IU> & Mester in press). The case m point is dorsal fricative assimilation in German. The dorsal 
fricatives (~) and [x) are in complementary distribution: (x] occurs after a back vowel, [~) elsewhere. We assume that 
dorsal fricatives are specified as [-back] in the input and that [x] results from assimilation to a preceding beck vowel. We 
posit the constraint CVLINKAGE which requires a back vowel and a following dorsal consonant to share a single 
specification [+back]. CVLINKAGE is ranked higher than IDENT-10 ([back]) which penalizes any change in lhe 
underlying backness specification of a dorsal. Dorsal fricauve assimilation does not apply in compounds or to the dorsal 
fricative of the diminutive suffix -chen which we treat as a separate prosodic word of German (Iverson & Salmons 1992, 
Wiese 1996). We argue that the application of fricauve ass•milauon is constrained by CRISPEOOE (PrWd). Since 
spreading from a stem-fmal back vowel to the following dorsal results in a blurred word edge, it is ruled out, becaUSe 
CRISPEDGE (PrWd) is ranked higher than CVLINKAGE. The constraint CRISPEOOE (PrWd) is independentlY 
motivated in German by syllabifiCation processes; the normally allowable process of gemination is inhibiced across a 
prosodic word boundary in compounds and in a prefix-stem domain (Ramers 1992, F~ry 1995). We conclude.thal 
instead of limiting feature spreading directly by requirmg the right or left edge of a feature to coincide with a gJYCII 
grammatical or prosodic constituent (Kircher 1993), spreading can be constrained indirectly when governed by die 
~iples of Generalized Alignment. 

Zelmira Nufiez del Prado (Cornell University) 
Spanish accusativ~ clitics as strong determiners (Session 3) 

In ~is paper we argue that accusative cliti.cs are 'strong' determiners (Milsark 1977, Diesing 1992) at the vern level f 
Unagereka 1995), that encode the sem~uc properti~s of s~ificit~ .and presuppositionality which must be satisfiJcu; 
the Syntax. We follow the base-generauon hypotheSIS for Object Chllcs (Strozer 1976, Jaeggli 1982 Borer 1983 Suncr 
1986, and ~rs) an~ the proposal in Diesing 1992 where the semantics for specifteity of strong de~rminen (~ mo t 
every, a~l) 1s conce1ved in terms of a syntax for. pres~~positionality that . involves. taking VP-extemal scoPe a!J 
undergom~ QR. by LF. W~ propose that accusauve chucs head the funcuonal proJection DP, above VP, and are 
coreferen~ With th.e norm~al compl~ment. to the ~~rbal head that is overt or pro, +Specific and interpreced as 
presuppost~onal by vutue of 1ts assoc1anon w1th the chuc head. We propose that the specificity and presuppositionaJity 
of the nom~nal complement to V ~ resolved structurally through specificity checking (cf. Sufter 1992, Sponiche 1992) 
and_ by. takmg scope over IP (DP m our p~posal .is not CP at the level of the noun--we assume identical functional 
~.JCCllons at the noun an~ verb levels (Cardt~letu &.S~ke 199~). A consequence of our analysis will be to present a 
untfied account ~f ~xtracuon out of an NP w1th a defmlle determmer (Chomsky 1977, Fiengo & Higginbotham 1981 
Bowers 1988, D1esmg 1992) and extraction out of VP with clitic-doubling (Aoun 1981; Jaeggli 1982 1986· Borer 1984, 
Sufter 1986, 1992). ' ' ' 

Hiromi Oda (Indiana University) 
Embodied semantics for mimetic words in Japanese 

(Sessioa 15) 

Japanese mimetic words use sounds to mimic human sensory experiences including the ordinary five senses and the 
kinetic sense, in a similar fashion in which onomatopoeic words imitate natural sounds in the world. Since 
ononwopoeias try 10 mimic sounds in the world with linguistic sounds, there are obvious similarities between the two 
~lhil_l the limitations of the phonological system of the language. In the case of mimetic words, however, they describe 
SJtuallons that do not produce sounds, and there are no obvious connections between the sounds and the sensations that 
the words ~press. Th~, there is a. need f~ a. mechan1sm that mediates the sounds and sensations. This paper proposes 
a hypothesis that theze IS an embodied med18llng process that connects the sound-meaning relations in Japanese mimetic 
words: they are mediated by sensations associated with the production of the sequence of sounds in the words. 
Experimental results that suppon this hypothesis will be reported. 

RichardT. Oebrle (University of Arizona) 
Partial associativity in categorial grammar 

(Session 14) 

Accordi~g to J .. Ho~unan (Coordination and Constituency, Ph.D. thesis, R.U. Groningen, 1994), Dutch displays a 
contrast .m coo~tion betwt;en Bobby J:e~ft twee ~n Boris heefr drie pionnen geofferd 'Bobby has sacrificed two pawns 
and Bons bas sacnfJCed three ~d the Slmllar-lookmg but ungrammatical Bobby heeft twee en Boris heeft drk pio111U!n 
geofferd en schaaA:Jclokkn venueld 'Bobby has two and Boris has three pawns sacrificed and chess-clocks ruined'. This 
subtle di~ctioo is de~vable on standard assu11_1p~ons about coordination in a categorial grammar based on a system of 
t~ ded~coon that en~oys one of the tw~ ~SOC1at1ve laws, but not the other. This system is presented in this paper and 
Situated m the ~ateg~ ~~pe. and 1t IS sho~n how this di~tinction is derivable. Partially associative type systems 
may also be of mterest m mvesugaung asymmetr~es observable m typology and processing. 

Kyoko Hirose Olw-a (Keio University) 
On the mnantic rwtion of ENAJJLEMENJ: A case from Japanese infernally headed re/ativizaticn 

(Sessioa 23) 

Although internally headed relativization (IHR) in Japanese is studied by many (most recendy Ohara 1996, Ohori 1996), 
semantic characterization of pairs of situations which can be expressed by the construction has been problematic. 'Ibis 
paper proposes that the notion of ENABLEMENT adequately describes the semantics of the two clauses in the 
consbUCtion and argues that the notion of RELEVANCY, which Kuroda uses to characterize the construction is not 
suffi~ient (Kuroda 1992 [~976-77]) .• cf. Sperber & Wilson 1995). Kuroda proposes his relevancy condition, whkh says 
that m the IHR cons~cuon the f1rst clause (Sl) must be interpreted pragmatically in such a way as to be directly 
relev~t to the pragmauc content of the second clause (S2). A condition based on the notion of relevancy, however, 
seems mherently too vague to account for all and only acceptable IHR sentences. I propose that in the IHR construction, 
the situation described inS 1 sets the stage and enables the S2 situation to occur. That is, the Sl situation is a necessary 
condition for the S2 situation. The notion of enablement may be paraphrased as 'cause to be possible' or 'make it 
possible'. Note that in contrast to enablement, the cause-result relation is too narrow to capture the semantics of the IHR 
construction. There are other clause-linking constructions in Japanese in which the Sl situation establishes a temporal 
setting for the subsequent situation, suggesting that enablement is an important notion in clause-linkage. By 
demonstrating how the notion of enablement can adequately characterize the IHR construction and other biclausal 
constructions in Japanese, the paper addresses the need to closely look into the notion when investigating semantics of 
clause-linkage. 



Sachiko Ohno (University of Arizona) (Sessioa 13) 
Co"espolllknce theory and compound mimetics in Japanese 

Japanese has a variety of mimetic expressions which represent sounds or manners. Among them, I focus on a mimetic 
compound that has repetitive or continuous meaning, as in (I) and (2). Such compounds are restricted not only 
semantically, but also phonologically. The phonological restrictions cannot be accounted for in terms of altemalions, 
since each stem does not change. Rather, only the combinations that satisfy the requirement can be combined and 
become a compound. Possible candidates compete against phonologically null candidate. If it satisfies the requimnent, 
it wins and compound is available. U it does not, the null candidate wins and compounding has to be given up. In this 
paper, I argue that such phonological restriction can be accounted for with correspondence theory if we extend lhe 
correspondence domains to phonological units such as feet or syllables. 
(1) lwa-koro 1ight (complex) sounds of something rolling and/or clauering' 

gasa-goso 'rattling sounds of something small' 
(2) uro-coro '(something small is) moving/ hanging around' 

dola-bata '(repeating/ continuing) noisy sounds' 

Sberi Pargman (University of Chicago) 
licensing of [back] and [round] in colloquial Tamil 

(Session 12) 

In most versions of derivational, rule-based phonological theory, it has been standard practice to require underlying 
represenlations which contain a minimum amount of phonological information. This requirement has been termed 
LEXICAL MINIMAurY by Steriade (1995), and it ensures that lexical entries are kept as minimal as possible by limiling 
the features underlyingly specified for a particular segment to those which are not predictable. The motivation behind 
this drive to eliminate redundancy has primarily been to provide principled accounts of why segments containing 
nonredundant feature specifications act as triggers for or block phonological processes, on the one hand, while segments 
which are redundantly specified for a particular feature appear to be non triggers or selective targets of such processes, on 
the Other. This paper demonstrates that the concept of lexical minimality cannot be upheld in light of evidence from 
colloquial Tamil regarding the features [back!] and (round]. Specifically, it is argued that (1) it is impossible to provide a 
redundant-free representation of these two features without violating another major tenet of dervational phonology, 
structure preservation (Kiparsky 1985), and (2) the facts are better represented by an analysis which takes into 
coosideration the principle of feature licensing adopted by Ito, Mester. and Padgett (1995) within an optirnality-theorWc 
framework (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993). 

Frederick Parkinson & Mike Cahill (Ohio State University) 
Overgeneratwn in feature class theory 

(Session 22) 

Padgett (1995, 1996) proposes feature class theory (FCT) as an alternative to feature geometry (FG) (e.g. Clements .l 
Hume 1995). Padgeu claims FCT is superior to FG in accounting for 'partial class assimilation'. We argue that not only 
are the cases of partial class assimilation discussed by Padgett not problematic for FG, but that FCT incorrectly prcdjcts 
many unattested assimilations. We demonstrate that FCT allows for assimilations of groups of unrelated features, e.g. 
[nasal] and [back] fO the exclusion of all other features. As such assimilations are unattested, we argue that FCT is not a 
viable alttmative to FG (which excludes such assimilations). 

Rob Pensallini (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Jillg!dll.focus marking as an instance of conlact- and loss-induced change 

(~16) 

Focus marking in Jingulu is a recent phenomenon (less than lhiny years old) that arises from a reanalysis of the ezgaJive 
case-marker under the inOuence of a dominant accusative language, English. The Jingulu focus marker is hoolophonous 
with the ergalive marker, but has a distribution that shows it is clearly a marker of contrastive focus: it occurs optionally 
on any nominal (though usually on demonstratives) in any role when that nominal refers to a new participant, or when 
discourse focus shifts back onto a previously backgrounded participant. 
(1) Wawajarrlcaja-ardu. (2) Wawa-rni jarrka-ardu. 

child run-go child-FOC run-do 
The child is running.' 'The CHILD is running.' 

(3) Wawa-rni warlalcu ngaja-ju. (4) Wawa-rni-rni warlaku ngaja-ju 
child-ERG dog see-do child-FOC-ERG dog see-do 
The child sees the dog.' 'The CHILD sees the dog.' 

The mechanism proposed for the development of Jingulu focus marking is that under the conditions of severe Jan~ 
endangennent common in Australia, learners of Jingulu were exposed to relatively little Jingulu compared to English ID 
their early years. As Jingulu is an aggressively pro-drop language, oven subjects (particularly demonstratives) are 
generally associated with some pragmatic prominence such as contrastive focus. Learners of Jingulu reanalyzed the 
ergative marker as an indicator of contrastive focus within the framework of an accusative language. Eventually, the 
ergative use of /-mil was also learned, but not until/-rni/ as a focus marker had become eslablished in the grammar. Ia a 
thriving linguistic community, such an analytical 'error' on the leamer"s pan would be corrected before the 'error' bec8IJie 
'grammar', but in a community where the language is rarely spoken, such 'errors' may lead to linguistic innovations. 

WUiiam PIIUip (Utrecht University) (Sessioa 10) 
Strong conlimdty and weak reciprocity in child language 

The strong continuity hypothesis, widely accepted in contemporary acquisition theory as a constraint on the acquisition 
of syn&actic principles, has recently been extended in some acquisition research to apply as well to the acquisition of 
semantic principles (though leamability considerations do not support this extension), In this talk experimental evidence 
will be pn:seoled that casts more doubt on the validity of this extension. Using as a test case Dalrymple et al.'s (1995) 
semantic principle called the slrOngest meaning hypothesis, which regulates the assignment of truth conditions to 
reciprocal sentences, it is shown in several experiments using different paradigms that children even as old as 8 years do 
not consistently apply the s1r0ngest meaning hypothesis in their comprehension of simple reciprocal sentences such as 
The cals are tickling each other. Either semantic principles can be acquired gradually or the strongest meaning 
hypothesis requires severe modification. 

Betty S. PhUlips (Indiana Slate University-Terre Haute) 
Lexjcal dijfUJwn is lJfll.lexical analogy 

(Session 16) 

Kiparslty (1995: 641) argues that 'genuine instances of lexical diffusion . . . are all the result of analogical change' and 
contrasts characteristics supposedly shared by lexical diffusion and lexical analogy with those of sound change. I present 
numerous counter-examples to K's claims. (1) Analogical changes affect the least frequent words fJrst, whereas lexical 
diffusion often affects the most frequent words fJrst. (2) Lexical diffusion can affect gradient changes, such as /j/ loss in 
S. Am. English, Ia/ > f;,{m OE, and 18th-<:entury lengthening of [re) before /f, s, 9/. (3) Lexically diffused changes can 
affect the phoneme inventory, as in the creation of new diphthongs in Middle English. 

Kula Pizer (University of California-San Diego) (SessioD 13) 
Epefllhesis and (IIOfl)moraicity: The case of Mohawk weightless {ej 

This paper presents a unified, optimality theoretic analysis of weightless [e) epenthesis in the lroquoian language 
Mohawk. While some epenthetic [e]s behave like underlying vowels with respect to such phenomena as stress 
placement and prothesis, others appear to be invisible to these processes. The main claim of the present analysis is that 
epenthetic [e)s are nonmoraic except in cases where they must act as syllable heads in order for underlying consonants to 
be exhaustively parsed into well-formed syllables. Among the interesting theoretical issues raised by this analysis are 
questions concerning the relationship between deletion and underparsing and the continued need for PARSE constrainl'l, 
construed as distinct from constraints barring segment deletion. 

Marbl Po6nsky (University of California-San Diego) 
Early acquisition of topic-focus structure 

(Session 24) 

This paper examines early stages in the acquisition of information structure (IS) (cf. Vallduvf 1992, Lambrecht 1994) by 
a monolingual Russian child. The fmdings are twofold: (1) the acquisition of IS in the second and third year proceeds in 
distinct stages; (2) there is an early distinction between contrastive and noncontrastive elements in IS. With regard 10 
(1), the paper presents seven successive stages in the incremenlal acquisition of IS. With regard to (2), the paper argues 
lhat lhe child perceives emphatic accent as a separate mechanism of marking contrastive information (as early as 1;5) but 
bas a problem with his on-line production, leading to errors in realizing accent in the right place. Differences in the 
acquisition of noncontrastive and contrastive structure suggest that contrastive information should be recognized as a 
separate component of sentence structure, superimposed on the general information structure as expressed by 
morphosyntax. Given the importance of IS for a unified account of 'free' word order, this study is relevant for both Ll 
acquisition and syntactic theory. 

William J , Poser (University of Nonhern British Columbia) 
Verb classij"u:athm ill Carrier 

(Session 4) 

Athabaskan languages, including Carrier (northern British Columbia), have long been known to have systems of noun 
classification, but the existence of systems of verb classification has received little attention. Sevetal constructions in the 
Stuan/Trembleur Lalce dialect of Carrier involve a higher verb the choice of which depends on the nature of the lower 
verb, thus classifying verbs into several categories. The most complex version of this classification is illustraled by the 
construction 'to keep on V -ing' in which the main verb is followed by the particle za 'only', which in turn is followed by 
one of five pro-verbs. An example is ~jan za 1. etni 'He just keeps on singing', literally 'he-sings only he-says'. The 
categories are: speech act; state (e.g. 'to sleep'); ordinary intransitive (e.g. 'to work'); transitive (e.g. 'to hold'; and 'areal' 
intransitive (e.g. 'to rain' ). Two points are worthy of note. One is the heterogeneity of the features that distinguish the 
five types: speech act vs nonspeech act, state vs nonstate, and valence. The other is the characterization of the 'areal' 
class of intransitive. These are mostly weather-verbs like 'to rain' with no overt subject, but examples exist with oven 
subject (e.g. 'hail falls'), suggesting a semantic rather than syntactic characterization. 



Wbimey Postawl, Barbara Lust, & Claire Foley (Cornell Universlly) 
Lyuo Saowlma .. (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Assessment of children's /uwwledge of inflection and VP-el/ipsis 

'The lheory of continuity pRdicts that knowledge of instantiation of tense and agreement by auxiliaries is continuously 
available to learners. However, natural speech da&a where children omit auxiliaries poses problems. Children's imitation 
oC coordinale verb phrase ellipsis sttuctures with an auJtiliary in the ~ond clause was tested. If they have not integrated 
the modules of knowledge oC inflection, one would expect better success in production of structures with full VPs. 
Children ages 2;7 to S;O achieved superior results reconstructing VP-ellipsis sentences, showed a capacity to reproduce 
VP-eUipsis structures that were never modeled (e.g. 'Ben rubs his arm and so Ernie too' [A W 2;7]), expanded auxiliarie3 
into fuU VPs, and made significantly more main verb inflection errors when the ~ond clause was elided. 'These data • 
evidence for the presence of underlying functional phrase structure in early child grammar that may not always be 
apparent on the surface, thus supporting continuous knowledge of structural principles of inflection. 

Eric Potsdam (University of California-San Diego) 
Syntactic licensing of null VPs 

(Sessioa 1) 

This paper considers the identity of the syntactic licenser of null VPs in VP ellipsis (VPE) contexts in English. Two 
general hypocheses appear in the literature: (1) the licenser is a [+aux) head or (2) it is an overt element in Infl. Although 
these two characterizations are largely indistinguishable in finite clauses, they are not equivalenL This paper presents 
novel evidence in favor of the Infl licenser analysis. First, the Impossibility of VPE in some nonfinite clauses, 
subjunctives and imperatives, demonstrates that the presence of an auxiliary is not sufficient to license a null VP. In 
these clause types, (+aux] elements may be present but since they are not located in Inn, the result is ungrammatical. 
Second, sentential negation not may license a null VP. Viewmg not as an inflectional head, Neg0

, results in a ll8lUral 
extensioo oC the Inn licenser hypothesis. The set of Neg0 and [+ault] elements, on the other hand, is a disconnected list 
of unrelated licensers. The lnfl hypothesis more revealingly eJttends to account for the licensing oC elided VPs by 
negatioo. Finally, ooly the lnfllicenser analysis is appropriate for other languages which permit VPE but which do not 
have identifiable (+aux] elements. The result supportS conceptions of clause structure in which there is a lexical 
projection dominated by an inflectional layer. This layer is Implicated in the syntactic licensing of null VPs. 

Brian Potter (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Topic .focus and l!!ll:.II'Wvement in Western Apache 

(Sessioll 11) 

I inlroduce data on the distribution and interaction of topic, focus and wh- arguments in Western Apache (Athabasltan). I 
argue for an analysis which incorporates a multilayered complementizer system (Rizzi 1995), a landing-site selective 
theory of movement (Beghelli & Stowell 1996), and wh- raising through FocusP (Horvath 1986). I discuss the 
implications of the analysis for theories of Universal Grammar. and argue against the hypothesis that Athabaskan 
arguments are generated as adjuncts (Willie & Jelinek 1996). 

Ljiljana Propvac (Wayne State University) 
'Negalivization' and Mgative 'logophors' 

(Session lO) 

Negative words in negative concord languages, e.g. Italian (ll) and Serbo-Croatian (SC), occur unlicensed in basically 
the same (nonargurnenl) positions in which unlicensed reflexives (logophors) occur. See (1) and (2), leading to the 
generalization in (3): 
(1) She gave both Brenda and myself a diny look. cf. *She gave myself a dirty loolc. 
(2) Ic Comprcso solo rose e nessun garofano. cf. *Compreso nessun garo[0110. 

SC: Kupitu samo rule i nijedan karanfil. cf. *Kupi{u nijedan lc.aranfil. 
'(I) will buy only roses and ntJ carnations.' cf. 'I wilt buy no carnations.' 

(3) Where ann-word is in a position to negativize (mark negative) the predicate, negative concord is obligatory in It 
and SC, and logophors are prohibited. Conversely, where n-words are in (nonargument) positions from which they 
cannot negativize the predicate, they can occur unlicensed (negative concord actually being prohibited). Thus what 
refluivization is for reflexives (Reinhart & Reuland 1991, 1993), negativization is for n-words. Not only are n-words 
and refluives governed by essentially the sa.me principles, but the distinction between Standard English and negative 
concord languages proves to be only superficial. Moreover, it is possible that negative idioms (such as 'budge an inch', 
'lift a finger') are equivalents of inherently reflexive predicates (e.g. 'behave oneself), pushing the parallel even further. 

Tim Pulju (Rice University) 
Ifldo.Ewopea11 'jaw', 'cheek', 'chin' 

(Session 16) 

Skt. Mnu- 'jaw' is anomalous in comparison with its IE cognates (e.g. Gk. genus 'jaw', 'cheek1 in that it has an initial 
aspirate. This anomalous pattern occurs elsewhere, e.g. Skt. duhitdr- 'daughter' vs Gk. thugdtu, and has been explained 
as reflecting the PIE sequence velar stop plus a-coloring laryngeal. However, Gk. genus and other cognateS cannot 
derive directly from a root •g'Aen(u)-. since they do not evidence any a-coloring effects on the vowel of the first syllable. 

12 

Laryngeal mettthesis is a phenomenon attested in, for enmple, the inanimate 'fire' root: Hitt. pahhur, Toch A por < 
•peAur, Ok. ptfr, Tach B pllwar < •puAr. Applying it to 'jaw' allows us to reconstruct •genAu· as the basic form; Skt. 
h4nu- reflects a form with metathesis of the laryngeal to the first syllable. This explanation also accounts for anomalies 
such as the double M of Germanic (e.g. Goth. kinnus 'cheek') and the second-syllable a of some forms (e.g. Ok. gn4thos 
'jaw', 'cheek'). 

Geoffrey K. Pulu .. (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Arnold M. Zwicky (Stanford University/Ohio State University) 
Licensing of prosodic feaJwes by syntactic rules: The key to Auxiliary Reduction 

(Session 12) 

Auxiliary reduction (e.g. she's for she is) is well known 10 be blocked before sites of VP Ellipsis (•She's usiUJI/y home 
when he 's), pseudogapping (•It's dai"g rntJre for me than it's for you), wh- movement (•I wondl!r where he's now?), etc. 
Most recent accounts have connected this to empty categories, but they generally fail to predict correctly on subdeletion 
examples (•She's a better scientist than he's [NP an [QP I] engineer]) or eJtamples with subject-auxiliary inversion 
rHe's taller than's his friend [AP 0]). Previously unnoticed is the relevance of rejoinder emphasis with too or SO, as in I 
am TOO gonnafU it!. Auxiliary reduction is blocked (•I'm TOO gonnafvc it!)--but here THERE IS NO MISSING OR 
DISPLACED CONS'JTruENT. This observation is the key 10 the constraints on auxiliary reduction. A syntactic condition 
of rejoinder emphasis calls for light accent on the auJtiliary verb and heavy accent on tool so (prosodic conditions of this 
son on syntactic constructioos are not that uncommon). But since (as noted by Selkirk) an auxiliary can reduce only if it 
is completely stressless, there is an irresolvable clash between the requirements of rejoinder emphasis and auxiliary 
reduction. All the other constructions mentioned above also require lightly accented auxiliaries. Thus the distribution of 
reduced auxiliaries can be completely accounted for by Selkirk's sb'esslessness condition--except that there are certain 
left context conditions on cliticization (noted by Kaisse 1983), the only remaining syntactic conditions on reduction: 
auxiliaries cliticize only to subjects, subordinators (than. that), proadverbial so, or wh- words. Our revised analysis 
offers no support for traces; in fact if traces exist, then Selkirk's condition has to be modified rather awkwardly. 

Robia M. Queen (Kent Stale University) (Session 11) 
Twlcish-GermtUt intonation patterns: Evidence of intonation in contact 

While there are many studies examining the influence of cross-linguistic contact on various features of grammar, serious 
exarninatioo into the intonational pauems ofbi- or multilingual communities has been rare (De Botl986). In this paper, 
I present the results of a sbJdy of the intonational patterns of a Gerrnan-Turkish bilingual community in Germany. This 
sbJdy diffezs from previous studies by eJtarnining intonational phenomena as a point of contact and potential change 
which affects the bilingual community as a whole. Based on an examination of conversational data, the results 
demonstrate that bilingual speakers incorporate elements from both Turkish and German in their intonation. Native 
bilingual speakers use two distinct rises in both Turkish and German. One rise (L•HH%) appears to be related to a 
charactmstic German rise, while the other (L%H%) resembles a characteristic Turlcish rise. The rises are used with the 
same relative frequency and have the same pragmatic function in both Turkish and German. Rather than simply a case 
of language transfer and interference, these facts indicate a dynamic interplay between the intonational resources which 
are available to the bilingual speakers. 

Janilla Rad/, (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
On-liM focus interpretation: The distinguished role of topic 

(Session 14) 

How is a sentence with a contrastively focused WOI'd interpreted on-line? I will present experimental evidence from 
Hungarian indicating that (1) the contrast set for the focused item is construcled immediately, and (2) topic plays a 
distinguished role in focus interpretation. Topic will be argued to be helpful in the identiflCalioo of the contrast set for a 
cootrastively focused word, even when the phrase in topic is neither directly relevant to the contrast set itself, nor does it 
introduce any new information. However, if the focused word has a small, lexically specified contrast set. topic does not 
facilitate interpretation. The distinguished role of topic in focus interpretation will be argued to follow from the 
hypothesis that the processor preferentially uses information whose relevance is structurally encoded. Instead of 
searching through the entire left context, the processor needs a 'pointer' to the relevant part of the conteltt. Topic can 
serve as such a pointer, since it is anaphoric to the discourse (von Fintel 1994), and its discourse fWlction is structurally 
encoded in Hungarian 

Paulieo Rijkboek (University ofGroningen) 
Scrambling does ntJt involve Mbvement of the object 

(Session 1) 

As is well-known, an object noun phrase in Dutch may occur both before and after an adverb. In this talk I will present 
evidence that the object does not move over the adverb (which is the traditional analysis), but that the advelb is generated 
in positions to the left or to the right of the objecL The relevant data involve interpretation differences between sentences 
with adverb> object and object> adverb order. If the interpretation differences at issue originaled in leftward movement 
of the object over the adverb, one would eJtpect that an example in which the adverb is topicalized is ambiguous between 
the two readings, because the interpretations of the two original sentences would correspond to different positions of the 
objecL Crucially, however, a sentence in which the adverb is topicalized has only one reading (under neutral intonation); 
that of a sentence with the adverb> object order. This shows that it is not the object that occurs in difrerent positions. 
Instead, it is the relative order of adverb and object, and whether or not the obiect is in scope of the adverb, that 



Yolanda Rivera-CastiUo (University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa) 
Vowel raising in Popiamentu: Substratwn and base language 

(Session 33) 

Enclitic pronouns in Papiamentu exhibit vocalic alternations that are conditioned by_ the tonal_ properties o~ surrounding 
syllables. 'The explanation of these variations presents a challenge to monogeneuc and umversal lheories of Creole 
origin since the restrictions placed on vowel alternations constitute a reinlerpretation of fea~ £J:om both the substratum 
and the base languages. Moreover, individual segmental features from one source (vowel hetght m Romance) are related 
10 individual suprasegmental featureS from another (tone height in West African IB?guages~. contrary 10 the assumption 
that only sets of segmental features are related ind~rectly to suprasegme~tal propetlles. I will p~pose that two el~ 
contributed 10 the creation of Papiamentu's constramts on vowel altemauons: (1) general constramts ~tonal al~ 
from some Bantu languages (one high tone per foot): and (2) Romance feature-based undersJ?CCif•ed defi~tlions for 
vowels in an accentually weak position (jo/ and lui= { +BA<;K. -LO'~'.l ). These gene~ con~nts show a btgh degree 
of compatibility with constraints in the other ~ang~ag~ family. _Addtuonally, the relattonshtp ~tween su~gmental 
featwes and segmental properties suggests an tmphcauonal relauon between feat~re types that ~·II be desc~bed as a set 
of constraints on vowel height. These relations suggest a reevaluation of ~ssum~uons abo~t the mtercon~uon ~tween 
different typeS of phonological information, and of the claim that there IS no d1rect relauon between different lcinds of 
features. 

Claudia Roncarati (Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niteroi) (Session 34) 
Lmaguage in contact and diachronic evidence in Portuguese 

In this paper 1 attempt a comprehensive review of NEG variation in Brazilian Portuguese (BP). "f!'e data consist of 
cooversations recorded by Emmerich (1984) in the Indian Reserve of Xingu (Matta Grosso) and of wntten texts fron tbc 
15th 10 the 17th centuries. The ftrSt half of the paper focuses on NEG acquisition as ~2 by the Xingu In~. and 
reveals the presence of a pidgin feature associated with NEG: the usage of never meanang ?ot (~ N~ 19~) ~n the 
initial stages of acquisition. The second half of the paper presen~ new data on double B?d tnple dtac~~c ~auon of 
NEG and discusses grarnrnaticalization processes and borderlme cases of NE<? conJunc~ons and dtSj~J;DCUOOS. ~n 
addition we discuss cross-dialectal variation of NEG as found in the states of Rto de Janetro,Ceam, Sergtpe, and Rio 
Grande do Sul. Finally, we review the so-called hypothesis of a Afro-American origin of the BP postverbal negation. 

Jobauna Rubba (California Polytechnic State University-San Luis Obispo) 
Modern Aramaic: Endangered language field report 

(Sessioa 4) 

Modem Aramaic (MA), a living, diverse language, a major member of the Semitic family, is seriousl_y e~g~ .. ~ 
warrants attention for this reason, for its typologically rare properties, and for its extreme value to htSIOrical lin~s. 
Yet little modem work on Aramaic exists. The purpose of this paper is 10 bring this i~~rtant language 10 ~e atten~ 
of linguisUc theorists. 'The paper gives an overall sketch of MA plus details of an Iraqt dialect, and summ.-w:s the litlle 
modem research on various interesting aspects of MA, including rare phenomena such as pharyngeal consonants, 
'emphasis' or plwyngealization of larger prosodic units, and nonconcatenative morpholo~~; ~ c~mmoner f~tures of 
theoretical interest such as epenthesis, productive causative mo~hology, gramm~t~ctzaUon ·~ ~temuners and 
prepositions, and the wholesale restructuring of the tense/aspect markmg system: An o~ginal analrsJS JS ~~ p-esented, 
applying semantic and grammaticization theories to the shift of the. Old ~c passtve _an_d ~u~e paruc~ples 10 MA 
preterite and nonpast tense/aspect stems. Tools for detailed ~em~u.c an~y~ts sh~w the s~tia?ty_m meanang bet~ 
the source expression and its current meaning; the constructs subjecUficauon and convenuonalizauon of conversational 
implicature' explicate the stems' acquisition of finiteness and their shift from paniciple to tense/aspect marker. 

Jeffrey T. Ruouer (University of Rochester) 
Kimberly Abbott (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Reraising tM case of object expletives 

(SessioD 3) 

The analysis of sentences like those in (I) has been controversial. Superficially they appear to provide evidence against 
the GB claim A: expletives cannot appear in subcategorized positions. . . . . 
(1) (a) I consider it obvious that you should've done that. (b) I dislike •t that he ts so cruel. . 
Postal and Pullum (1988) (P&P) argue that the expletives in (I) are s_urface <>f?jects, and A_mu~t be a~doned. Rothsle!" 
(1995) (R) argues that these pronouns divide into two classes: one 1s exple~ve~ but predtcaUonal subJeCts not syntactic 
objec&s (la); the other is referential object pronouns (!b): thus, A can be mamtaJned. We argue ~at _both P&P_and Rare 
correcc the expletive pronouns in (1) are all surface objects, as P&P argue, and som~ are (predicatior_W) sub~ts, ~ R 
argues for her fust class; but we agree with_ P&P (contra R) that ~II of ~he pronouns. m ~1) ~ explellve. ~ mtu~~n 
guiding our analysis is that objects in Enghsh are parallel to subJects: JUSt as a subjeCts VP-mtema! thematiC ~·~on 
differs from its surface case position, an object's VP-intemal thematic position differs from its surf-;e case _posa~on. 
Following Johnson (1991), Koizumi (1993), Runn~ ~1995), a~d Lasnik (1995), ~~argue that ~eneral~y m EngliSh ~t 
objects move overtly from their subcalegori~ postu~ to _thetr ~urface case posttton. ~t ~s pro~·~ for us, then, IS 
a nonthematic, nonsubcategorized surface 'object' postuon m whtch an expleuve can restde wtthout vtolaung A. 
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William J. Samaria (University of Toronto) 
Colljlicling IUstories of tM origin of Sango 

(Session 30) 

Two his~ of the ori~ns of Sango, ~ lingua franca of the Central African Republic, are contrasted and evaluated. 
The earbestts my own, smce I have claimed since 1955 that it was in origin a pidgin, and I have in articles (1982 1984 
.1986, 198~) and a book 51989) Pf?vided considerable information to support the argument that it was expatriate~ 
m the servtee ~ ~ earlte~ coloruzers, ~rs. and missionaries--starting in 1887 --who pidginized the Ngbandi language 
on the Ubangt nver, leadmg to the raptd emergence of this new language. The other history, better known in the 
fnlncophone world:. is that of~· D~-Kidiri: who alleges--in a few publications of restricted circulation (1979, 1982, 
1986)--that S~go .•ssues from DendJ (~ v~ety_ of Ngbandi) that was a vehicular language long before ('bien avant') 
Europeans amved m the area. After revtewmg hts arguments, I cite some of the linguistic consequences of his insisting 
~ S_ang~ is ~ly an 'extension' of N~~di with some 'modifications'. The paper raises issues of historiography in 
hJStoncal hngutsucs, of the nature of sctenufic argumentation, and of what a pidgin is. 

Filomeu Sandalo (Massachusetts Institule of Technology) 
D0 incorporalion, bare NP extraction. and tM organization of the CP layer in a polysyntMiic language 

(Session 11) 

This paper ~gues that bare NPs undergo extraction to multiple specifier positions within the CP layer in Kadiw~. a 
polys_yntheuc language (PL) spoken in Brazil, instead of being generated as adjuncts. Baker 1995 argues that PLs 
funcuon on a par with Romance clitic dislocation (CLD), in the sense of Cinque 1990. Under Balcer's hypothesis, clitics 
are generated under Agr nodes, pro is in the argument position of the verb, and NPs are base generated as adjunc&s. The 
proPOSal_ that N!s are adjunc:~ pred~ts tha~ NPs are freely ordered. Nevertheless, the presence of a topic (i.e., 
mformallon fannhar to all parUctpants m the discourse) interferes with word order. Additional evidence that NPs are not 
~generated as adj~ts comes ~ the iD_tpossibility of having subject CLD across a CP boundary, which is possible 
m Romance. 'The posttlons occuptcd by subject NPs favors Rizzi's 1996 analysis of the CP layer. According to Bater 
the <;ondition C 'vio~ons' that cbaracloerize PLs are due to the fact that NPs are adjuncts. If NPs are adjuncts, the empty 
pro m ~n~ postUons do ~ c-command them and Condition C is not actually violated. I attempt an alternative 
~xplanauo_n: thts paper explain~ the app~nt cases of Condition C violation present in Kadiw~u via pronoun (D0 ) 

mcorporatton. Evtdence for oo mcorporatton comes from the Relativized Minimality Constraint (Rizzi 1990) and from 
the lack of determiners co-occurring with NPs. 

Lyaa Sutelmaa• (Stale University of New York-Buffalo) 
Peter Jusczyk (Johns Hopkins University) 
lnfams' sensitivity ro discontinuous dependencies: Evidence for early processing limitations 

(Sessioa 10) 

:'bis paper expl~~ the ~ure ~the processing space in early language acquisition by examining whether 18-month-old 
mfants are senstllve to disconunuous dependenctes. To recognize dependencies between nonadjacent morphemes the 
child must be able to comp~te the co-occurrence of morphemes o~er several syllables. In two experiments using the 
Head Tum Preference Paradigm, 18-month-olds were presented wtth matched versions of passages: a 'natural' version 
where the -ing fonn of the main verb appears with the auxiliary be and an 'unnatural' one with can. In the ftrst study th; 
de~~ent morphemes were SCJ?BrBted by a single syllable verb root, while in the second they were separated by an 
addtuonal 4 syllable adverbtal, e.g. grandma is/can (almost always) singing. Our results indicate that 
18·month-old-infants were sensitive to this dependency when the dependent morphemes are separated only by a single 
syllabi~, but not when a 4 syllable adverb was insened. This suggests that 18-month-old infants possess a limited 
processmg space. There is a second finding which supports this interpretation of our results In the first study 7 of 8 
children who produced two-word combinations showed a strong preference for the natural ~ges, while in the'second 
study, only 3 of 11 children who combined words showed the same preference. This suggests that children who combine 
words have increased their processing space enough to be able to reliably detect dependencies separated by a single 
syllable, but not those that are separated by 5 or more syllables. 

Salvatore Saatoro (City University of New York) 
Puerto Rican Spanish: Evidence of partial restructuring 

(Session 30) 

~is paper provides evidence that many of the distinctive features of the nonstandard Spanish that developed in Puerto 
R1co are the result of the processes of semicreolization, rather than of of creolization as it has been claimed by Bickerton 
and Escalanle (1970) who refer to a widely distributed Spanish-based creole in the Caribbean; by Lawton (1971) who 
asserts that Puerto Rican Spanish, even though it did not pass through a pidgin stage, became a full-fledged creole: and 
by Otheguy (1973) wh~, focusing on the striking syntactic and phonological similarities among the Caribbean creoles, 
proJ?O~S a. monogeneuc ~vel~p~ent from a ~mmon West African origin through a process of relexification. 
SocJOhtsiOncal factors and lmgutsuc data regardmg the phonology, morphosyntaJt, and lexicon of this variety will be 
prese~ ~~ analyzed to de~te that w~ile Pue~ Rican Spanish has few unequivocally creole features, many of 
tts pecultanues are due to the partial restructunng that thts language underwent during its development 



Tbomas R. SawaUis (University ofAorida) 
A w:r.sotilt mtthodfor quantifying ptrceptual weights of acoustic cues 

(Sessloa 5) 

Existing 100ls for investigating phonemic perc~ption l~k any a.utonomou~ way to quantify the imponance of acoustic 
cues so we are unable to detennine whether a g1ven cue IS more 1mponant m one language than another. To fill that gap, 
this ~h proposes a measurement system for experimentally assessing a cue's perceptual importance, and reports on 
a study implementing that system. First, the di~tribution of the cue·~ ~u~tic measurements is surveyed. ~ 
pereeptual stimuli are generated in a pattern ~rmahz.ed ,to t,he sur:v.e~~ diSIJ_IbuUo?: After perceptual tests, the ~JeCts 
responses are used to calculate signal detecuon theory s d sens1UV1l1es. SulCe ~ IS.abstract, rather than acousbC, the 
system can measure the perceptual weight of any cue, and because of ~~ !K>rmah~~n step, ~e meas~ents c.~ ~ 
compared across any environments, including across languages. The 1mUal apphcauon of th~s method_ to mter:v?CaJic 
/t-d/ in French gave statistically significant evidence that native French speak~rs use hold dw:auon more m ~e1~m~ N 
than in perceiving /d/. This important new tool can provide a new perspective ~n su~h top1cs as allophomc vanauon, 
phonetic and phonological universals, acquisition of phonology, and triggers and d1recuons of sound change. 

Ronald P. Schaerer (Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville) 
On tht cruping pace of tndangerment in Emailand 

(Session 14) 

Despite general claims of diminished vernacular use and Pidgin En~lis~ spread, no controlled assess'!lent of minority 
language use across social contexts in rural areas of south-cen~al N1ge~ has ~curred. T? ~edy th1s neglect and to 
consttuct an initial profde of use for one Edoid language, a 54-•tem qu~uonn&re was admm1stered to a randO!" ~pie 
of secondary school students between the ages of 13 and 20 in rural Emalland. Among the 52 respondents, 30 1dentifted 
themselves as Emai speaking. Nearly all the latter exp~ssed a desire to read and write ~mai. Additional responses 
reveal a clear shift in language use linked to the vanables of home and parent-peer mterlocutor. Respondents 
overwhelmingly identified school and church settings as requiring En.glish but the vil~ge in general_. horne and ~et as 
demanding Emai. At-home activities--speaking with parents, greeting elders, cooking, and fan_nmg-~led to a uniform 
preference for Emai. Out-of-home activities--speaking with peers away from school and ~ng fn_ends--sho~ an 
equally strong preference for English. Sibling-based interaction, however, revealed a split, w1th nenher Enghsh nor 
Emai clearly preferred. These dala bear on two factors often highlighted as crucially determining endange~enL An 
intergenerational shift to a new language in the home, cited as decisive for language death (Mougeon & Beniak 1987, 
Haugen 1987), has not yet occurred, at least for the age-group sbldied here. At the same time, negative mother-~~ 
evaluation, influenced by English in the schools (Kuter 1987, Hau~e~ 19~7), has. not taken hold, as attested by ~Sitive 
responses toward Emai literacy skills. The sp!it preferenc~ for s1~hn~ mteracuon, however, argues that~~ pnmary 
determinant of language choice may be changmg from soc1al setung, 1.e. hom~. to ag~. and that the.condiuons for a 
generational shift in language choice, driven by pres~ure for. peer-~ased mteracuon, may be m place among 
minority-language speakers in the predominantly rural Ed01d-speaking reg1ons. 

Amy Scharer (University of Kansas) (Session 24) 
Phorwlogical vs illlonadonal phrases and reanalysis 

Although many studies have shown parsing effects of phonological phrase (PPh) and intonational phrase (IPh) breaks, 
they have either not reported a clear PPh/IPh con~ast or s~ggested. lh<:Y have. similar effects (Speer e.t al. 1 ~· I will 
report the results of an experiment on the reanalys1s of Jex1cal amb1guny, wh1ch show fwthec semanuc processmg calces 
place at JPb breaks than at PPh breaks, and argue that IPh breaks and PPh breaks have distinct processing effects not 
readily accounted for simply by their respective durational properties. I will also argue that 'wrap up' effects, 
traditionally attributed to the presence of a clause boundary (Fodor, Bever, & Garrett 1974), may actually result~ IPh 
boundaries. The results demonstrate that IPh breaks affect semantic interpretation as well as syntactic decisto~. 
supporting grammatical analyses in which PPhs and IPhs are phonol?gically di~tinct and those which J?OSit sern&!'tl~ 
constraints on IPhs, but not PPhs. The findings also strongly constram the poss1ble models of prosody m processmg, 
their implications for current processing models will be discussed. 

NatbaUe SchapaDSky (Simon Fraser University) 
Presupposition and tht distribution of NP/s in Breton 

(Session 10) 

This paper argues that the distinction presupposition versus assertion and the discourse function Foc~s play an im~t 
role in the licensing of negative polarity items (NPls) in Breton, a verb-s~ol!d language. SubJect NPis appeanng 
preverbally represent sets of presupposed subjects. They are thus referential m the sense of Gundel, Hedberg, and 
Zacharski (GHZ) (1993). As such, they must occur in preverbal positi~n outside the s~pe of negation, where they are 
interpreted referentially as left-dislocated arguments. In contrast, subJect NPis appeanng postverbally represent se.ts 
which have no referent. They are thus nonreferential in the sense of GHZ (1993). As such, they must occ~ 1n 
postverbal position inside the scope of negation, where they are, according to Giv6n (1984), interpreted nonreferentially, 
as seen in (1). 
0) (a) den ebet ne zas. (b) ne zas den ebet. 

man any not came not came man any 
'No one came.' 'No one came.' 

'Conversely, object NPis, being asserted, appear in postverbal position inside the scope of negation, where they are inter-

preted non~ferentially. Ho~ever, they. may ap~ preverbally as well if they have an emphatic focus reading. The 
~J>e!' ~tributes the !ollo~ng: It prov1des a umque opportunity to study NPis in Breton. It offers an account for the 
distr1buuon of NPis m thts language and shows how the distinction presupposition vs assertion and the discourse 
function Focus play an important role in the licensing of NPis. 

Natalie ScbiUiDa·Estes (North Carolina State University-Raleigh) 
TM breakdown of diokcr boundaries: Dialect recession in two postinsular island comrmmities <Sessa 25) 

It is ~etimes assumed that historically isolaled dialects will recede in comparable ways as geographic and other dialect 
boundaries are broken down. Ho~ever, my analy~is ~f two postinsular island communities, Smith Island in Maryland's 
Ch_esa~e Bay. and Ocracoke m North Carolinas Outer Banks, shows that such an assumption is empirically 
unJuSO:fi~ .. Usmg data fr?m ~ross-ge~erational sociolinguistic interviews, I demonstrate that whereas the 
once-disuncuve Ocrac~k~ v~ety IS becom1~g more similar to ~utside varieties, the Smith Island dialect is becoming 
more rather than !ess dis~ncuve. ~owev~. It, too, mar be classified as a receding variety, because it is rapidly losing 
speake~. The differen.ual recess1on wh1ch charactenzes the two dialect communities is evidenced in the variable 
~uemmg o~ a share:d di~t feature--the production of /ay/ with a raised nucleus. A quantitative analysis reveals that 
th1s f~ture IS rr:cedi.ng m Oc~coke bu~ expanding in Smith Island. Further, raised /ay/ is subject to quite different 
phonetic ~ons~nts tn eac~ v:mety ~d 1~ ac;corded ~~~ferent status as a mar:ker of islander identity in each community. 
General lmgu•stJ.c and soc.•ohngu•stlc pnnc1ples gmdmg the progress of d1alect recession are proposed based on lhe 
current comparabve analysts. 

Wolraang Sc .. ulze (University of Munich) 
As~cts of agentivity in East Caucasian: The case of prorwuns <Sessa 18) 

It.is ~common vi~w that most of the ~9 East Cauca~ian languages (ECL) exhibit a system of canonical ergativity (cf. 
Kibrik 1979) that IS reflected by erga~ve. case mark1~g and class agreement (absolutive). In many instances personal 
pronouns (PPs) are exempted from lh1s dichotomy .u~mg the accusative ~trategy instead. This is explained by the fact 
~~ PPs ~te through ~ts of natural ag~nuvuy •. ~hereas the th1rd person pronouns and nominals are highly 
•~ffere_nt With regar:cJ. ~ theU: de~ of semanuc agenllvlty. Thus they match many of the assumptions about person 
hlel3J'Chles and.transiUVtty (S1l~e~tem 1976, Hopper & Thompson 1980). However, a considerable number of ECL 
seem ~ co~~t these ~eneraltzations. H~e. ergati~~ m~king of.PPs is quite common. After reviewing some of these 
~1gms 1t will ~ .claimed ~at pronommal e~gatiVIty m E<:~ 1s partly based on old strategies to use ergalives as 
mdica~ ?f agentmty .r~ulung from prag.mauc and/or cogmuve parameters. In this respect ECL contradict some 
genel'al:u.allons on ergauv1ty: they are ergauve with respect to morphosyntax, but they tend towards active languages 
semanucally. 

Armin Sch!'eg~r .(University of California-Irvine) (Session 36) 
Morwgene.ns reVJ.nted: On the absence of plural marking in some varieties of (Black) Amtrican Spanish and Portuguese 

Some sc~Iars continue .to ar_g~ that several phenomena found in Afro-American Spanish point to the prior existence of 
a once w1~ Spamsh p1dgm or creole (monogenesis). The ultimate source of this contact vernacular presumably 
was ~ p1dgm-Portugue~ 'reconnai~ce lani!uage' used in colonial West Africa. It has been said--cOI'reGtly so-that 
the_ discovery of a even. Single 'DEEP grammaucal Afro-Portuguese feature in Caribbean Spanish would automatically 
validate the monog~c ~~· At last year's SPCL meeting, I offered an unequivocal but lone piece of evidence in 
favor; of the monoge~bc p~g1~c~Ie theory by examining reflexes of the Afroport. pronoun ele ( < Port. ile 'he' and 
iles they'). Recent mvesuga~ns m mostly remote and yet much understudied Afro-Hispanic speech areas have 
~vered yet 8IIOiher grammabcal feallll'e--numberless nouns (e.g. los animal, las cdrcel, las cosa)--that promises to be 
un~~ly ~lpf~ for proving the ge~c relationship between the putative Afro-Portuguese pidgin/creole and the speech 
van~ m wh1ch they are found . . Th•s paper will 0.) d~lineate the wide geographic distribution of this 'plural' feature 
~found m Cuba, Ecuador, Colomb1a, etc.), (2) examme Its putative pidgin/creole origin, and (3) highlight its unusual 
Importance for: reconstructing the history of Latin American Spanish. In doing so, data from relevant creoles (especially 
Palenq~) ~~be_ adduced~ bolster the mo~ogenetic theory. In the final portioll-Qf the paper it will be argued that the 
systemauc elimJnabon of no~m~ pl~l markmg (~sin los animal, las cdrcel, las cosa) must have been a primary cause 
for the frequent loss of 'plural -s m Canbbean Spamsh (cf. plural/a animale,la cdrcele, la cosa). 

Scott Schwenter (Stanford University) 
A contexJuol tuJQ/ysis of scalar marking (Session 20) 

Recent re~h by ~Y an~ others (1990, Michaelis 1993) attempts to systematize the meaning of scalar particles like 
e~en ~still ~18 ~tadment m a scalar m?<~el. . This pa~r analyzes scalar uses of the Spanish connective si, alone and 
wa.th tncl/.ISo even. I arg~ for an an~ys1s w~JCh recogmzes that scalar-marked utterances always express a proposition 
or1ented towards a spec1f1c concluston, as m (1). Examples are from 40 hours of colloquial Peninsular Spanish 
conversations (si could translate 'in fact' ). 
(l) (a) Juan es illleligente. Saco Ia rwta mds alta en historia. 

'Juan is smart. He got the best grade in history class.' 



(b) Si (incluso)/111! nombrado estudiame delano. 
'SI they (even) named him student of the year.' 

(Ia) and (lb) present arguments oriented positively towards the conclusion 'Juan is smart',_ but one proposition does not 
entail the other. I propose that si in scalar and nonscalar contexts ~arks what the speaker judges to be ~e most extreme 
argument for some conclusion. lncluso (or even~ ?Jatks a propOSitiOn ~upporu_ng a parucu\ar conclu~ton to a greater 
degree than another contextually derivable proposll!on,_but does not.requtre entatlment._ ~ese explanauons account for 
interactions between the two markers. This approach highlights the Importance of constdermg scalar phenomena from a 
discourse perspective, in naturally occurring data. Analyses of scalar phenomena in context must be extended to a 
consideration of how arguments in scalar contexts are oriented towards a conclus1on. 

Julie Sedivy, Craig Chambers, Michael Tanenhaus, & Greg N. Carlson (University of Rochester) 
An t!Xperimental Look at interpreting adjectival modifiers 

(Session 15) 

There exists a large number of adjectives whose meaning is difficult or impossible to specify independ~n~y of the head 
that they modify or more general contextual constraints. The goal of the present st~dy was to l~k expl~cttly at so'?e of 
the contextual effects on adjectival interpretation. In particular, we examme the cla1m that a maJOr funcuon of mod1fiers 
is to signal a contrast between an entity and a set of similar entiues, both of wh1ch share_ the pro~rty _denoted by the~ 
noun. We hypothesized that two notions of contrast are relevant for the Interpretation of adjecuv~s: (~)- an exphcn 
contrast between two entities in the discourse model and (2) a contrast between a referent and some 1mphc!l default or 
prototypical representation of objects denoted by the head noun. The study used a head-mou_nted ey~tracking technique 
which monitors a subject's gaze to real objects in a visual d_isplay over the course of a spoken mstructton. and allows ';IS to 
determine when the subject establishes reference to an object descnbed m the utterance, as well as whtch other Ob.JCCts 
may be under consideration. Results indicate that subjects were highly sensitive to the presence of a contrasting object, 
being faster to locate the target, and less likely to look at com_Peting objects when the ~isplay included a contrasting 
object. The effect of prototypicality showed a weaker effect, wtth good prototypes speedmg eye movements only when 
there was no contrasting object. When a contrasting object was present, looks to _the target were not af~ected by 
prototypicality. These results suggest that the propenies of the obJect.' present m the dtscourse model play an Important 
role in the interpretation of adjectives. 

Rachel Selbach (Concordia University) (Session 31) 
Solomon Island Pijin pronouns: An argument for mherued constructs and labels, and inherent , creative order 

As has been thoroughly documented by Roger Keesing, the pronoun paradigm of Solomon Islands Pijin (SIP) shows 
more complexity and regularity than do superstrate (English) or substrate <O<;eantc languages~. The three langua~es' 
pronominal systems will be re-presented, along with some auempts to explam why SIP h~s mcl~st~e and ~xclu~tve 
forms, as well as dual and trial number, which would not be expected from a language that mdtscnmmately stmphfies 
other languages in order to allow for basic inLeraction and commumcauon. Th1s may help to exe_mpli~y the nat~re ~f ~e 
new creole and language as something of the people with specific cultural needs, "":hose SOCIOlogical_ functlonm~ IS 
secured by an incidentally very logical arrangement of morphemes. ~x1sUng semanuc slots (representmg ~elan~tan 
speakers' realities) are filled by phonetic trams (denved from English) , but morphology see!"~ largely _mnov~uve, 
reflecting an inherently motivated, creative order that cannot have been adapted from purely lmgutstlc, pre-existent mput. 
A reminder of the internal dynamics of both speakers and langu.tge. 

Robbyn Seller (McGill University) (Session 31) 
Narrative tmcounters: Conflation in SoioiTU)n/sland ~stones 

Kastom stories are considered by Solomon Islanders as tradttJonal lore about a way of hfe that existed prior to 
Christianity and Westernization. However, as told by adolescents m the cap1tal, H~niara, these ~torie~ are characte~ 
by the conflation of Western and Melanesian structural and semanuc elements. Th1s paper exa~mes SIX of these stones, 
told in Solomon Islands Pijin, using the notion of relexificauon to understand how the conflauon of elements has ~en 
place. Conflation as it is used here involves the assimilation and replacement of elements such as characters or ob;ects 
by other characters or objects which can fulfil the same funcuon in the story syntagm. The adoption of Western story 
forms and elements is facilitated in kastom stories because WesLern story structures resemble m many ways some of the 
Melanesian ones, and because Western themes resonate with themes already present in Melanesian stories (slaying of 
giants or other villains). In addition, they resonate with, and help to asstmilate, the new cultura~ wo_rld introduced by 
contact, missionization, and colonialism, and m the present context, urbam..:auon and the mcreasmg mflux of Western 
cultural products. 

Martha Senturia (University of California-San Diego) (Session 22) 
Syllabification of vocalic seqlll!nces in Spanish verbs· Ev1dence for glides 

There are two groups of verbs that contain the same voc01d sequences m Spanish, yet stress and prosody in the v~rbs 
appear to pattern alike in some paradigms and differ crucially m others In this paper I argue that there are phonologtcal 
and phonetic grounds to refute earlier assumptions about the syllabification of certain S~anish verb f?rms. I _Present new 
phonetic evidence that supports this, and r argue that verbal stress falls on the ~nulum~te mora m Spamsh ~modulo 
extrametricality). This is in contrast to previous work thnt claims verbal stress m Spamsh falls on the penulumale or 

antepenultimate syllable, and elimina~ the parad?x wherein stress is dependent on syllabification and syllabification 
depends on stress. I support an earl~ clrum by Harris that a glide-vowel distinction represents the difference between th 
two ~erb classes._ Az:guments for th1s center around stress on the infinitive forms and the elimination of a need to m:U:. 
special extramemcaluy on the Class II verbs. 

Rita C. Simpson (University of Michigan) 
GeNkr differences in first person pronot7Una/ reference in Thai (Session 19) 

Using da~ collected. in 1995 from university students in Thailand, this paper reports the results of a study investigatin 
gender differences m the use of ~If-reference terms in Thai. The terms available for self-reference in Thai ~ 
numero~, and the ~s of use are mfluenced not only by complex sociopragmatic factors, but also by the intentions 
pezso~ty, and self-unage of the speaker. There are two first-person pronouns marked specifically for speaker gen~ 
/phlSm! 1-male ~pealcer',_ ~frequently as a status-neutral term by all male speakers; and /diclWl/ 1-female speaker', 
used rarely and m very_lunl_ted ~ntex~. Thes~ terms co~stitute only one option among a host of lexical items available 
for ~If-reference. In s1~t1ons ~nvolvmg ambtguous soctal role-relationships, the choice of which rerm to use is neither 
predictable. nor automanc, especially for wo~en. The part_icular_ aim of the study is to determine what pronominalrerms 
and s~g~es W?~n u~ for ~lf-refere~ce m a context _m whtch men are predi~ted to use the status-neuttal pronoun 
/P&nl 1.e.,_a _brief mtel'v1~w w1th a ~rev1ou~y _unk~own mterlocutor. The analysts includes quantitative and qualitative 
!'C5ul~ describm~ gender differences m the distnbuuon of self -reference expressions, and relating these findings to issues 
m soc1opragmauc theory. 

Job~ Vl~tor Singler ~~w York Universi~) . . (Session D) 
Opt1m:uuy theory, mlntmal-word constramts, and the hworzca/ seqlll!ncing of substrate influence in pidgin/creole 
genesu 

Substratal influence ~n pidgin/creole (PC) phon~lo~y ordinarily manifests itself in surface weU-formedness constraints. 
Inasmuch as constramts on output form_ the bmldmg blocks of optimality theory (OT), that theory is well suited 10 capture the ~ of PC phonology, PB;ft!Cularl~ the role_ of subs!ratal input in shaping the PC. From the perspective of 
OT, _the-~extfier languag~ usuall~ provtdes the mput while the sub_strate languages influence--or, in the strongest case, 
proVI~. the PC's con~illt_ranlcing~. In the ~nt paper, r examme coda consonants and minimal-word constraints in 
~ p1dgm Ve;macular L!benan E~ghsh ~E). Dtfferences between coastal and interior VLE can be readily expressed 
II! tenns of differences m constraint ranJtings between the two, differences that can be shown to foUow directly from 
differen~ between constra~u ~ngs in the ~lev~nt s~b~tratallanguages. Moreover, while the older coastal pidgin 
~ English _as the source o_f 1_ts mput, the newe~ mtenor p1dgm has the coastal pidgin as the source of its input The VLE 
eVIdence pomts to the cruciality of the sequencmg of substrata I input in PC genesis. 

Carl L. Spring (University of Arizona) 
As~ssillg and addTessing the needs of undergrad~.Wtes in linguistics courses (Session 6) 

This paper assesses the undergradua~ curriculum _in i~tr?ductory linguistics as documented in three university settings 
and ass~~ by (three) standard mlroductory hngutsucs textbooks. It proposes principles and methods by which the 
f~eld of lin~cs can accomm~le the needs of diverse students in the university of the 21st century and still be rig
orous: Thts pa_per reP?rts on a pilot study of two cou_rses. which was intended to measure learning in a field-based 
learmn~ paradigm. whtch catered exp~ly to the non_Im~u1st. Survey of pragmatics, semantics, morphology, syntax, 
p~nett~s, and .t;>honology w~~ accomplished, but wnhm a CASE-based curriculum (cf. Lee Schulman, Stanford 
Uruvers1ty). ~~th ~ 6% attnuon rate (84 students began, 79 finished), 85% (68 out of 79) submitted their work 
(voluntary parbctpation) to an anthology devoted to qualitatively evaluating the results of the model. The resulls of this 
anthology are presented here. 

Laurel Smith Stvao (Northwestern University) 
Leaving town to meet at school: Testing for fat7U/iarity NPs (SessiOD 9} 

~odd syn~tic form of ~ettain.~s OCCun:ing within ~ocative PPs (e.g. in jail, at school, and on stage) is notable for 
e lack of article and modifier w1thm the object NP (Soja 1994 ), as well as for creating a marked nonlocative meaning 

(Stvan ~ 99~). C?f the over 35 attes_ted NP types ~at ap~ in such locative PPs, however, only a small subset of them 
~ mruntain thiS anarthrous form m _other syntacuc poslllons. At the same time, this same subset of locative pp objects 
IS~ to convey a known referent (m contrast to most other anarthrous locative PPs, which refer nonspecifically to an 
acti~ty, e.g •. on stage, aJ se~~· The two settings f~r this subset of NPs underscore the characteristics of these 'familiarity 
NPs ·. as objects of prepoSJuons,_ an NP_ from th1s set acts as a definite referring expression, picking out a familiar 
locatiOn. On the other hand, as di~t O~J~ts, the NPs convey a more abstract sense of life in any such location (e.g. 10 le~ town, _to set up camp). 1!1 thts ~stuon they contJast with the objects of other anarthrous PPs, which cannot occur 
as direct objects at all: :rwo diagnostics are suggested for recognizing familiarity NPS. Tense is shown to be crucial to 
~second test_ (explaining the contrast of We met at universityJ*Let's meet at university.). Examining the behavior of 
this subset of SJngle,-~ord. NPs hel~ to tease apart the core meanings of location nouns and better explicate the influence 
of verbs and prepostuons m exrending those meanings. 



Josepb Subbiondo (Sl Mary's College of California) (Session l&) 
Contemporary rejlectiottS on 17th-century philosophical language: Noam Chomslcy and John WilldttS on lllliverS<JI 
language 

In this century, linguists have typically ignored the works of previous schol~s in. ~evel~ing. the~ theories; and 
historians of linguistics resist judging past works by contemporary S!alldards m wnung thear h1s10nes. A notable 
exception to these trends has been universal grammar theory: contemporary linguists have drawn on the work of their 
predecessors and historians evaluate the work of past ages according 10 modem standards. An illustrative example of 
this can be found in the universal grammar theory of Chomsky and Wilkins. This paper will focus on general 
assumptions and goals of both linguists and suggest a continuity of development in universal grammar from the 17th 
century 10 the present day. 

Eve Sweetser (University of California-Berkeley) 
Stable subjecthood and exteruhd uses of change predicates 

(Session 23) 

This papez analyzes limits on the use of change predicates in English. Examples.such as The students get younger every 
year are seen, following Tabny (1988, 1996) as figure-ground reversals: the agang ~acuity member who makes such.a 
remark is viewing her age as the fixed ground, and the student's age as the movmg figure, although the reverse IS 
objectively the case. However, these figure-ground-reversing uses of change predicates are limited 10 cases where a 
stable subject is present 10 whom we can attribute the subjeCtive reversal: even if we think the average novel now is 
shorter than the average novel in 1800, we cannot say Jane Austen's novels have gotten longer since she wrote them. 
Based on a variety of examples, it is argued that the idea of a. stable su~ject is crucial to an adequate description of ~ 
grammar of English change predicates. Concepts such as radJal categones are also needed, 10 express the gradual cline 
from centtal meaning and unrestricted use of a construction, to extended and restricted uses. 

Anand Syea (University of Westminster) 
DistTibulion of Ill in Mauritian Creole: Discourse or syntax? 

(Sessioa 31) 

Sankoff and Brown (1976) claim that the distribution of Tok Pisin ia is discourse-driven. Is the S8J!1C ~e ~the 
distribution of Ia in Mauritian Creole? This paper compares the ia and Ia and argues that although there 1s a Significant 
degree of overlap, the distribution of Ia is not driven by discourse but by syntactic changes. Historical evidence is 
presented in support of this contention. 

Sali Tagliamonte (University of York) 
The story of i«llD in Nigerima Pidgin 

(Sessioa 35) 

In this paper 1 examine preverbal kom in Nigerian Pidgin Enghsh (NPE). Faraclas (1987) claims that ka (kom) is a 
marker of reatis modality unrelated 10 aspect or temporal relationship. In contrast, Poplack and Tagliamonte (1996) 
argue that kom is a central part of NPE's relative tense system serving to ~enote ~uential tem~ral relatio~ship. 
Furthermore Faraclas claims that the use of kom has recently changed drarnaucally, haVIng grammanc1zed according to 
'universal paUtems of language change'. I attempt to provide an innovative perspective on these issues by performing a 
discourse-level analysis of NPE's kom in narratives told by speakers from two generations. Analysis of over 1000 
narrative contexts reveals that kom is a highly circumscribed form, occurring overwhelmingly in well-defined portions of 
narrative structllte rather than randomly throughout. In particular, kom is confined almost exclusively to the 
complicaling actw~ sections, where it alternates with a bare verb. Alternation amongst ~ fonns is the result ~f 
multiplex information structure constraints akin to, though distinct from, tens~switchmg phenomena found m 
lndo-Euorpean languages and also differing from those found in studies of known creoles. Moreovec, these patterns ~ 
nearly identical across speakers. These fmdings contribute to a greater understanding of how NPE tense/aspect f~ 
and discourse coherence apparatus compare to and contrast with other varieties. Such comparisons point to the specific 
pathways by which grammaticization proceeds, particularly in a creole contact situati~n .. I e~plore ~e implications of 
these findings for discerning the mechanisms of language change more generally, h1ghhghung the mterface between 
grammar and discourse. 

Maggie Tallerman (University of Durham) (Sessiolt 16) 

Case-licensing of subjects: The Middle Welsh 'historic infinitive' 

In Middle Welsh nonfinite independent clauses of various kinds are common. All have an infinitival verb in initial 
position, in con~t with finite clauses which are strictly V2 in M1ddle Welsh. Within a principles. and param~ 
frameworlc, two questions arise: (1) where does the infinitival v.erb raise to, and ~2) ho~ IS the subJ~t of nonfmlle 
clauses case-licensed? I propose that in one constructton, V ra1ses to Agr-0 : ev•dence 1s that an object agreement 
proclitic appears on the verb when the object is pronommal. A~r-S ~ails to project,~ the subj.ect ~ot be case-li<7~sed 
in Spec, Agr-S, but remains in Spec, VP. As a 'last resor1, subjects are case-licensed vta an mser~ prepos1u_on. 
However, the subjects of telic unaccusative infinitival verbs m case-licensed in Spec, Agr-S: such verbs display subp:t 
agreement when the subject is pronominal. Finally, the non-co-occurrence of complementizers with these infinitival 
verbs suggests that V ultimately raises to C. I link this to proposals that finite verbs in V2 clauses also move 10 C. 

WUiiam Thompson (Northwestern University) 
The semo111ics of English deadjectival verbs (Session IZ) 

R~t swdies claim that deadjectival verbs formed with -ifyl-ize and with -enl -0 are of identical semantic type, differing 
o~y ~~ exp~mence. ~ontrary 10 these cl~ms, we show that verbs formed by these two sets of affixes systematically 
differ m the1r ~~tiCS: V~ fonn~ With -enl-0 are overwhelmingly formed from adjectives which are 'true scalars'. 
These are qualltabve ad,JCCuves denoung a value on a scale, typically physical/perceptual in nature (e.g. cool and warm 
are .values on a temperature scale~. On the oa"'•· formed with -ifyl-ize are formed from 'nonscalar' adjectives 
typi~ly abstracl/nonperceptualm natuw\ J1rclal-provincialize, electric-electrify). Cross-linguistic support f~ 
the extsten~ of these two su~las~s irj}rovided by the fact that true scalars form the core set of adjectives in those 
languages w1th a very small adJCCUve word class. Examples of typical adjectives which feed -enl-0 affixation are deep 
fiiV!'OW, even: SMf'Oih, clea;. and red. These are all values of physical, scalar concepts. Examples of typical adjectiv~ 
wh1ch feed ~ifyl-1u affixauon are electric, pure, acid. provincial .federal, and military. These are all nonscalars which 
denoce relabvely abstract, nonperceptual properties. 

Terese Tbonus (Indiana University) 
Syfllactic and morphological seriatwn: /conicity in Caribanlanguages (Session 5) 

Cariban languagc:s ~ve co~e ~ the forefront of interest in typological studies because of their marked object-initial 
word ~ers. If 1c~c m~v~uons are s~ or: modifi~ in syntactic seriation in such languages, are they abo 
absent m m?rphologJCal ~uon, the ordenng of afflxe~ relau~e ~ the verb stem? This investigation adds depth and 
docum~nla:bon 10 B~bee s (1985) study of morphological senauon by examining the ordering of five inflectional 
categones m ten Cariban languages. Results suggest that a morphological relevance hierarchy (VALENCE > ASPECJ' > 
TENSE > MOOD > AGREEMENT) operates in languages such as Hixkaryana which evidences ASPECT > 
[TENSE+ASPECJ'+NUMBER] seriation: ' 

kana y- animi-htxe -yatxlconi 
fish [35+30]-lift -INGR -[DP+CONT +COLL] 

They began catching fish.' (Derbyshire 1985) 
:-'l~gh the p~ncipl~ of temporal iconicity may be suspended in word order in object-initial languages, diagrammatic 
ICOruclty may sun motivate the ordering of verbal inflections. 

Boieu Tieszea (University of Wisconsin-Madison) 
FiNJJ stop tkvoicing in Polish: Incomplete neutralization (Sasioa 11) 

In Pol!sh, as in some other Slavic languages, word final obstruents are devoiced. The present study examines the 
acoustic nature of word-final devoicing in tJ:tree areas of Poland. Th~ ~ta c~nsisted of nine minimal pairs containing 
!Jl.t.k.b,d,g/ )n(:eded by each of the vowels /l,a,u/ and followed by an lntllal VOiceless obstruent in one case and a vowel 
II! another . . All of the test words were put into carrier sentences, and some of them were embedded in a readmg passage 
Five monolin~ ~ers. from each dialec:tal area read the passage ftrSt and then the sentences. The following voicing 
cues were examined. duration of the ~ng .vowel, consonant closure duration, and glottal pulsing during the closure. 
The ~~Its revealed that word-fmal dev01cmg 1s not complete in Polish, and that the dialectal regions influence the kind 
of V~Jcmg ~ues speaters u~ to maintain voicing distinction phonetically. Also, a strong effect of dialect on the 
durational di~JWons of vo1cmg cues was observed, as well as an interaction of dialect and place of articulation on the 
clos~~te durauon of final obstruents. 

Satosbl Tomiota (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Interpreting /JlJ1. in Japanese 

ln this paper, we. provide an ~ysis for sloppy readings of null objects in Japanese, as shown in (1). 
( I) Ken-wa z1bun-no uu-o utta. Erika-mo e utta. 

Ken-Top self-Gen house-Ace sold Erika-also sold 

(Session 23) 

. 'Ke~ sold self'~ house.' . . 'Erika sold (selfs house),IOO.' 
FtrSt, e~nce agamst~~ and Wh1tman's (1991) VP ellipsis account is presented. Our alternative proposal makes usc 
of the pronoun ~f lazmess str~uegy for. pro, following the spirit of Cooper's (1979) analysis. Some instances of 
Japanese pro are mterpreted as e1ther one m (2). 
(2) Defmi.te pro: A.P 3x[V~{ll(~)-+x=y] & P(x)] Indefinite pro: A.P.3x[II(x) & P(x)] 
~ (2), II IS a property sal . .ent m the context. In (1), the salient propeny is being a house and owned by z (zibun is 
mtelpre(ed as a bound variable). Then, the object pro is translated into (AP.3x[Vy[[house(y) & own(y)(z)] -+ x=y] & 
P(x)p or (AP.3x[house(y) & own(y)(z) & P(x)]). Once the variable z is bound by the NP, Erika, the sloppy reading is 
obtained. The advantages of the current proposal will also be discussed. 

Sara Tredtter (California State University-Chico) 
Effects ofmetalingW$tic characterization on the genesis and obsolescence of LoluJta gender morphology 

(Session 19) 

Lako~. speake~ of tJJc: Pin~ _Ridge and Rosebud reservations characterize the speech of men and women by citing 
OJlPOSIUOns for unperauve clitlcs such as 'men say yo, and women say ye'. This metalinguistic description of the gram-



maticalit.ed differences in the language is an idealization and linguistically almost completely inaccurate. The men's 
imperative is not in a complementary relationship with the fonn ye, which is used by women in expressing Commands 
and by both men and women expressing immediate assertions. However, as a linguistic construct it is potentially 
influential because it identifies ye solely with female speakers, and it serves as a maxim for learners of Lakota to avoid 
embarrassment. I maintain that binary consttucts like this combined with ideologies which characterize women's $pCC1c1t 
as 'manipulative or bossy', restricting the context of its use, have reduced the grammaticalized linguistic options for 
women in Lakoc.a historically. However, in some cases, morphological gender distinctions where none previOOSiy 
existed are also being created through the same mechanisms. 

Marla Tsiapen (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
St. Augustine Olld P()rt R()yolistlanguage tlwught 

(Sessloa 27) 

Without an understanding of St. Augustine's life and teachings it would be difficult to understand the Jansoaist 
movement and in tum the Pon Royalists or for that matter the Refonned movement in general. For example Calvin 
argues that human knowledge of God is immediate and direct. An overview of Augustinian philosophy and Jansonist 
beliefs make it possible to understand the political consequences that earned Port Royal its fame. Also, understanding 
Augustinian philosophy makes it possible to see the unifying thread in the language works of the Port Royalists. To lbe 
Pon Royalists the reason for the problems of the church in seventeenth century France was the turning away from lbe 
teachings of St. Augustine. The powezful leaders of the French church were the Jesuits who clashed with the Pon 
Royalists. This clash helped the Port Royalist philosophy on education and in turn their views on language. Since lbe 
ideas of St. Augustine were so important as the source for the friction between the Port Royalists and the Jesuits, it would 
be extremely useful to examine these ideas and their influence on the theory of language. In conclusion, St Augustine is 
the bridge between ancient ideas and Christian beliefs on reason and belief and also the bridge to Cartesianism. St. 
Augustine 'I thinke, therefore God is', Descartes, 'I think. therefore I am' to Arnauld 'listen to reason in the hutnaD 
sciences. and to authority in religious matters'. 

Ayako TSKbida (Cornell University) 
Ltuyngtol control in the production of Japanese vowels and !hi 

(Sesaioa 17) 

In Japanese, the high vowels [i, '-U] become devoiced when they occur between voiceless segments. While vowel 
devoicing (VD) has traditionally been described as a phonological assimilation rule (McCawley 1968), Beckman andJun 
(1994) claim that it is a phonetic process resulting from gestural overlap. Based on acoustic, fiberscopic, 81111 
electtomyographic data. I argue that VD is indeed a phonological rule, contrary to the recent claim. The production of 
high vowels foUowed by /hi allophones ([~. 4>, h]), [s] and (t] was investigated. The lbl environment was of .,.Ucular 
interest. since it usually blocks VD application despite the fact that /h/ is phonologically voiceless. The results show that 
the laryngeal gestures for high vowels in the lbl environment are completely different from those for typical devoiced 
vowels. The glottis was wide open during the production of devoiced vowels, while the high vowels in the /bl 
environment were always voiced and produced with a closed glottis. [n all allophones of lbl. the glottis was wide opca 
The gloual opening for /hi was comparable to that for [s]. and much greater than that for [t]. Thus it is puzzling why 
high vowels were devoiced before {s. t] but not before /h/. If VD is a phonetic process, [i] should be 'overlapped' by tbc 
opening gestures for lb/. The present data can be explained if we assume that VD applies in the phonology and thallhete 
is a phonological constraint against devoicing before /h/. Devoiced vowels are presumably specifted for spread glottis, 
which results in the wide glottal opening. The high vowels before /h/, on the other hand, enter the phonetics with 
specifications for being voiced, thus produced with closed glottis. Different voicing specifications in the phonology 
accoont for the differetlt laryngeal gestures during the production. 

KeviD Tuite (University of Mon~) 
Passive and perfect in prehistoric Kartvelian 

(SasioD U) 

Proto-Kartvelian, the ancestor of Georgian, Svan, and Laz-Mingrelian, is believed to have been an ergative languaac. 
The aorist. and othez fonns employing the unmarked stem, governed an ergative-absolutive case-marking alignment. At 
for the durative verb forms (present, imperfect ... ) in the daughter languages. their nominative-accusative 
case-assignment pattern originated in a Proto-Kartvelian antipassive transformation with partial demotion of lbe 
underlying patient to indirect-object status, allowing it to receive dative case and control object agreement in the verb. I 
argue here that the Proto-Kartvelian passive operated in a similar fashion , demoting the underlying agent to 
indirect-object SlalUS. In the paper a new scenario for the evolution of the passive in prehistoric Kartvelian is proposed. 
which gives a unified account of: 
(1) hitherto problematic m~gical featw"es (a dummy object prefix x- in the Early Georgian [Xanmel'i] passive, e.&. 
mj :r•i•q' WQIJ=<.J igi angelottagan 'be was brou&ht by angels' [Lk 16:22]); lengthened-grade ablaut in Svan, e.J. 
~'sthg is being spread (by sb)', vs pxd-en-j 'sthg spreadsintr'); . 
(2) the development from these passives of a set of perfect resultative forms for t:ransitive verbs, marked by syntacbC 
'inversion' (underlying subject marked as indirect object). The proposed scenario also accounts in an elegant way for 
lengthened-grade ablaut in the Svan transitive perfect senes (e.g. ad-x-o-pxi:Z-a 'sb has [apparently} spreadtr sthg'). 

SUS811De TuostaU (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Differentiating~ Olld ~ (Sessloa 14) 

Both ea~h and every are univer~ quantifiers which are distributive in meaning and seem to want wide scope in their 
clause ":V'~ ~t to other quanuf~. Many researchers have also stated that each is men desirous of wide scope and 
more .dist:ribuuve than. every. In thas paper I propose a semantic condition on each to account for these observations 
applymg ~t work !n.event semantics ":Vhic~ ~tin.guishes partial and complete distributivity (cf. Lasersohn 1995): 
Ev~ry ~ ~ used fehcatously un.der partial distnbuuvuy, but each has a condition requiring complete distributivity 
:nus condition c_an be ~led .the 'differentiation condition', since each affected object must be acted upon individually i~ 
ats own .event..differen~ted ·~some way from the other events. The differentiation condition accounts for a wide range 
of~~ mvolvmg ~ach mcluding why each occurs more happily with some predicates than others and how and why the 
addition of adverbials, secondary predicates, and indefinites improves questionable each sentences. 

Siri G. Tuttle (University of Washington) 
Acoustic C()"elaJts of stress in Tanana Athabaskan (Sessloa 5) 

Hayes (1995) clai~s that cues employed ~istinctively outside of the metrical system of a language will be avoided as 
cues .for _streSS. Min~~ Sal~ two d1alects of Tanana Athabaskan, offez an opportunity to test this claim, since 
d~ as noncon~~e m bof!' ~alects (mono- and bimoraic vowels are distinguished otherwise), but only Minto has 
lexical tone from hJStonc constncuon (Krauss & Golla 1981). 432 syllables from taped texts recorded in the 1960s and 
70s were measured for fun~enlal frequency. amplit~d~, and duration using a Kay CSL 43008 computerized speech 
lab system. Only durati~n ~ fo.IJ!ld to be ~ns1s~ntly sagnaficant over monomoraic and bimoraic vowels in both dialects; 
fundamental frequen~y as Stgnif~tly hagher ~n monomoraic vowels in both dialects, but in Minto stressed bimoraic 
vowels are actually sl•J!ltl>: lower m patch, and 111 Salcha the significance level in bimoraic vowels is not impressive (p = 
.1.3) ~though the mean IS ~1gher f~r ~ than unstressed bimoraic vowels. These results suggest that even whece low 
ptleh IS employed contrastively, raised p1tch on stressed vowels is avoided as a cue to stress. 

Bert Vawr: (Harvard University) 
Armenian plllTal selection and the naJure of lexical syllabification (Session 12) 

~~ plural formation appears at fust blush t,9 be quite straightforward: monosyllables select -er (la'$ 'meal' -+ 
-er IJ_Ieals~. ~polysyllables select -ner (~s 'toad'-+ dodo'!-ner). Closer inspection reveals, howevez, that the 

process IS ~smgly ~plex: for ~am~le, m ~as~rn Annenian all forms with appendices select the polysyllabic 
pi~ even if the base 1s monosy~~b1c (sldzb. 'begmmng' -+ sldzb-ner. partf<h 'debt'); and in Western Annenian, words 
wtth. futal consonant clusters of nsmg sono?ty select the monosyllabic plural -er, even if the word is polysyllabic, 
proVI~ that the futal consonant~ resyllabify as an onset (e.g. {va.th•rl tiger' -+ PI {va.threr], not *[va.tha ner)). The 
anai~JS I develop f~ the Armentan fac~ suggests that lexical represenaalions of morphem~ must include predictable 
syllabic ~ture (contrary to most theones of phonology): some phonological rules such as syllabification may precede 
morphological rules, c~trary to ~e theory of Dis~bu~ M~rphology (Halle & Marantz 1993); and certain segments at 
~~!:~f m~X]Jhologtcal domams are not syllabified m lex•cal represenaations. but are syllabified at a later sc.age in the 

Bert Vawr: (Harvard University) 
Beu,Jamla BneaiDg (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Abkltaz Mabkhm: lD: reduplication in Ablchaz 

(Sessloa 18) 

This_Paper examines ~ ~vior of m- ~uplication, which produces a sort of collective noun, e.g. ~.a.t' 'horse' -+ b.t ' 
~ 'horses and so on, tn the C"aza dialect of Abkhaz. We address two basic questions: (1) Why does them replace 
SJJIIple onse~, but prefix. ~ .compl~x onsets (gaja-lc' maja-k' 'fool' vs tq' 0ac-lc' m'8q'0ac-lc' 'burst~? (2) Why is m 
~ br c w~ ~·mtia! m• ·~[allowed by a vowel, but not when it is followed by a coosonant (modi ~· aat-.t • 4· 
~ m.ooey v.s ~ -:.t m~ ~lc wood.( en)')? We suggest that the answer involves a tension between reduplicative 
~ty, whach requ~ that the.e~ments of the reduplicant correspond to those of the base, and nonidentity, which 
reqwres that the reduplicant be disunct from the base. The analysis we develop also suggests that certain sequences are 
treated as clusters by the.phonol?gy• though they do not surface as clusters. phonetically, and provides evidence for the 
sparsely supported syllabtc consutuent Onset (cf. Blevins 1995). 

RKbel Walker (Univmity of California-Santa Cruz) 
Bisyllabic triggers (Sessa 22) 

ln(WM)Tungusic languages, round harmony (RH) is usually triggered by an initial low round vowel, but in written Manchu 
'f< , and ~· RH o?ly ~urs ~hen. the , first two syllables contain round vowels, e.g. boco-nggo 'colored', tD-ngga 
. ew ~· :>1;, -w:' fish., m ~ . -wa tree (Oroqen) (Zhang & Dresher 1996). I propose that this derives from the 
tn~Uon of constraints on hcensmg and feature domains. Independent of RH, in WM and Oroqen low round vowels 
occur 1n the ~ syllable of roots only when the initial vowel is round. RH cannot be responsible since both CoCo 
(l.ow ~~owe! tn fust two ~y~b~) ~nd CoCa (unrounded second vowel) are well-formed roots, ~ RH requires a 
bisyllabac tngger. I analyze th1s dtstnbuuon as a result of [round] only being licensed when linked to the initial syllable. 



Licensing is mandaled by the constraint UC(rd). Both licensing and ~H cause {round) to span ~ llul\ one sy~ 
This violates TAt.rr-o(rd], which requires of (round] that all assoc1~ted segmen~ ~ tautosyllabtc .. Most Tun~ 
languages rank TAt.rr -o[rd] below the RH constraint, SREAD{rd). Th1s en~b~e~ an 1mtial syllable to tngger ~ Yet m 
WM and Oroqen TAt.rr-cr outranks SPREAD, so a single syllab_le cannot mttJate RH. But TAtrr-O: ~be va?laled ~ 
license a round second syllable. With TAtrr-CJ independently v1olated [round) can spread thus deriVIng the basyllabic 
trigger effecL 

1-Pina WaD & Jeri J. Ja~er (State 1.}niver~ity of New York-Buffalo) 
The representation of tone 111 Mandarin: Ev1dencejrom speech errors 

(Sasioa 17) 

A corpus of 650 Mandarin speech errors is evaluated for evidence about .the represe~tation an~ p~ng of tone. 'W_e 
find that tones are linked to vowels in lexical phonological representauons; m lextcal subsbtuuons words keep ~r.u 
underlying tones, and in lexical blends the spoken vowel keeps its tone: thaD35/lw 55 _--> san35. ~n phonological 
speD-out tones become autosegmental, and both tones and segments can move freel~ wtthout affecung each ~ 
tJia55-man tti21 jaw51 -·> th~me n ~SS jawS!. Tone sandhi occ~ ~t the p~ level, after tones are ~gned 
their futal position in the string. Tone does not have an important organlZmg funcbon m the prosody ~f ~·as 

Uables involved in phonological errors have the same tone only by chance. Finallr, contour~ m ~ R 
~tary and not made up of sequences of level tones; all e~rs ~roduced true Man~n tones, no spht or hybrid tones. 
Most tone errors were contextual, with the source tone occumng m the same .utterance: even noncon~tual errors catUIOt 
be explained by tone spreading. Findings are discussed in terms of phonologtcal theones and processmg models. 

Michael T. Ward (Trinity University) (Sessloa. 27) 
Jllllezmo philology in France: The contribution of Haim Vidal Sephlha 

Halm Vidal sq,bjha is perhaps the most significant figure within current J~-~panish 5!udies in France. Despite~ 
uality and quantity of his publications, however, he ~ not as ~ell ~wn ~utun the t.J_m~ ~taleS as a scholar.of his 
~ would meriL The present paper intends to outhne certam saltent pomts of S~ph1ha s vtews as ~~ m two 
monographs L'Agollie des Judlo-Espagnols and Le Judlo-Espagnol. The theory at the heart of both stu~ m~ves a 
sharp divisi~ between two forms of Judeo-Spanish: 'ladino' an~ 'Judezmo', the former marked by Sparush leXJCOI'I ~ 
morphology (but evincing Semitic syntax), and the latter a~~rmg o~ly around the year 1620. It a~ that. despite 
his claims to the contrary, the author's viewpoint has had a stgmficant1mpact on the outlooks of other theonscs. 

(Seaiollll) Mkbael T. Wescoat (Osaka University) . . . 
An auributive modifier distribution paradox and its solution with ltxlcal sharmg 

ht English determiners oflen occur without any ac~mpanying n~n. e.g. those . Such forms may talte some auributive 
modifiers but not others, yielding seemingly paradox1cal contrasts like ( l ): 
(1) those ambitious •(enough to succeed) 
(2) ambitious (•enough to succeed) people- people ambitious •(enough to succeed) . . . . 
Given (2). though, it seems that only modifiers that ma.y follow .a common noun co-~ur w1th ~one detenntners. This IS 

diffteult to predict under standard assum~tions.' but it follows s1mply from an analys1s employmg LEXICAL SHARING, 
which allows phrase-structure representauons hke (3 ): 
(3) !op[Ddtose::a) (Np[Na) [Apambilious enough to succeed))) . . 
Greek variables and '='indicate sameness of lexical tokens; e.g. D and N are. associated wtth the very same word, whelx:e 
the tenn lexical sharing. Now, atttibutive APs without complements, ~htc? 'Pust or,ecedc the head noun, would fall 
between theN and Din (3), violating the lexical integrity of those, wh1ch IS shared by th~ two nodes . . Thus. 0: 
cmrectly predicts that only atttibutive modifiers that may follow the head noun can co-occur With lone detemuners, as 
(1). 

D. H. WhaleD (Haskins Laboratories) 
Bryao Gick (Yale University~ns La~tories) 
Is inlTinsic Fo of vowels phonolog,cally specified? 

(SessiOII l) 

Although the vowels of a language can be produced with a variety of Fo values, high vowels tend to have a hi~ Fo: 
average (by about 15 Hz) than low vowels. This tendency has been found for every lan~e that has been examined dlis 
it, and the size of the effect does not seem to differ across languages. No~theless, 1t has been ~ ~ tbe 
'intrinsic Fo' (or IFo) of vowels is a deliberate 'enhancement' o~ the speech SJ~al, .one that must ~ specified an 
phonology of the language. This theory proposes that ~e percepu.on ~f vowel he1ght Js based on the di~erence ~ 
Fl and F(). Thus having a high Fo for high vowels w11l make ~~s d1ffe~nce ev~n smaller. and the ~ffe~nce rm: 
vowels correspondingly larger, making vowel height more eas1ly perce1v~. Smce IFo does. ~ot di~er tn ~a: 
based on the number of vowels in a language, this enhancement seems unhkely. The only pos1Uve evidence tn Its fa 

is the finding that the activity of the cricothyroid (CT) muscle, which primarily raises Fo. is larger for high vowels lhan 
for low vowels, just as we would expect if Fo were being de Iibera ~ely controlled. The present experiment explores Ibis 
muscle activity further by having a subject produce vowels at slightly different Fos. with the differences in Fo being 
equivalent to the differences due to IFo for !hat subject. The vowels /i/ and /u/ were produced to match tones of 117 
123, 129, 135, and 141 Hz (129 is the typical value for this speaker). The vowel /a/ was produced to match 111 111' 
123, 129, and 135 (123 is typical). Bilateral recordings of the CT muscle were made with hooked-wire elec~. Fo 
values were matched fairly successfully (r = .64). To compare these results to the previous ones, aU tokens or the vowels 
that were within 3 Hz of the typical value for that vowel were analyzed. High vowels had the same level of cr 
activation as the low vowel, failing to replicale the earlier work. However, an analysis of all the resulls (across the 
various Fos) that factored out Fo as a covariate showed that the high vowels had higher cr activation. Thus different 
vowels involve different levels of cr activity for a given Fo. leading to the expectation that the previous findings were 
due not to Fo control but to F(Yvowel quality inleractions. Even the EMG evidence, then, makes it unlikely that IF()is a 
deliberate enhancement of speech. Rather, IFo appears to be an automatic consequence of vowel production. 

Cheryl Wharry (East Central University, Oklahoma) 
The~ of African American sermons: Gtnre and culture roles (Session 7) 

Many discourse markers have been examined in conversation and lecture, but fewer researchers have analyzed markers 
in the sermon genre and in their diverse discourse communities. This paper examines, using ethnographic and discourse 
analysis methods, sermonic expressions frequently found in performed African American sermons (e.g. Amen, 
Hallelujah. Prai# God) and suggests genre and culture-related functions. 

David Wible (Tamltang University) 
Postverbal constituents, tone sandhi, and the structure ofVP in Taiwanese (Session 1) 

An account is presented concerning interactions of VP syntax and tone sandhi (TS) in Taiwanese cases like (1), in which 
VP-intemal postverbal elements obligatorily !kuwl trigger TS on the verb. (Cf (2), where the objectdw trigger TS on 
the verb.) 
(1) chhiaN li kbuNit#dtit e. (2) chhiaN li khuaNh=cllit e. 

please you look one time please you look one CL 
'Please loolt a biL' 'Please look at one.' 

The addition of more lexical material after a post verbal element in cases like ( l) forces the TS form of the verb, as (3) 
shows: 
(3) chhiaN Ii kbuaNb=chit e chbe. 

please you look one time book 
'Please read a biL' 

These facts are daiveable from the phrase structure constraint (PSC) interacting with the proposed SlnJCtural domain of 
TS. TS on a verb is triggered by complements of the verb, not adjuncts. The contrast in TS between (l ) and (2) then 
follows. TS on the verb renders (3) acceptable because the postverbal chit e is not an adjunct in (3) but a clitic on the 
verb, bringing (3) into conformity with the PSC. 

RODDie B. Wilbur & Howard N. Zelaznik (Purdue University) 
Kinemanc corrtla1es of stress and phrase position in ASL (Session 8) 

ht speech, stress and phrase final position increase the duration of syllables. Increased duration is not the result of 
instructions to a timing mechanism, but is the emergent result of changes in stiffness, intergestural phase, and other 
time-independent factors. Examination of the kinematic effects of stress and phrase final position in American Sign 
Language (ASL) reveals that,~ in speech, final signs are lengthened but that unlike speech, stress is not reflected in 
increased duration but rather is displayed reliably by increased peak velocity. These findings have the potential to 
support modality-independent underlying timing mechanisms suggested by gestural dynamic approaches. They also 
reinforce the claim that ASL is a naturally evolved language designed for its production modality (as compared to signed 
English, which is artificially created). 

Caroline Wiltshire (University of Florida) 
Loubl Goldstein (Yale University/Haskins Laboratories) 
Differefllial vowel effects on coroNJJ consonants 

(Sessioa 5) 

Adjacent vowels affect the articulation of consonants, so that a consonant's position of articulation in the context [a_a] 
diffecs from that in [i_i] (e.g. Ohman 1967, Recasens 1984). This experiment evaluates the relative effects of three 
vowels on a set of [+eor] consonants, and examines the magnitude of vowel effec ts on the tongue lips, under-tip, blade, 
and dorsum. Articulatory information w~ gathered from a Tamil speaker, whose inventory includes eight contrasting 
coronal consonants: t, n, r, and I, and their retroflex correspondents ((z 1\ -t. and t The EMMA magnetometer provided 
positional values from a set of pellets mounted at the four tongue positions, as the subject repeated tokens of coronal 
consonants in symmetrical vowel contexts (a_a, u_u. i_i) within a frame. The differential effects of these vowels on a 
consonant's articulation are measured by comparing the positions of the tongue pellets for individual consonants, and 



these vowel effects are then compared for various classes of consonants (i.e. denials vs retroflexes, slOpS vs lalerals, etc.). 
1be results sbed light on how coronal stops and vowels are coproduced, an issue of interest to both phoneticians •d 
phonologists. Such data can help to refine a gestural model of speech production (Browman & Goldstein 1989) and 
improve accounts of featural organization in phonology (Keating 1988, Hume 1994). 

Walt Wolfram & Kirk Hazen (North Carolina State University-Raleigh) 
Dialect acco'IMIOdalion aN1 postinsular ethnolingui.stic isolation 

(Sessioa 21) 

The nature of dialect diversity in small, isolated speech communities is considered by examining a unique sociolinguistic 
siruation in which a lone African-American family resided for over 130 years on a small island community located off of 
the North Carolina coast, surrounded by an Anglo-American community which maintained a unique variety of Englisb 
due to their isolation from the mainland for over two centuries. The comparison of data from members of the 
African-American family, Anglo-American Ocracolce cohorts, and mainland, AA VE-speaking cohorts from rural North 
Carolina reveals that the Ocracoke African-American family has maintained core AA VE features. Interestingly, the 
phonology of the 91-year-old African-American Ocracoke female shows the retention of basilectal AA VE phonology 
while indicating some erosion of her AAVE morphology and syntax. Her brother, however, assimilated some symbolic 
Ocracoke phonological featw-es while maintaining core AA VE morphosyntactic features. 1be study indicales (I) the 
long-cenn persistence of ethnolinguistic boundaries in small, isolated linguistic communities, (2) the complex interaction 
of social and linguistic processes in patterns of dialect accommodation, and (3) the significant role of differential social 
interaction in dialect assimilation even in small, historically isolated language situations. 

Makoto Yamada (Tohoku University/Harvard University) 
Against/P-adjunction scrambling 

(Sessio. l) 

As an optional movement, 'scrambling' in Japanese has been one of the major obstacles to the Minimalist Program (MP) 
(Chomsky 1995), in which movements occur only when necessary. Miyagawa (1996), in his auempt to accommodate 
this phenomena 10 the MP, argues that VP-adjWJction scrambling should be analyzed as base-gencnted constructions aad 
suggests that IP-adjunction scrambling is motivated by some special element like Focus. This paper argues that if we 
make a natural extension of the categories which can assume strong features, the IP-adjunction scrambling phenomena, 
too, can be accounted for in the MP without stipulating any special element. This study implies that except that a lexical 
category V, in addition to the light verb v, can bear a strong D-feature, nothing is special about Japanese phrase SUUCIUre, 
including possibly the head parameter. This is the situation which conforms to the general minimalist assumptions md 
the spirit of Kayne's (1993) universal word order. Thus in so far as we are successful, this study can be considered 10 be 
a contribution to the minimalist framework. 

Li-cbi•na Yang (University of California-Santa Barbara) 
uvels of inlonation in discourse 

(Session l) 

New investigations into prosody have focused on the local and global aspects of intonation (Beckman 199S), and 
whether intonation should be considered as a linear or superpositional phenomenon (Beckman 1995, MObius 1995; Ladd 
1995; Gn~nnum 1995). This study suggests that intonational structures in spontaneous discourse exhibit both linear and 
supetpOsitional characteristics, and these reflect the different scopes of multitiered emotional and cognitive processes. 
General levels of psychological and interactive involvement with topic, and extended processes of climax and resolution 
are exhibited in long waves of pitch level baseline rise and fall extending over large sequences of utterances. Within 
these long waves, specific topic development occurs as utterances are intonationally positioned as phrase units relative to 
one another. At the utterance and phrase level, a linear process of expressive, accentual, and boundary markins 
progression occurs continuously, as the speaker encounters and expresses the rapidly changing cognitive relationships 
with the referents of the discourse, as well as the intonauonal relationships with the specific accentual or tonal 
characreristics of the specific language. Based on our analysis of the data, we propose that a rewarding synthesis of 
Chafe's and Brown's cognitive-discourse approach, and the intonational approaches of Beckman, Pierrehumbert, 
Hirschberg, and Ladd can be achieved if attention is focused on the varied scopes of different intonational components in 
the total process of expressive communication in spontaneous speech. 

Dina Rudolph Yosbirni (University of Hawaii-Manoa) (Session 23) 
Listener support, shared perspective, and subjectivity in Japanese 

Studies of Japanese conversational discourse have identified frequent, supportive backchannel responses, including tbe 
formulaic response token soo desu ne, as characteristic of Japanese interactive style (LoCastro 1987, Maynard 1989). In 
discourse analytic approaches to conversational data, this token is frequently considered to function not only as an indeX 
of listener support, but also as an indication of the listener's shared perspecti ve--epistemic or affective--with the speaker. 
The study finds that shared perspective in listener response tokens is neither a purely epistemic nor a pw-ely affective 
phenomenon, but rather is a function of constraints on the expression of speaker subjectivity. 11le findings challenge the 
characterization of listener suppon as a homogeneous discourse phenomenon and provide a resolution to the debale over 
the indexical function- -affective or epistemic--of SFP ne. 

Etsuyo Yuasa (University of Chicago) 
An autoluical account of subordiiUJiion-coordination mismatches (Se.ssioa 3) 

~ papec i~vestigates the ?otion of ·~ubordination', whic~ is often assumed to be obvious and is often described with 
~IUSive tenrunology .such as d~ndent (Lyo~s 1969). It wll I be shown that this 'obvious' notion of subordination can be 
m fact decomposed mto semantic and syntacuc components, and I will argue that the fact that a subordinale structure in 
component of grammar can hold independent of the other components supports the idea of the autonomy of ~ 
~ponents ot grammar as, claimed by autolexical syntax (Sadock 1991). 1be fuzzy nature of subordination has been 
pomted o_ut ~Y ~ole 8J!d Reference Grammar (Foley & Van Valin 1984; Van Valin 1984, 1993). RRG proposes 
.cosu~~on, f~ s~tch-ref~rence co~structions, which are neither clear-cut subordination nor coordination. While 
c:osu~nation l'&lses mtezesung questions to the aspect of subordination, I claim that this notion has some problems 
A~lexical syntax allows ~ autonomy of the components of grammar, hence 1 assume that the mixed properties of 
swuc~·re!erence constru~uon can be accounted for by the mismatch of syntactic subordination and semantic 
c~uon. As a~tolex•c~ ~nlaX allows m!smatche~ a~ong different components of grammar, it also predicts the 
llllSIIWCh ~f syn~Uc coordination and semantic subordmation, and the structures that Culicover and Jackendoff (1995) 
take up ~t •~to this categ~ry .. As_ we ~ume the autonomy of each component and the decomposition of the properties 
~ coordi.nation or su~rdinauon •~to different components of grammar, these different types of mismaiChes are easily 
mcorporat.ed and ()OSJ~vely pred1cted. This paper ~II show new aspects of the notion of subordination, and the 
advan~g~ of autolextcal accounts that can shed hght on new aspects of traditionally assumed notions such as 
subordinanon. 

Busbra Adun Zawaydeb (Indiana University) 
Grodient uvularizalion spread in Ammani-JordiJnian Arabic 

(Session 22) 

In this paper I investi~te the_issue of uvularization spread from the secondary uvularized (also known as 'emphatics') 
and u~ phonemes Ul the dialect o~ Ammani-Jordanian Arabic. Through a spectrographic analysis it was found that 
uvularization from a~ uvu~ ph?lleme spreads ~roughout the whole word. As for the uvulars, it was fOWld 
that the only uvular segment m '!"s dialect1s the [q), and 1ts uvularization spread is different from the uvularization 
~ from d_le ~ uvul~cd segments in that it is weaker in both its intensity in local spreading in the syllable 
and liS spreading ro the ne1ghbonng syl~l~ FUJt!!enno~, the segments /i,y ,uu/ block the spreading. In addition, it was 
found that the farther away the uvulanzauon tngger 1s, whether it is a secondary uvularized or a primary uvular 
~·.the weak:e~ wou~ be its ~ffect in lowering the F2. These results lead us to an important conclusion that 
u~larization spread IS grlkhent. It Js stronger when the trigger is a secondary uvularized segment than when it is a 
~ary uvular. Furthermore, the effect of uvularization is strongest on the segments that are closest to the uvularization 
trigger, 

Larisa Zlatic (University of Texas-Austin) 
Noun plvases willwlll functional categories (Session 11) 

In recent lin,Wstic literature (e.g. Abbey 1987; Hudson 1987, 1996; Radford 1993; Payne 1993; Meyers 1994) there has 
~ a growmg, ~ over the headedness_ of noWJ phrases. The main question is whether the head of the noun phrase 
IS a ~ or a ~nal category, determ1ner. The goal of this paper is to show that noun phrases in Serbian, and 
~ m other arucleless languages, are headed by nouns and not by determiners. This conclusion is based on the 
Serb!an word order facts and the results of tests for determining headedness (cf. Zwicky 1985 Hudson 1987) 
~pecifi~ly, based on syntactic an_d mo~hol~ic~ evidence, we show that the semantic class of dete~iners employed 
01 SerbUUl, namely the dem~stratives,;ediJn one and nelci 'some', have the categorial status of adjectives. Headedness 
tests. such as lllOfPbosyntacbC l_ocus, ~ determinant, the obligatory constituent, and subcategorizand (cf. Zwicky 
1985, H~ 1981), suppon th1s conciiiSIOil. In sum, it appears that the choice of a noun or a determiner as head of the 
noun phrase IS correlated to the presence/absence of definite/indefinite articles in a given language as orilhnally ........ ...t 
by Gil ( 1987). • ..... -a-
Larisa Zlatic & Stephen Wechsler (University of Texas-Austin) 
Case and agreement with Serbian qumuified NPs 

(Sessm ll) 

This paper offers an analysis of quantified NPs (QNPs) in Serbian, i.e., phrases introduced by undeclined quantifiers 
such as mMgo 'many(much', malo 'f~w/little', nelwliko 'several', puno 'a lot of, and the numerals pel 'five' and higher. 
~e_analyze the quantifier as~ nom1nal head _with inherent genitive case, but unspecified for structural case (these are 
di~t features ~or us). In th•s way we explam the following facts: the Q's complement NP appears in genitive case· 
subject QNPs tn~er def~ult _nt.sg. or, f?r some spe~ers, a~reement with the Q's complement NP; QNPs can~ 
governed by ~ m nomma11v~, _accu~ve, and gemuve envlfonments but not dative, instrumental, or locative; and 
QNPs occur as objects of prepositions taking any case. This analysis will be formulated within the HPSG framework 
(Pollard&: Sag 1994). 



Ke Zou (California State University-Dominguez Hills) 
The syntax and mt>rphology of the Chinese passive construction 

(Sasio. 1) 

lbis papel" tries to offer a uniform account for the Chinese passive construction, the aspectual feature of its verb, and lbe 
alienable and inalienable relations between its subject NP and postverbal NP. Given that BEl in the Chinese passive is a 
functional category IWld it has no thematic relation with its following NP, a natural way to accommodate these facts is 110 
project a BEl-phrase (BEIP) whose head selects an aspect phrase (ASPP) as a complement, 10 have the head of ASPP 
select a maximal projection headed by the null passive morpheme (PAP), and to have the head of PAP select a vP. 
Under this analysis, the formation of the Chinese passive and its other properties simply beCOme the side effccu of vat> 
raising and NP movemenL The verb-raising is morphologicaUy driven, and the NP movements ate forced by the case 
filter. As a consequence of this analysis, the presence and absence of the defmi1eness effect shown by the postverbal NP 
in the Chinese passive construction can be independentJy derived. 
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VARBRUL Analysis of Linguistic Variation 
Robert Bayley (U TX-San Antonio) 

This session will provide a rationale for and demonstration of the V ARBRUL computer programs (Pintzuk 1988; 
Rand and Sankoff 1990; Sankoff 1988). The demonsuation uses data from a study of consonant cluster reduction in 
Mexican-American English (Bayley 1994) and relative pronoun choice in speech and writing (Guy and Bayley 
1995) to show the steps in lhe heuristic process of hypothesis generation, testing, and revision as it is carried out 
with the belp or V ARBRUL, including the following: (1) generating initial hypolheses to account for observed 
variation; (2) coding the data for the potentially large number of independent factors affecting variation; (3) 
conducting the initial V ARBRUL run and interpreting the factor probabilities generated; (4) recoding lhe data to 
refine hypotheses on the basis of factor probabilities generated in step 3; (5) testing significance of individual factors 
and factor groups by means of log likelihood estimation. In addition, the workshop will consider several questions 
that are likely to arise when conducting a V ARBRUL analysts, including dealing with suspected interaction among 
factorS and choosing between competing analyses. 

The Analysis ot vowel Systems 
William LaboY (Penn) 

Using the Macintosh program PLOTNIK 03, lhis workshop will deal with lhe display and analysis of vowel formant 
data, with particular emphasis on the study of change in progress. Workshop participants should have a body of 
formant measurements in hand, or the opportunity to acquire them, through the use of such programs as Kay 
Elemetrics CSL, Eric Keller's Signalyze, GSW Soundscope, or Cornell Omilhology Lab's Canary. The workshop 
will show how vowelcokens are plotted, normalized, and automatically analyzed for segmental environment; how 
relevant subsets of vowels may be selected, plotted, or highlighted; how means and standard deviations are plotted; 
how to carry out t-tests on the difference of any two means; and how subsets of vowels may be plotted or 
highlighted by any combination of segmental environment, stress, or style. Particular attention will be given 10 
methods for determining the extent to which vowel systems participate in the Norlhem Cities Shift, the Southern 
Shift, the Canadian Shift, or the low back merger. Participants will receive copies of PLOTNIK 03 along with 
tutorial and full documentation. PLOTNIK 03 includes several dozen features introduced following the NW AVE 24 
workshop wilh PLOTNIK 02, including adaptation to other languages, shift from color 10 black and white, and the 
addition of veccors from nuclei to glide targets. In addition, methods for superimposing large numbers of vowel 
systems will be introduced through the use of the program PLOTNIK MAJOR. 

Computer Plotting and Mapping of Areal Linguistic Data 
William A. Kretzschmar, Jr. (U GA) 

This session will present a discussion of methods of computer plotting and mapping of linguistic data drawn from 
American linguistic atlas surveys. It will begin with the basic issues of the possible relationships between linguistic 
data and geographical locations, and of lhe nature of GIS (Geographical Information Systems). Computer plotting 
and generalizations to be made from observation of plots will be illustrated with the Graphic Plotter Grid from the 
Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States, the LAMSAS plot program from tbe Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South 
Atlantic States (LAMS AS), and the LAMSAS Internet plotter. The workshop will then consider use of statistical 
procedures 10 assess geographical distribution of linguistic features drawn from LAMS AS: t-test, chi-square, and 
multiple comparison for fixed regions; spatial autocorrelation; and density estimation. Finally, it will consider uses 
of GIS software to assist visualization of distributions. 



Advanced MuHivarlate Analyses of Linguistic Data 
Robert Berdan (CA SU-Long Beach) 

This session will focus principally on logistic regression, the general statistical approach .underlying V ARBR.UL 
analyses. The generalized application is particularly useful for data.~~ that are we.n <St:scnbed by bo~ ca~go~cal 
and continuous variables, a frequent sitllation both for language acqUlslllon and for h•stoncal data sets, m wh1ch ume 
is best considered as a continuous variable but various linguistic and demographic characteristics are categorical (or 
continuous). The SPSS implementation of logistic regression w1ll be demons~ted in the ~~rkshop .. ~. works~op 
will demonstnlle the progression of analysis from text files to reportable graph1cs and stausucs. OpllmiZmg coding 
to the data set, hypothesis developing and testing, evaluating competing analyses, treatment of interacti~ns among 
factors, and the interpretation of error and reliability will be considere~. Contin~ous change over time vers~ 
discontinuities and restructuring will also be compared. The SPSS graph1cs tools w1ll be explored both as analytic 
techniques and for reporting findings. Where comparable, SPSS reporting will be converted to V ARBRUL terms. 

Factor Analytic Procedures In Language Analysis 
Ed Finegan (USC) 

In its linguistic applications, the statistical technique c~lled factor an~lysis ~n be used to uncover pat~emed ~ari~~ 
by deriving a relatively small set of underlying var1ables (called factors) from large sets of vanable lmgu•sllc 
features. The workshop demonstrates the use of this technique for identifying factors that underlie large-scale 
variation of linguistic features across texts and for i~~~r~ting those factors as linguistic c.onstruc~ (us~y called 
'dimensions'). The Promax rotation technique for mmtmiZlng the number of factors on wh1ch any lmgUisUc feature 
loads; appropriateness of factor analysis to different kinds of linguistic investigations; and the pros and cons of 
factor analysis for linguistic inquiry in general are also included. 

Correspondence (Dual Scaling) Analysis 
Wladyslaw Cichocki ( U New Brunswick) 

This session demonsttates correspondence analysis (CA). a statistical technique which is closely related to 
multidimensional scaling and factor analysis. CA is particularly helpful in studying the type of categorical, ordinal, 
and frequency data commonly found in empirical linguistic investigations .. Whil.e CA .is predo':"inantJy a da!l' 
exploratory technique, it can be used to formulate hyp~theses. The presentauon wd~ avOid complicated algebratc 
fonnulas and will emphasize instead the simple graphtcal displays that ~~ u~ ~o mterpret and un~ersts;nd ~ 
sttucture. Applications will be chosen from dialectology, phoneucs, SOCIOhngu•sucs, ~d syntax. .D•scusston wtll 
include issues of interpretation, stability, and statistical significance as well as a rev1ew of available computer 
software. 

Thursday, 2 January 

Colloquium: Ungulstlcs and the Speech Community: Service In Return 

Sheraton Ballroom IV 

Organizer: 

Discussants: 

7:00 • 9:00 PM 

John Rickford (Stanford University) 

Geneva Smitherman (Michigan State University 
Walt Wolfram (North Carolina State University-Raleigh) 
Akira Yamamoto (University of Kansas) 
Ana Celia Zentella (City University of New York Graduate Center) 

'The purpose of this session is to focus the attention of the linguistics community on the need to provide 'service in 
return' 10 the speech communities which provide the data for our descriptive and theoretical work, and to explore 
alternative means of doing so. 

'The motivations for considering 'service in return' include the moral obligation, the fact that basic and applied 
research can be mutually enriching, the possibility that an orientation to service would help us respond to the 
interesl8 of our students, and the possibility might increase job opponunities in our field. 

The lead paper for this session will consider the situation in linguistics more generally, but focus on the 
contributions which the African American speech comunity has made to sociolinguistics and the areas in which 
sociolinguistics could contribute in return to the African American speech community--but has not done nearly 
enough. Education is where sociolinguists did significant and useful work, but our retreat from involvement in 
educational issues--including the use of dialect readers--was premature. 

The discussants will respond to the lead paper while referring to other relevant experiences of their own, including 
work on the development of informed policies toward vernacular dialects and foreign languages in courts and 
schools, efforts 10 help Ocracoke dialect speakers on the outer banks of North Carolina appreciate the systemalicity 
and subtlety of their vernacular, and the classroom implications of research on code-shifting and mixing among 
Pueno Rican speakers in New Yolk. 


